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Volkswagen has participated in all of the proj-
ects which arose during the ten-year, lnter_
national cooperative effort in the area of ex-
perimental saf'ety vehicles. Over the years, this
team-work yielded a number of insights for our
conrpany-insights which have not only harJ an
inrpact on the work conducted within the VW-
Group but rather have also had an intpact on other
autonroti ve enginecrs.

The onginal objective of this prograrn focused
exclusively on aspects of vehicle saf'ety. It was
demonstrated in various projects what is f'easible
from a technical standpoint and what is justifiable
from an economic stanclpoint. Especially in the
area of safety-related component developrnent,
the results of these projects were introduced into
production at all the companies which had par-
ticipated in the program. Volkswagen, in partic-
ular, made a significant contribution in the area
of the passive restraint system,

The environment, in which we1ive, in which
the vehicles we manulacture are operated, has
changed significantly in some cases during the
last ten years. The number of smaller vehicles-
which characterizes the traffic picture on the
roads of our industrial countries-has clearly
risen. Thus, the so-called vehicle fleet mix has
shifted toward vehicles of the type which transfer
less kinetic energy during a collison or impacr.
On the average, the vehicle mass being moved
is smaller. However, this in no way resulted in
increased danger to the constituents of the traffic
mix. There arc a number ol' accident types in
which smaller vehicles do berter anyhow. In ad-
dition tD this, the engineers were able to employ

appropriate design concept.s for these vehicles so
that cornpliance was ensured with the applicable
government standards. In some cases, these
standards were even signilicantly suqpassed. The
results of the work on previous ESV projects
certainly contributed greatly to this success.

Other environnental changes were certainly
much more serious. Growing societal awareness
of environmental protection as well as increasing
energy supply problems demand more and more
to be taken into account by our engineers. The
criterion "vehicle 

safety" can no longer be
viewed in isolation, More and more, the tuture
task of the automobile industry should be to ben-
eficially coordinate the different, sometimes con-
flicting requirements placed on the automobile.
It is fbr this reason that we are strongly $upporting
the so-called integrated concept of vehicles in-
stead of a unilateral approach such as vehicle
safety or exhaust gas emissions ancl/or noise
emissions.

It became clear for the first time at the 6th
ESV conference in 1976 in Washington that in
addition to safety, increasing significance should
be attributed to fuel economy, environmental
protection by reduced emissions, conservation of
tresources, econonrical producf ion and favorable
consumer costs. The pressure to continue in this
direction has intensified noticeably since then.

As early as 1977, Volkswagen presented the
IRVW l-lntegrated Research Volkswagen-
within the fiarnework ol'a contract for the U.S.
Deparlment of Transportation. The IRVW I rep-
resents what should be understood by an inte-
grated concept. We continued our efforts in this
direction with the IRVW II which makes its debut
at this conference, Both vehicles demonstrate that
a big automobile manufacturer is in a better po-
sition than other institutions are to show tomor-
row's rule rnakers and customers what is really
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justifiable and feasible. And in our opinion, that
is what will really matter in the future. We should
concentrate on what is justifiable and reasonably
feasible. We have already learned liom the ESV
Phase I projects that excessive safety require-
ments cannot be met reasonably. Our task now
should be to sound out and convincingly justify

what is reasonable and feasible within the frame-
work of integrated vehicle concepts, This enables
us to provide our rule-making bodies well-firunded
assistance in reaching decisions and to demon-
strate our national and international economic
responsibility as an automobile manufacturer,

Panel Member Statement

DR. KENNERLY DIGGES effective at reducing deaths and fatalities in fion-
tal collision$, as shown in the figure, We also
have as a high priority the development and im-
plementation of countermeasures for reducing
side impact deaths and injuries.

Belt usage is stil l very Iow in the United States.
Only about I out ol' l0 rlccupants currently use
their belts. Figure 4 shows the belt usage rate
observed in cars on the highway. The use rate
is broken out by model year. It is evident that
belt usage of the newer cars is not increasing.
The low use rate of belts is one reason we believe
that automatic crash protection should be built
into cars of the future.

A particular concern is that the death and injury
toll in the United States will be increased by the
increasing number of small car$ on the road.
Figure 5 shows the historical and prcrjected small
car and large car share ol the new car sales in
the United States. ln 1979, the percentage sales
ended at about 45 percent large cars and 55 per-
cent small cars. The future trends are difficult to
predict, and the figure shows the range of esti-
mates which are reasonahle, For the purpose of
the discussion to fbllow, we will assume case l.
i.e., that the sales rernain at the 45 percent large/
55 percent small for the rest of the decacle.

Figure 6 shows the historical and projected
distribution of cars on the road, assuming sales
continue at their present mix. The 5(/so point in
this scenario is around 1 986. Beyond I g116 a new
definition of large and small car may be required
because all cars will be much smaller, A large
difference in mass ratio between the largest and
the smallest is expected to contjnue,

The disadvantage of srnall car occupants in a
large car/small car crash is illustratecl in ligure
7. The chart il lustrates the relative prohabilities
of fatal injuries to occupants when vehicles of
different size are involved in acciclents. For ex-

Director, Office of Passenger Vehicle Fle-
SEATCh NHTSAJDOT

Motor vehicle crashes are the sixth leading
cause of death in the United States and the leading
cause of death for those under age 50 (see figure
l). In terms of lost productivity, motor vehicles
rank third after hean disease and cancer, The
average age of a motor vehicle accident victim
is 34, and nearly half of those killed during the
past 5 years were under 25.

Ldst Productivity'
Av6rag6 (Person-Years)

Fank C6us6 ol Fst6llty 496 in rhousflnds

1 HEEr t  p isBEE€ 66 2 ,880

2 Cancer  €3  2 ,580

3 Motor v6hlcl6 Accldont8 34 1,712

4 Other  Acc idents  45  1 ,347

6 Stroke 67 540

€ Pneumonia 62 42Q

' Equivsl6nt to l7o-averoge aBe et deothl x number qf dqFtht

ORte Sou{ce: NstisilJl C+ilter for Henllh $tffifrics

Figure 1. Lost productivity by cause'of death.

Figure 2 shows the age distribution of people
killed in passenger cars in 1978. The figure shows
that car occupant deaths in the 15-24 year old
age group are more than double the number in
any other l0 year age group.

Figure 3 summarizes the $tatistics on the di-
rection of crash forces in tatal passenger car ac-
cidents, taken fiom our FARS data. Over 50
percent of the fatalities occur in frontal collisions
and about 30 percent in side. Automatic re-
straints, a countermeasure which has beenpro-

mostmoted by our agency for some
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Figure 2. Passenger car occupant fatalities by age (1978 total 28,153).

Figure 3. Distr ibution of occupant fatal i t ies in cars, l ight trucks, and vans by direction of impact.
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Figure 5. Historical and projected small car/large car shares of new car sales, 1970-1990.
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Figure 4. Safety belt usage by model year.
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Figure 7. Relative risk of death for occupants of the smaller vehicle in tw+vehicle crashes involving
vehicles of different sizes.

ample, in a collision of a subcompact and a full-
size car, the occupants of the smaller car are 8.2
times more likely to be killed.

The relative injury rate of cars of various sizes
in collisions with sinrilar weight cars is shown
in figure L Accident data collected in thc state
of North Carolina also indicates that occupants
of small car$ are more likely to be injured even
when small cars collide with other small cars.

An extrapolation of existing injury rates into
the future shows a larue increase in the number

of occupant fatalities will occur in subcompact
cars. The basis lor these assumptions was re-
ported earlier by Boehly. Figure 9 illustrates why
we are concerned about the small car prohlem
and why we believe automotive saf'ety will he-
come even more important to snrall car huyers.

An estimate of the relationship between ve-
hicle weight and fatality frequency based upon
FARS data and United States vehicle regisrra-
tions is shown in figure 10. In addition, the fa-
tality frequency tor two cars with automatic re-

Prolected

Small Cers in Operetion

20
1 9 7 0  7 1  7 2  7 3  7 4  7 5  t E  7 7  7 8  7 9  1 9 8 0  8 1  8 2  8 3  8 4  8 5

Large Cars = Mid-$ize and Large

Smal l  Cars = 2 Seater,  Minicompact,  Subcompact,  and Compact

S i ze  Ca tego r i es  A re  Based  on  Env i r onmen ta l  P ro tec t i on  Agency ' s
lnter ior  Boominess Classi{ icat ion.

Proioctions Are Based on Assumption That Small Car Share of Nevv Cat Sales Share is
55 Percent for 1980-1990.
Source;  R.L.  Polk and Co. and the Nat ional  Highway Traf f ic  Safety Adrnin ist rat ion

Smal l  Cars

i

i " " .
Large Cars

Figure 6, Historical and projected small and large cars in operation, 1970-1990.

Size of the Larger Vehicle in the Crash

Size of the Smaller Pickup, Van, Two Unit
Vehicle in the Crash Compact Mid-Size Full-Size or MPV Combination Truck

Subcompact 3.4 6.3 8.2 8.4 51.5

Compact 1.9 2.3 3.2 25.0

Mid-Size 1.3 1.7 28,8

Full-Siee 1.5 25.9

Pick-up. Van, or Mpv 20.3
Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA

Note: This chart illustrates the relative probabilities of fatal injuries to occupants vvhen vehicles of diffetent sizes
are involved in accidents. For example, in a collision of a subcompact and a full-size car the occupants of
the smaller car are8.2 times more likelv to be killed than ;rre the occuDarlts of the fulfsize auto.
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Figure 8. Relative risk of fatal injury in colli-
sions of cars of equal weights.

straints is shown. The small car is the VW Rabbit
with automatic belts and the large car is the GM
f'ull-size car with air bags. It is irlteresting to note
that the VW with automatic belts has a lower
fatality rate than firr the lull-size GM cars with
manual belts. Consequently, we bclieve that au-
tomatic protection can significantly off,set the in-
creased risk associated with small cars of current
desiens.

Figure I I shows that automatic crash protec-
tion could hold in c:heck the increasing tatality
rate expected during the next decade. This re-
duction is expected to amount to 200,000 lives
saved during the 15 years between 198-5 and
2000.

However, in spite of these savings, losses in
the subcompact crar are expected to be high as
shown in figure 12. Additional measures will be
required to reduce the losses in this segment of
the vehicle population.

Specifically, we are conducting research on
the following:

l .

2 .
3 .
4 .

H igher  leve ls  o f  au tomat ic  f ron ta l
crashworthiness;

Reduced aggressivity.
Improved side protection.
Sal'ety rating system to provide a basis for
selecting and marketing higher levels of
saf'ety.
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Figure 9. Projected passenger car occupant fatalities by vehicle
class, 1979-2000, without additional safety features-
1% growth.
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Figure 10. Fatalities by car size with an indication of the lives saved in cars with automatic
restraints.

Figure 11. Projected annual pa$senger car occupant fatality rate, 1980-2000, with and without
automatic crash protection-1 Vo growth.
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Figure 12. Projected passenger car occupant fatalities by vehicle class, 1g7g-2000, with automatic
crash protection-1 % growth.

Panel Member Statement

ENZO FRANCHINI
Director, Fiat Safety Center
Italy

In the Panel Statement of the 7th ESV Con-
ference wc had summarized Fiat's wide activity
within the ESV progrant and had poinred out thar
the fall-out of the research had been used to op-
tirnize saf'ety characteristics of production cars.

Such optimization needs an increasingly greater
effbrt to be ahle to cope with the following;

. 'Ihe energy, environmental and economic sit-
uation, in which a manufacturer acts, de-
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mands a harmonic vehicle design in order to
meet the requirements for safety, light weight,
low fuel consumption, low pollution and low
cost. These oflen conflicting factors are the
more interacting, the smaller and the lighter
a car is and this is a topic of particular interest
to us.
The rapidly changing traffic mix. In all coun-
tries the trend is towards smaller and lighter
cars: these must coexist with the present heav-
ier and larger ones. Still again we emphasize
the importance of compatibility, a problem
Fiat has long been considering.
Today's in-depth statistical accident analy$is
better identifies the priority areas to be ad-

dressed. Side collision, which was dealt with
in the paper Fiat presented at the last ESV
Cont'erence, and car/pedestrian compatibility
are in the spotlight.

. The lack of hornogeneity and the fragmentary
nature of regulations we had already pointed
out in the past (static or dynarnic test$, on
complete vehicles or elements).

The problems confronting manufacturers are
numberless, challenging and such as to condition
the future of firms. An important factor in solving
these problerns is that all parties involved (gov-

ernments, manufacturers, customers) tackle them
in a thorough, rational and realistic way.

1,.,1
. i.i
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Panel Member Statement

IAN D. NEILSON
Transport Road Research Laboratory
United Kingdom

Notes of Discussions on Design of
Dummies and Side lmpact Testing

One aspect of the work of EEVC is to provide
a forum for technical discussions in Europe on
matters of current and t\ture interest to policy
makers who are planning vehicle sat'ety legisla-
tion. Currently most effort has been directed to
the study of test procedures suitable tor legisla-
tion to check side impact protection for car oc-
cupants. '[his has been divided into two parts,
firstly the co-ordination of projects developing
test procedures and making some comparison of
the various alternatives, and secondly the co-or-
dination of work towards producing a side impact
dummy suitable for such test procedures.

Because ECE Geneva and EEC Brussels are
working towards legislation for protection in side
impacts and because it is not clear which test
proccdure is appropriate, EEVC has been study-
ing the rlatter fbr some years in its Working
Cruup 5 and it is continuing this work. The
EEVC works by bringing together government
and industry interests concerned about this sub-
ject and giving opportunity for technical discus-

sions without the commitment of legislative
discussions.

There are three alternatives with possibly some
combination of them being the most satisfhctory.
Most teams would prefer to have a single test on
a complete car which would be impacted in the
side by a mobile barrier. Several teanls propose
a deformable face to the barrier which can ac-
curately simulatc the front of a car. One or two
teams have suggested a small rigid face to the
barrier, These two alternatives use dummies as
means of measurement. The third alternative is
a systems approach by which acceptability is
checked by a combination of a strength test of
the side structure of a car combined with local
checks on the adequacy of the energy absorbing
padding and components. The advantage of the
defbrmable faced barrier is that it can give a good
representation of a car to car imprrct but it does
not check the wide variety of possible points of
head impact. The rigid taced barrier can give a

cheaper test procedure but because the face ab-
sorbs no energy, a better but not precise simu-
lation of ca-r to car impact can be obtained by
reducing the impact speed by possibly a quarter.
However a rigid face may well represent those
rigid obstacles which, when struck by cars which
have spun, cause fatal injuries to car occupants
in side impacts. A systems approach is particu-
larly cheap to use but it tencls to control the pro-
prtrtions of the protection which the designer ob-
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tains from structural stiffness and padding. The
other alternatives permit the dcsigner to choose
bctween greater stifthess and thicker padding.

Tests are being carried out on sevcrirl delilrm-
ahle barriers and tests have been completed with
a rigid face. Further work is needed to define
suitable structural and padding tests fbr a systems
approach. The gnrr.rp has agreed that the critical
measure of scverity of side impact into a car is
the vekrcity with which the inside lace of the
door strikes the occupant. As with all impact test
procedures using dummies, there is the problem
of variability of results between one test ancl an-
other. These tests are expensive and so it may
be necessary to suggest procedures requiring a
minimum number of repeat tests. One approach
is to use several cheap auxiliary tests of interior
padding along the sides combined with one dem-
onstration complete test using a side impact
dumnry. The pass requirements need special con-
sideration because of the variability. The work
already discusscd has given a clear indication of
the pros and cons of rigid and deformable facings
to the mobile barriers.

One particularly important aspect ol' pnrtection
from side impact is the desirability of making the
fronts of cars ol'dif'fbrent designs compatible with
the sides and doors of other designs. This arises
because it is custornary to huild fronts stiff-er than
sides wherctrs there is grxrd reason to make sides
stiffer than fionts at lcast for the initial parts of
impacts. The discussions are continuing about
how this may be brought ahout. In principle a
mobile barrier checks the stiffncss of both fronts
and sides ensuring that sides are stiffer than a
level specified for all cars, and lionts weaker tbr
small amounts of crushing. 'fhis can be done
either by putting load cells on rigicl face of a
rlobile barrier or by choosing the stiffness of a
deftlrmahle barrier to be rll' the specified level
between that for fronts ancl sicles. Further work
is needed on this matter and in particular to see
the likely effects of setting a higher or a lower
specified level on the clesigns of cars for the luture
rather than for present crars.

The EEC 'Biomechirnics' programme of de-
velopment to assist in the adoption of ltore re-
fined rules for improving protection on vehicles
for road users, includes work to improve side
impact dummies. Because of the multiplicity of

considerations involvcd, the EEC asked EEVC
to hold discussions to co-urdinate progress in this
topic. Three aspects of the work are being carried
out. (i) A general specilication fbr side impact
dummies is being prepared. (ii)Several durnmies
are being developed. (ii i) Plans are being made
to carry out a programme of comparative tesling
of all suitable side irnpact dummies which will
be availahle in 1981. EEVC has particularly been
working towards the first and third iterns.

The specification frrr side impact dummies is
not intended to be a full engineering specifica-
tion, but rather to be a listing of desirable char-
acteri$tics backed up by a set of proving tcsts k)
check biokinetic fidelity and there is to be a cal-
ibration procedure. The biokinetic fidelity is
checked by using about seven tests, which in-
clude thc leading tests in USA and Europe fbr
investigating cadaver perfbrmance. ln general the
dummy is based on Part 572 requirements so that
any dummy built to the specification will be sim-
ilar in leading dimensions and masses and will
meet these requirements unless specified differ-
ently. It is also intended that durlrly componcnts
will interface with Part 512 components so that
one can replace another.

The dummies currently being developed in-
clude the GIEP-R (Association Peugeot Renault),
the MIRA ancl the ONSER 50. There is also the
HSRI dummy which has been the prirne con-
tender for adoption by NHTSA. Apart from the
last one, the others are being cleveloped with
some support from EEC. They illustratc different
design solutions f'or the various problems and the
final stage of the prograrnme will hc to carry out
extensive cornparative testing to show how the
diff'erent design ideas compare. To reach this
stage it is first nccessary that sufficicnt engi-
neering development has been completed so that
prematurc tailures of the cornponcnts of each
dumrly are unlikely. lndeed it rnay be possihle
after the test results are available to rlake up a
dumnry from a mixture of pref'erred components
from ditlerent durnrnies, Although generally un-
desirable it has been suggestcd that different
durnrnies may eventually be uscd for legislative
and research purposes. For example the legis-
lative side impact test rnay specify an exactly
lateral impact into a cirr and it may be necessary
only fbr dumlly responses to be correct and
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measurable in this direction. However a research
dummy might be needed to reproduce actual ac-
cidents with many diffelent directions of intpact,
even if generally impact is from a lateral direction.

The comparative testing will include some re-
peat testing and will bd undertaken at TNO,
MIRA and in France, probably at CIEP-R and
ONSER. lt should check the practicability of the
various dununies as well as their repeatability
and durability, quite apart fiom their biokinetic
fidelity.

The seven tests to check the basic designs of
dummy will prohabty consist of:

l. The HSRI laterat impact of a seated dummy
into a rigid wall fiorn 15 to 20 mile/h.

2. The GIEP-R drop test of  a cornplete
durnmy on to energy absorbing pads to
check shoulder/thorax and pelvis.
An auxiliary HSRI pendulum test.
A Part 572 calibration type of test for the
head modified to give a HIC of 1000 (thir;

test may be further modified after results
from current research become available).
A lateral quasi-static check on thc itttpact
resistance of the shoulder.
A tieefall impact on the abdomen to nleas-
ure load against deflection (dctails may be
altered).
The ONSER test for the pelvis, possibly
including a check on response to crushing.

and is the dummy for the US standard FMVSS

208.
Because neither the Hybrid III nor the OPAT

durnrlies seem likely to be generally adopted,
EEVC discussed the possibility of modifications
to Hybrid ll. fhese would have to be minimal,
just suflicient to cope with the rnain problems.
The most noticeable is that the dummy easily
comes out of three point seat belts during impact.
This occurs because the belt does not properly
locate on the pelvis and shoulder with submar-
ining or the shoulder sliding out of thc diagonal
belt. It was generally agreed that it would be easy

to redesign the iliac crests and thcir covering and

that there were at least two possibilities fbr ways
of checking if loading of the abdomen occurred.

Redesign of the shoulder was not so easy but
might be practicable in the short term. This
should locate the diagonal belt properly and it
would be desirable for it to encourage the selec-
tion of an optimal position fbr the upper an-
chorage. These i t t tprovements could prevent
belts being trapped in the dummy at pelvis and
shoulder.

It was agreed that a deformable thorax was
desirable with impact being measured by the
maximum deformation, but it was not possihle
to agree on a suitable chest trt substitute fbr the
standard Part 572 item which is too stiff. Head
response could be irnproved by using a more
rcpresentative neck such as the one lbr Hybrid
III,.but there was some reluctance to suggest this
because of its cost. Recently the frequency of
facial injuries to drivers on striking the steering
assembly has been noted. There are designs being
developed to record these impacts, either by plac-
ing honeycomb or a pressure sensitive sheet of
material on the face of the dummy.

It was concluded that sortre wonhwhile mod-
ifications could be made to Hybrid ll because
they had already heen developcd. Others would
take a year or so before heing ready for use. The
adoption of a modified Hybrid II was a political
matter which partly depended on the date of cotn- 

'

pletion of a new dummy for NH'ISA in a f'ew
years'  t ime.

3 .
4 .

r i !  |

5 .

6 .

1 .

A small sub-group has recently met to fix the
details of the tests needed fbr the comparatrve
test programme as well as to plan the progratnme
itself.

Although many countries would like to see the
proposed integrated frontal test procedure ac-
cepted by ECE and generally adopted, there has
been sonre concenl expressed ahout detailcd fea-
tures, and EEVC had a brief discussion about
one of them, the use of a Part 572, Hybrid II
durnrly. This dummy was originally designed tbr
air bag testing, but has subsequcntly heen used
widely firr chccking out cars fitted with seat belts
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PROF. DR.-ING. WILLI BEIDELBACH
Division Director
Daimler-Benz AG

EIGHTH ESV CONFERENCE. PANEL
DI$CUSSION

The challenge of the future is the integrated
motor vehicle which should be the topic of this
conference and future ones.

Obviously, there are attempts being made to
solve this problem. We here in Germany have
heard repeatedly about the German research pas-
senger car. We have just now gotten our first
information on the American Integrated Vehicle
Program. But "reinventing the motor vehicle"
and "downsizing" have been discussed for a
long time and in relation to this the consequence
is predicted: the new vehicle mix on the road is
characterized by more and more small light-
weight cars sharing the traffic space with large
heavy vehicles. In the USA, from this probable
modification of the vehicle population a cata-
strophic accident statistic is expected: 60 percent
more fatalities in 10 years from now, I30 percent
more after 20 years.

Today Europe already has such a vehicle mix
or a very similar one. But fiom the European
accident data we cannot recognize the catastrrtphe
which a$ a consequence of the increasing number
of small cars is expectqd in the USA. Further-
more, the increased risk attributed in theory to
the "stretched" mass ratio can immediatelv be

Panel Member Statement

Panel Member Statement

JAQUES PROVENSAL
Renault

compensated firr by using the occupant restraints
already available today. I refer to Table 2, page
24, in the NHTSA report, "Safety Consequences
of the Shift to Small Cars. " There the iniury risk
in small cars where occupants wear seat belts is
no greater than in large 4,000-pound cars without
belts being used.

Meanwhile, the automobile industry in coop-
eration with the rulemaking authorities could
solve, besides many other problems, the com-
patibility issue-in objective calm without con-
tinuous public political pressure by, for instance,
comparative tests under the topic of "automobile

rating. " Tests with increased velocities not re-
quired by any regulation and not agreed to with
the automobile industry do not serve progress but
only cause confusion. Possible differences be-
tween vehicles regarding occupant protection can
be recognized only from the analyses of real ac-
cidents. Particularly unacceptable is a blaclc/
white or failed/passed criterion. No autornobile
is an angel and none is a devil, and after 20 to
30 years of discussions on safety the differences
have shrunk.

Very definitely, we must reject an argument
that a HIC value above 1000 always means fa-
tality. The HIC still is a criterion for brain con-
cussion-see also the newest edition of SAE ln-
formation Report J 885.

We hope that the issues of energy consump-
tion, environment protection, and saf'ety will be
dealt with on scientilic technical grounds in the
future. If so. a technical conf'erence on the in-
tegrated motor vehicle can serve this purpose.

The ESV program, whose eight conferences
staged during the 1970-1980 period are the mile-
stones, has been the catalyst ofextensive research
and development in various technical areas re-
lated to occupants, two-wheelers, and pedestrian

safety, and particularly concerning "secondary"

saf'ety.
This work has led in some cases to the de-

velopment of' relatively sophisticated techniques
that have already incorporated to some extent in
production vehicles.

But, in 1974, the energy crisis occurred which
rnarked a turn in the orientation of the ESV pro-
gram. The objectives have been revised toward
weight reduction, and the whole program has had
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to take fuel economy into consideration. It was
from then on customary to deal with necessary
compronrises among requiretnents sometl t res
contradictory: saf'ety, cost, fuel economy. The
French industry has always devoted itself. in-
cluding in the areas of relatively small vehicles,
to simultaneously improve safety and energy
savings.

In this difficult task, it is important that the
costly etforls tnade by the manufacturers are not
blocked by unnecessary stringent regulatiuns.
Thc autornobile industry is required more than
ever to be rigorous in its choices; consequently,
it f'eels it has the right to request from the intcr-
national regulators the sarne rigour when devel-
oping cost-effective and well-rcasoned regulations.

r i

iil

f
' .1

i i i

Panel Member Statement

KENICHI GOTO
Chairman, Safety and Human Engineering
Committee of the
Japan Society of Automotive Engineers

I didn't prepare particularly a written statement
for the agenda of today's panel discussions. I
was not infbrmed oi the subject beforehand.
Mureover, I had doubts about the meaning ol'

smaller vehicles, which rlay equal to those we
call in Japan as light nrotor vehicles. At first, I
wondered why should we discuss the saf'ety of
such a srnall type of vehicle'l

However, I could undcrstand now the meaning

of smaller vehicles through thc discussions by
panelers, and I like to state my instant views.

Originally, smaller vehicles have smaller space
for survival of occupants. lt is very difficult,
therefore, to secure the safety ofoccupants hased

on vehicle structure and crashworthiness only.
Although this idea may be adoptable to secure

the sal'cty, it woulcl not pay econornically. Judg-
ing from our experience in the evaluation test of
RSV, the vehicle, il ' improved in crashworthiness

alone, will have a heavier weight, inferior fuel
consumption and inferior productivity.

I think that our object lies in sccuring the safety
of occupants and that various methods other than
the improvement of vehicle structure should be
adopted. I feel pafticularly that the current efftrrts
toward improving the safety ol'smaller vehicles
are not appropriate inasmuch as they are directed
toward irnproving the crashworthiness alone.
Mure emphasis should bc put on accident avoid-
ance and reduction of acciclents of stnaller ve-
hicles. It is a very dil ' l icult subject to study hrtw
to improve drivability and stability. More em-
phasis shoulcl be put on the research ol- these
fields. Another problem to avoid accidents is how
to put importance to hulnan problems tlthcr than
vehicle i tsel f .

I am now in the chairmanship of the Safety
and Human Engineering Conrmittee of the Japan
Society of Autornotivc Engineers and take up the
prot l lems of human abi l i ty,  psychology and
driver education. In conclusion, I l ike to say that
the saf'ety measures lor smaller vehicles should
be considered from a wirler point of view. The
measrlrcs for saf'ety should not be considered only
through crashworthiness.

n
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are better understood by a review of restraint
system usage rates and the accident field data.

RESTHAINT SYSTEM USAGE
BY CHILDREN

Opinion Research Corporation (l) recently
completed a study for NHTSA to determine the
usage rate of child restraint devices for young
children and the usage rate of the adult lap and
shoulder belt by the older children. Child restraint
usage as well as seat belt usage is shown in Table
2. [n this study observations were made in 19
metropolitan areas during a six-month period,
July to December 1979.

Two observations can be made from the above
table: There is an alarming misuse of tnJ cniiA
seats, i.e., half of those used are not secured by
the adult seat belt, and, the restraint usage rate
for children is only about half that for adults. lt
was also noted that 43Vo of all infants and 9o/o
of all children one to four years old were sitting
on a passenger's lap unrestrained. In the fiont
seat, more infants were observed to be held in
someone's lap than were observed to be in a child
restraint device. In a crash, thc adult is thrown
on top of the child, reducing the chances of the
child's survival.

One positive happening relative to child re-
straint usage has been experienced in the state
of Tennessee. Tennessee was the first state to
pass a child passenger protection law, The re-
sulting increase in proper child restraint usage is
shown in Figure l. A survey conducted by the

Table 2. Restraint device usage rate.

Figure 1. Percent use of chi ld restraints
anchored by seat belts before and
after Tennessee law in force.

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, (2)
shows that in two and a half years after Tennes-
see's child restraint law went intrt eff'ect an in-
crearie florn I to 29 percent in child restraint use
was achieved. This c()mpares to an increase fiom
I I to 14 percent in Kentucky, a state where no
child prrltection law is in force.

The Tennessee law allows the child to be held
on an adult's lap. A study by Mohan and Schnei-
der (3) was conducted to measure the maximum
forces that adults can voluntarily exert in holding
a 7.9 kg (17.4 lbs) infant dummy in their laps.
The results indicate that the fbrces that lap and
shoulder helted adults can exert in holding an
infant dummy in their laps are far less than the
inertial force that would be exerted by a 7.9 kg
infant decelerated at more than 30 G. achievable
in a 50 km/hr frontal barrier crash. At a peak
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Age

Type restraint system

Child seat

Seat belt

Number of
observations

N
Secured by

lap belt
Not secured
by lap belt

Under 1 year
1-4 years
5-12 years
13-19 years
Over 20 years

22.1o/o
o:n

23.26/,
o:* , *

3.3o/o
3.7o/o
6.9%

706
3,218
3,229
4,539

17,476



deceleration of 35 G, the combined inertial force
of a 7.9 Kg infant and the forearttts would be
nearly 3,800N (854 lbt). This value is almost
four tirles greatcr than any strength value for
females, 979N(220 lbf), and more than twice the
highest male strength value, l3l2 N (295 lbf)
recorded in this study. The study concluded that
in a crash such as this an infant. even when held
tightly by a restrained adult, would almost cer-
tainly strike the dash panel or windshield.

It should also bc noted that the state of Rhode
Island recently passed a child restraint law which
became effective on July I, l9tt0. This law re-
quires that chilcl occupants, under five years of
age riding in the tiont seat be placed in a child
restraint device.

EFFECTIVENESS OF RESTRAINTS
FOR TNFANTS (o-1 YEARS OLD) AND
SMALL CHTLDREN (1-4 YEARS OLD)

With the low use of child restraints discussed
above, the National L-rash Severity Study (NCSS),

and particularly the newer National Accident
Sampling System (NASS), do not have enough
cases ol' child restraint use to identify their cf-
fectiveness. At the present time computer sum-
maries and investigati<tns of these accidents con-

tain only the one question "Were child restraints
in use?" Hopeftrlly, in the futrrre, additional re-
straint use inforttration will be available to de-
termine the eff'ectivenesses of the diff'erent kinds
of restraints and whether or not they were ap-
propriately mounted in the vehicles.

Mr-rst researchers concerned with child protec-
tion agree, fiom reviewing laboratory tests and
road comparisons of infant and small child sur-
vival to adult survival whcn all are appropriately
restrained, that infant ancl stttall child restr-aints
which pass the new FMVS No. 213 dy'narnic
test (4) and which are secured according to nlan-
ufacturer directions provide as gotld or better

protection tha'r adult restruints (5) (6).
As a working nutlbcr tirr eff'ectiveness until

morc accurate data are available. 0.5 is used as
the efl'ectivcness uf these infant and child re-
straints properly secured, as well as the three-
point adult  bel ts,  in rcducing fatal i t ies and 0.5
in reducing iniur ies equal to or greater than AIS
4. It should be noted that a restraint which re-
duces the nurlber of fatalities mav increase the
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number of injuries of those who without the re-

straint would have died. In analyzing for "thc

effectiveness of a restraint for all injuries." an

AIS I and an AIS 5 injury are counted equally.
The concept has a mathematical usefulness in

cost/benefit analyses when dealing with com-

bined data. but should be used with caution when

looking at lirnited data sets. Child restratnts must
pass the new FMVSS No. 213 dynamic tests after

January l, lgtt t. If the rcstraint requires a tether,
it must pass a ?0 mph barrier test without the

tether attached. For such restraints without the

tether attaclted, a prelirninary effectiveness es-
tirlate of 0.3 is used lirr fatalities and iniuries.
As wi l l  be discussed later,  a revisi t ln to FMVSS
No, 210, restraint anchurages, to require tether

attachnrents for the reannost passenger seats in

cars, light trucks, and vans is in preparation.

CHILD SEATING POSITION

Although it has long been ernphasized that
children are safer in the rear seat than in the liont
seat, data fiom the National Crash Scverity Study
(NCSS) show that the majority of very young
children in towaway accidents ride in the tiont
while older children ride in the rear seat. Tirble
3 summarizes these data.

As can be seen, those rrncler one year old are
riding in the fiont seat, ablrut an equal nuntber
of those one to five-years-old occupy the front
and hack seat, and the nrajority of those five to
twelve years old were found in the rear seat,

ACCIDENT DATA

In order to provide irrrproved protection for
children it  is essential to know what obiects chi l-

Table 3. Seating position of children involved
in tow-away accidents.

National Crash Severity Study, 1979 data

Age

Seat location

Front Rear

1
1-4

5-12

90%
540h
37o/o

1 0 %
46o/o
63%



Table 4. Vehicle
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compartment contact point and body region injury frequency.

]UpPd arbrmlty Inclsdor wholo erm. !hould*, hsnd, lnd wrlrt-
hhorrx Includsr ch.rt rnd bFck.
SHMd includer frc. !nd nock.
4Lqwir .xtrsmlty includ.i whole |rg, foor End pilvh-
EHtrdware Includ.r flovr boi Eshtlry, knobr, kryr, hMtcr or A/C dud, rrdtq lnd d.|{n aqulpnmt.

dren contact and which part of their body rnust
be protectcd. The NCSS was used to deterrnine
the fiequency with which children come in con-
tact with various objects during a collision and
the distribution of the resulting injuries (body
region inlured).

I)ata on the fiequency of contact with vehicrle
components and distribution of injuries fbr chil-
dren under Iive years of age are shown in Table
4. The Table shows that of the known contact
points, the instrument panel and crtrrrpartment
hardware are responsible ttrr the largest percent-
age of severe injuries. The Tablc also indicates
that the head is by far the rnost frcquent part of
the body that is injured for this age group. From
these data it appears that irnprovccl protection
frorn the instrument panel and compartntent hard-
wttre is desirable. Plans to investigate irnprove-
ments in these areas will be discussed later.

Tablc 5 shows the distribution of the areas of
the body injured ancl vehiclc c()ntact points for
children ages five through fourteen. Here again,
the prcclominant contact area is the instrurlent
panel. For this age group the back of the front
seat is also a rnajor contributor to severe injury
since more children in this age bracket are sitting
in the back seat. The data again suggests that
improvenrerrts made to the instrument panel as

well as the back of the front seat would aid in
reducing severe injury.

As a point of interest the injury distribution
and vehicle contact points for occupants of all
ages are shown in Table 6. The steering column
provides the major contributi()n to severe injury
and as a consequence, the chest is the body region
of greatest injury for motor vehicle occupants in
the United States with a predominance of single
occupants, as drivers,

In sunrmary, it appears that the contact points
producing the most $evere injuries to children
under 15 years of age are the instrument panel,
compartment hardware, and the back of the front
seat, From these data it also appears that the head
and shoulder are the most frequently injuried
body regions of the child occupant.

Another area in which chilcl protection can be
improved is ejection. Ejection throLrgh opening
dorlrs or open or breaking winclows is still far too
common a contributor to motor vehicle deaths.
Approximately one quarter uf those who are
killed in crashes are also ejected in wholc (7) or
in part. This drops to 9 percent firr those using
some restraint. Ahout one quarter of those e jected
are killed; the population ejected approxinlates
in nunrber the population killed, with about one
quarter overlap. Hence, for all occupants in pas-

National Crash Severity Study, lg7g data

Ages (5 Injuries2AlS 3 N = 4 4
Slgnificant
Contact
Point

Instrument
Panel

HardwareS

Console

Side
lnterior

Other and
Unknown

Total

Upperl

:ru

:

2.3

2.3

4.6

Body Region

6.8%

11 .4

?.3

32.8

s2.3

Lower4
Head3 Extremity Abdomen TotelThorax2

o r

9 .1

4.5%

4.5

1 1 . 4

20.4

4.5% 15.8%

1 1 . 4

2.3 6.9

5.8 6r.4

13.6 100
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Table 5. Vehicle compafiment contact point and body region injury frequency.
National Crash Severity Study, .1979 data

lUFp.. .xtr.mltv Inclcd$ whol. .rm, .houldT. h!nd. rnd $l|t
2Thorax Includcr chdt rnd b.ck.
SHsd lnEludrr l tcr .nd nack.
'Lw.r .xtr.mlv InGlud.r whqlr lrg, foot rnd pdvb.
EH*d*etr lncludd glov. bor, ilhtr.y, knobr. k.yr, hI* or lrc dusl, rd6 ftd .dds :S+maat
ahclud.r rid. wlndqw.

senger cars, some 25,000 are ejected in crashes
(8) .

These same observations apply to children be-
low age 15. Tahle 7 shows the number of fatal-
ities by age, and the number of these fatalities
that were ejected, again about one quafter. 'fhe

Fatal Accident Reporting Systems (FARS) ac-
counts for essentially all motor vehicle deaths,
The National Crash Severity Study and the newer
National Accident Sampling System are samples
of the consequences of crashes in which at least
one vehicle is towed from the scene, or reported
by the police, respectively, It is estimated, how-
ever, that sorle 1,200 children under age l-5 are
being ejected frorn passenger cars each year.
Using NCAS 1979 data for all occupants of tow-
away passenger car crashes, the distribution of
known eiection routes is:

47 percent through
l5 percent through

rear),
l2 percent through
l2 pcrcent through

the doors or rear hatch,
open windows (fiont arrd

windshields,
the roof area,

9 percent through closed side windows (fiont
and rear).

4  percent  th rough c losed rear  (center )
windows.

With the lesser weight of children, perhaps
fewer of them go through doors and cause wind-
shield separation. Of particular concern are the
thousands of people being elected through thc
glazing. Better windshiekl rctention, and some
"high penetration resistance" in sidc and rear
windows is needed. People ejected in severe
crashes might be severly injured even if not
ejected. Clearly, preventing ejection is not enough;
the interiors of cars must also be soflened. Ref-
erence (9) notes that spinal injuries are more sig-
nificant with ejection,

STATUS OF STANDARDS

The Upgraded Child Restraint
System Standard

An upgraded child restraint standard Federal
Motor Vehiclc Saf'ety Standard No, 213, (hild

Ages 5-14 Injur ieslAlS3 N = 105

Body Region
Lower4

Head3 Extremity Abdomen

1.0o/o 4.0% 2.OVo

2.0 , 1.0

4.0 2.0 1.0

4.0 2.0

3.0
11.0 9,0 7.0

Instrument 11,0%
Panel

Significant
Gontact
Point

Hardware5

Side6
Inter ior

Back of
Front Seat

Other
Occupants

Exterior

Other and
Unknown

Total

Upperl

1.0
1 .0

5.0

2.0

rg-.0

35.0

Thorax2

2.0%

2.0

1.0
7.0

t2.0

Total

20.00/o

4.0
' 

8.0

13.0

2.0

4.0
49.0

23.0 19.0 11.0 100

3 1 1
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Table 6. Vehicle compartment contact point and body region injury frequency.
National Crash Severity $tudy, 1979 data

rllppcr extremlty lnclodar wholt orm, rhould.r, hrnd, rnd wdri-
2Thorex incluasr chsrr End bEck.
3H.rd lnclud.t licc !dd nrck.
llow.. .xtr.mlty lnclud.i who|' lq, loor lnd pdvh.
EHlldw.rr Includ[ glov. box, .iht y, knobr, krw, hri* tr ArC dusb. [dto ild tdd#.qdpmfft
Glncludm rldr wlndow.

Restraint.Sysrens, was published in the Federal
Register to become effective on June l, 1980.
As a result of petitions from child restraint nran-
ufacturers requesting additional time to comply
with the standard's requirements, thc effective
date was extended to January l, 1981. The new
standard will apply to all types of child restraints,
including car beds, infant carriers, and child har-
nesses, for children up to 40 pounds in weight.

Under the new standard, the perfarmance of
the child restraint system will be evaluated in
dynamic tests simulating 30 mph frontal crashes.
Child seats equipped with a rether will be tested
in a simulated 20 mph frontal crash with the top
tether detached to sirnulate the tcndency fbr par-
ents not to bother attaching the top tether. Re-
quirements for the structural integrity of the child
seats are specified. For restraints for use by chil-
dren over 20 pounds, Iimitations are set on the
amount of force exerted on the head and chest.
Excursion limits are also specified lbr the test
dummy during the dynamic test.

Further requirements undcr the new standard

are aimed at reducing misuse of child restraint
systems. lnstructirtn and warning labels inform-
ing parents about the essential factors on how to
use the restraints must be permanently attached
to the systern. [n addition, cach systern must
come with an instruction manual that explains
proper installation and use of the restraint.

Data to support the standard is based on ex-
tensive testing performed with primates, child
dummies and the study of field accident data.
NHTSA is conlident that child restraints meeting
the standard's requirements will significantly im-
prove protection for children involved in vehicle
accidents.

Supporting studies include:
l. Collection and study of accident data to es-

tablish the usage and effectiveness of child
restraint systems in preventing injuries and
fatalities of young children,

2. Survey of the comfort and convenience of
various child restraints and a study of the
problem associated with installation of child
restraints in automobiles.

A l lAges InjurieslAlS 3 N = 4631

Significant
Contact
Point

lnstrument
Panel

Steering
Column

Hardware5

lmpact
Force

$ide
lnteriorE

Exterior

Other and
Unknown

Misc.

Total

Upperl
Extremity Thorax2

Body Region

Head3

0.6%

1.4

0.2

2..2

0.8

2.0
14.2

21.4

Abdomen Mlsc

2.2%

LS

0.5

2.b%o

10.3

1.0
0.6

6.6

1 . 1

1 1 . 1

33.2

Lower4
Extremity

4.3%

1.4

1.8

0.2

2.2

0.5

6.5

16.9

1.00h

4.6

o.7

2.7

0.5
5.3

14.8

Total

10.6%

rg.2

4.4
41.7

3.1
100

4.2
3.0

13.81 .5

0.3
4.6

10.6
3.1
3.1

312



Table 7. Occupant fatalities of passenger cars
and ejection: chi ldren under 1b.

Fatal Accident Reporting System, 19Zg dala

FetEllrl€i
Fataliti€B Ei6ct6d

Totel ol AgeB < 1b 1,30{ 287
Undei Ono 145 31
1 9 8 1 8

2 121 20
3 8 7 m
rf 87 ?2
6 7 3 1 4
6 6 5 1 6

7  5 7  . .  1 2
E S r n
9 E 4 g

10 Ea tu
1r  51 l0
12 0it 14
13 98 t8
14 172 A

FMVSS NO. 21G-SEAT BELT
ANCHORAGES

In order to facilitate the installation of child
restraint devices, the National Highway 'Iraffic

Safety Administration (NHTSA) is conterrrplat-
ing certain additions to FMVSS No. 210. One
proposed change would require the vehicle man-
ufacturer to provide prepunched holes or a
stamped depression behind each rearmost pas-
sengcr seating position fur installation of tether
anchorages. Another proposed addition is a re-
quirement that the vehicle owner'$ manual in-
clude a section on child restraints which will pro-
vide information on location, installation. and
use of tether anchorages. Also proposed is a re-
quirement to provide anchorages for a Type I
seat belt for the right front sear of automatic re-
straint equipped vehicles. This will tacilitate the
installation of a lap belt to secure a child restraint
device fbr those who insist on placing children
in the fiont seat.

PART 572-ANTH ROPOMOR PH IC
TEST DUMMY

Since the upgraded child restraint standard re-
quires the u$e of test dummies in evaluation of
child restraint systems, a rule on Anthropo-
morphic Test Dummies representing both the 6-
month-old and 3-year-old child became effective
on Decerrrber 27 , 1979. The 6-month-olcl dummy
is used fbr testing a restraint that is recommended
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for children weighing not more than 20 pounds.
The 3-year-old dummy is used when testing a
child restraint that is recommended fbr children
weighing more than 20 pounds.

Because of the differences in the development,
size and weight between infants and children and
among children through l4 years, it is generally
accepted that test dummies representing the 6-
month-old infant, 3-year, 6-year, and lO-year-
old child would adequately cover evaluation of
restraint systerns intended for these various age
groups,

Cunently, seat boosters to be used with either
special shoulder straps or with '[ype 2 seat belts
are being introduced to be used by older children
and these systerns should be evaluated with test
dummies representing the 6 and l0 year-old
child, Therefore, NHTSA is involved in the de-
velopment and evaluation of a 6-year-old dummy
and is considering initiating evaluation of a l0-

RECOMMENDEDRESTRAINT I
DEVICES FOR CHILDREN

Table I summarizes recommended rcstraint
devices for children in various stages of devel-
opment. The values shown are approximate.

For the intant, from birth to about 8-9 months,
when the child is capable of sitting unaided, in-
fant carriers or conveftible child safety seats are
recommended. In these restraint systems, the in-
fant faces backward, in a semireclining position.
In an accident, the infant's back absorbs the crash
force rather than its chest and abdomen. The car-
rier is lined with sofl padding, has an internal
safety harness to keep the infant in the restraint,
and is anchored to the car by the vehicle's safety
belt .

A study by Susan P. Baker (10) of the Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health shows that the
occupant death rate per 100,000 population is
higher during the first year of life than ftrr any
age until 14. ln analyzing 1976 data, it was found
that children under 6 rlonths had a death rate of
9.1 per 100,000 population, compared with 4.8
for one year olds, and around 3 for live to twelve
year olds. These data are presented in Figure 2.

For toddlers, ages l-4 years-old, three types
of restraints are available. They include the child
saf'ety seat, the protective shield, and the safety
harness. The systems face forward and are de-

, ;
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Table 8. Recommended restraint devices for children.

Age Weight Height
First

recommendation
Second

recommendat ion

0-B months

I months-4 yrs,

4-7 yts.

7-10 yrs.

Above 10 yrs.

To 20 lbs .

20-40 lbs.

40-50 lhs.

50-70 lbs.

Above 70 lbs.

To 28 in.

28-40 in.

40-48 in.

45-55 ln,

Above 55 in.

In fan t  car r ie r

Child safety seat

Booster  seat -  w i th  lap  and
shou lder  be l t ,  i f  i t  f  i t s  o r
booster seat* with lap belt
and te ther  anchored ch i ld
shou lder  harness .

Lap and shou lder  be l t ,  i f  i t
f  i t s  o r ,  lap  be l t  and te ther
anchored ch i ld  shou lder
narnes$.

Lap and shou lder  he l t

In fan t  car r ie r

Lap and shou lder  be l t ,
i f  i t  f  i t s  o r ,  lap  be l t
o n r y .

Lap and shou lder  be l t ,
i f  i t  f  i t$  o r ,  lap  be l t
onry .

Lap and shou lder  be l t ,
i f  i t  f i t s  o r ,  lap  be l t
on ly .

Lap and shou lder  be l t ,
i f  i t  f  i t s  o r ,  lap  be l t
on ly .

EXPEFIIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

.The boos ter  seat  shou ld  be  one spec i f i ca l l y  des igned fo r  use  in  cars ,  no t  jus t  any  boos ter  seat .
Ch i ld ren  shou ld  r ide  in  the  recommended res t ra in t  dev ice  in  the  rear  seat  whenever  Doss ib le .
ch i ld ren  shou ld  never  be  a l lowed to  r ide  unres t ra ined under  any  c i rcumstance.

signed for children who can sit up without sup-
port. The systenrs are anchored by the vehicle's
lap belt and nrany child seats also usc a top tether
strap.

For children 4-7 years old the adult lap and
shoulder belt may be usecl if the shoulder belt fits
properly. If it doesn't, the lap helt with a booster
scat is recommended. The booster seat should
be one designed for this purpose. To provicle
upper body support, a tether anchored child
shoulder harness is recolnrnended, or, if the
proper fit can be achieved, the adult shoulcler
harness may be used. In any event, the child
should be restrained with at least the adult lap
belt, preferably in the rear seat.

For children 7*10 years old, the recommen-
dations are essentially the same as ibr the 4-7
year olds, except the older child may nrtt require
a booster seat. Again, upper body support is rec-
ommended if it can be provided.

When a child reaches about 55 inches in
height, the adult lap and shoulder belt may be
worn. Care should be taken to insure that the
shoulder belt does not cross the child's hearj or
neck.

It is recommended that children not use the
adult shoulder strap without some seat elevation

if they are Iess than 4 feet 9 inches tall. These
children would have the shoulder strap on their
neck or face; in a crash this can produce a violent
head snap or throat klading. Interrnediatc sized
(5 to l4 years old) children should not $it in the
front seat of cars with "two point" passive belts
unless lap belts are prnvided. If the lap belts have
not been obtained (as they must for securing
small child restraint$ in the front seat) then in-
termediate sizcd children should not sit in the
f'ront seat, but should sit in the back. With the
current decrease in sizc and particularly the lack
of padding on the back of front scats in cars
today, lap belted intermediate agc chilclren can
pivot forward and receive intolerablc hcrrcl loads
in 30 G bamier crash sirnulations. In view of this
it is recommended that upper body protec,tion be
provided for childrerr over 4 years old when oc-
cupying both the fiont and rear seats.

The older or taller intermediate agc children
can be elevated so that the shoukler stratr is on
their shoulder ancl not on their face o, n*.L. Thi,
elevation should bc stitT, so thar it is not com-
pressed in a crash to allow "subrnarininc" 

out
fiom under the lap hclr. In the United Sratei rhere
are available two corrrrercial devices to elevate
intermecliate age children, the Volvo .,Child
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Figure 2. Death rates for children to 12 years.

Cushion" for 5 to 12 years olds, and the "Safe-

T-Rider," an Australian design modified and
sold in the United States by Century Products,
Inc. Both of these have wing projections at the
hip which hold the regular car lap belt down and
forward, preventing it from riding up onto the
abdomen as so frequently happens with children.
In addition, the Safe-T-Rider comes with a pair
of child shoulder straps, which are connected to
the tether attachment, and have bottom lorlps
thiough which the lap belt is passed. The Safe-
T-Rider with shoulder harness and tether does
well with a six year old dummy in a 30 G crash
simulation. With the tether clisconnected. the
head swings forward and hits thc back of the
fiont seat, as it does also with the dummy sup-
ported by a lap belt only. Again, upper body
support is very important for people in the back
seats of current passenger cars. Garment re-
straints, discussed in the next section, may also
be used for children, The earlier commercial
models, such as the Sears harness. are no loneer

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

available, but should be reconsidered now that
convenient tether anchorages have been proposed.

Garment Restrnints for Disabled Children

With the pa$$age of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975, bringing thousands of se-
verely disabled children into the "main stream"
of school transportation, specialized restraints are
needed, for at present too ntany make-shift lneans
such as straps across plywood boxes, or tuwel
material tied around the chest. are in use. Three
garments have been brought to the attentiOn of
the Agency, the Chatham ( l  l ) ,  the Kl ich (12)
and the Whitworth ( l3), designed specifically for
the support of disabled children in school buses.
Prototypes of the Chatman rrnd Klich restraints
have been sled tested in crash sinrulation. The
Whitworth design, which is not fully designed
for thb crash evaluation, is being redesigned for
this environment. All three are garllent restraints
using a regular lap bclt and additional straps
around the seat back or il 'the seat strengths are
inadequate across the trlp of the seat back thcn
down to an attachrtent on the floor.

FUTURE EFFORT

Many facets of the child protection prohlem
must be explored to arrive at specilic reL:ont-
mendittions for irnproved protection. Future re-
search to address the child problem includes ad-
ditional surveys to determine the use of child
restraint devices and seating position of children
in cars, studies to determine the effect of haz-
ardous compaflment contact areas on the unre-
strained child, and pnrtection for thc abovc 4-
year old child as well as continued upgrnding of
the accident data and improved child dumrlies.

Folkrwing is a summary of thcse studies:
a. Child Restraint [Jsage Rates and Seating

Posit ion of Chi ldren in Cars. The ini t ia l  sur-
vey in this area was conductecl cluring July-
December 1979. The main object ives of this
study were to assess the use ol'restraint de-
vices for inlhnts and snrall childrcn. to mon-
itor belt usage by sub-teen. teen and adult
passengers, and to deterrnine the seating Io-
cation and position ol children in cars. The
initial survey lbund that restraint usage rates

c
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are at relatively low levels. It is planned to
continue this type of survey on a periodic
basis to upgrade the data derived from the
initial study.

b. Hazardous lnteriors and the Unrestrained
Child. As noted earlier, the most frequently
contacted interior structure, for both unre-
strained and restrained child occupants, is
the instrument panel. This contact usually
involves the head, face, or neck regions and
represents a serious injury potential. The
data also show that interior components that
may not be impacted frequently by adults
can be irlpacted by children. Many of these
structures may not be covered by Fcderal
Motpr Vehicle Saf'ety Standard (FMVSS)

No. 201, "Occupant Protection in Interior
Inrpact," because ofthe use ofadult oriented
test procedures. Currently, FMVSS No. 201
offers limited protection fbr the right front
passengcr during impacts against the uppEr
surface of the instrument panel and for the
second seat passengers against the top of the
front seat back. There is no rec;uired pro-
tection for impacts against protrusions, the
face and lower surface of the instrument
panel, the back ofthe front seat, and the top
and hack of the rear seats. Unrestrained chil-
dren and young people are the most likely
to impact these lower unprotected areas. In
view of this, consideration is being given to
adding requirements to FMVSS No. 201 to
include impact protection, against specific
unprotected areas contributing ttt the serious
injury of children. Analyses will bc made
of current interior compartment design to
identify potential injury producing compo-
nents and the accident data will be further
analyzed to determine the severity of the in-
juries produced by these components so a
judgment can be made as to furlher action.
lf warranted, a research prograrn will be in-
itiated to develop countermeasures tor the
problerns identified drrring analysis of the
accident data. The concepts of a preinflated
bolster pad insert for the back of cars and
station wagons is also being explored.

c. Protection fbr Children Above 4-Years-Old.
Deviccs to provide added protectirln tor older
children have been rlentioned. As rxrinted

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

out booster seats with shoulder harness are
currently available for those too small to use
the adult lap/shoulder belt system. The
Agency is currently in the process of eval-
uating these devices. Evalrration of these
commercially available devices will con-
tinue, and research on new concepts will be
initiated.

SUMMARY

ln summary, it can be said that restraint system
usage by children in the United States is ex-
tremely low, about half that for adults. Child
restraint laws appear to increase child restraint
usagc. Vehicle compartment contact points pro-

ducing the nxrst severe injuries to children under
15 years of age are the instrument panel, com-
partment hardware, and the back of the front seat.
About one quarter of the children killed in au-
tomobile accidents are ejected. And finally, the
Agency, in an effort to reduce child tatalities and
injuries, is upgrading standards affecting child
protection.
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Protection
Automatic

of Children and Adults in Grashes of Cars With
Restraints

RALPH J. HITCHCOCK
CARL E. NASH
National Highway Traffic Safety :
Administration

ABSTRACT
In designing a vehicle to protect its occupants

in crashes, attention must be given to the various
ages and sizes of occupants. In cars with auto-
matic restraint systems, their great potential to
offer crash protection to children as well as adults
can be aided by a risk analysis for the various
ages and sizes ofoccupants, in the various seating
positions, and in the various types of full and
partial restraint systems that are used:

An analysis is presented that is based on (l)
observations of how tiequently and in what po-
sitions children and adults ride in cars in the
United States, (2) the spectrum of injuries that
are cuffently occurring in crashes in the United
States, (3) infbrmation on pre-crash hraking from
accident files, and (4) tests to detcnnine the effect
of pre-crash braking on the position of small chil-
dren in the car. The analysis shows that, on bal-
ance, air bags will providc substantial crash pro-
tection to otherwise unrestrained children and
adults in crashes.

INTRODUCTION
Since autornatic restraint systems became tech-

nologically f'easible about a decade ago, experts

in occupant restraints have known that small chil-
dren would have to be given special consideration
in the design and use of such systems. Volks-
wagen recommends that small children not ride
in the front seat of its Rabbit models with au-
tomatic belts until they are at least 4 f'eet I0
inches (147 centinreters) tall. In its 1980 model
Chevette with automatic belts. General Motors
provides a special belt for the right front seat to
hold a child seating system, and a special mount-
ing point for the lap portion of the automatic belt
for older children who are stil l too small to use
the adult belts. Similarly, some attention must
be given to children who ride in cars equipped
with air bags.

This paper will discuss and employ a meth-
odology for cxamining the risk of injury for spe-
cific age groups of the vehicle occupant popu-
lation in a specific subset of crasheso moderately
severe frontal, under specific conditions of re-
straint. The methodology can be used to evaluate
countermeasures such a$ the air bag or those
which change occupant seating positions (c.g.,
laws which requirc children to ridc in the rear
seat); those which change the occupant position
and/or state of restraint at the time of crash (e.g.,
seat clesign and saf'ety belt use laws); those which
change the crash impact direction and severity
(e.g., improved intersection design and improved
braking systems); erc,
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Child crash
injury prof i le

Crash exposure
ProbabilitY

Child occupant
distr ibut ion by age

Child occupant
distr ibution by
restraint usage

Child occupant
distr ibution by

seating location

Child occupant
distribution by

posture

Figure 1.

Description of the Methodology

The methodology used in this analysis is por-
trayed in Figure l. The methodology was used
without air bags and with air hags to ascertain
the probable effect of this system on crash
injuries.

Child Riding Scenario

The National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) has been sponsoring studies
observing the usage of saf'ety bclts in cars in the
United States for several years. These studies
have been pr imari ly conducted in 19 ci t ies
throughout the country, at sites selected in and
around the cities to represent a wide variety of
urban and rural driving habits. In the later half
of 1979, NHTSA comtnissioned its cunent safety
belt usage observation contractor to specifically
observe, in considerable detail, the childrcn who
were riding in cars in the 19 city sites. This
yielded a report: "Child Restraint and Occupant
Position Data Survey of Cars in the Traffic Pop-
ulation (July-Decernber 1979)," by Opinion
Research Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey,
May 1980. More detailed inibrmation on the
study is contained in NHTSA l)ocket No. 74*14.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Table I shows the age distribution of the chil-
dren that were observed. Ages of the occupants
were estimated by the observcrs. A total of
16,539 automobiles were observed.

As an additional source of information on the
age distribution of child occupants, the NHTSA
examined i ts Nat ional Crash Severi ty Study
(NCSS), which is a study of vehicles involved
in tow-away accidents in the United States. The
most recent report, on 67,284 (weighted) case
vehicles is entitled: "National Crash Severity
Study-Passenger Cars, January 1977-March
1979", by the Highway Safety Research lnsti-
tute, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Table 1.

Occupal]tqge

lnfant

Smal l  chi ld

Number of pqslertgerq

Observed Per car

(l to 4 years old) 892 0.054

Sub-teen 1030 0.062

Teen 1287 0.078

Adult
(5496 passengers
& 16,539 driver$) 2e$5 1,332
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Michigan, June 1980. Table 2 shows the age
distribution of children fiorn rhe NCSS. Allowing
for somewhat dil ' lerent age ranges, the data ap-
proximates Table L

For purposes of further defining the child rid-
ing scenario, the Opinion Rcsearch Study permits
intant position and restraint condition to be ex-
aminecl, 'firble 

3, and sirnilarly for srlall chil-
dren, Table 4.

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSTONS

Crash Exposure Probability

For the particular problcm under study, i.e.,
those crashes in which an air bag would deploy,
field experience with air bag equipped cars per-
mits us to directly estimate the probability of
deployrnent level crashes, rather than to derive
an estimate based on crash frequency, crash di-

Table 2.

Number of paqqgngers

Occupant ag€ Observed (weighted) per car

Infant 403 0.006

Small chlldren
(1 to 5 years old) 3376 0.050

Chi ldren
(6 to 10 y€ers old) 2474 0.037

Older chi ldren
(11 to 15 years old) 4#7 0,068

Ag€ 18 yEsr$ and old€r
& unknown +5,301 1.416

Table 3.

Infant

In secured
child seat

In unsecured
child seat

On passenger's
lap

On seat

On floor

Front Flear
Total seat seat

72.1o/o 9.1% 13.0%

23.2% 12.3% 10.9o/o

42.60/o 35,0% 7.60/o

11.5o/o 7.60/o 3.9%

O.60/o 0.5% 0.1o/o

Table 4.

Small  chi ld
(1 to 4 years old) Total Front seat Rear seat

In secured child restraint

In unsecured child restraint

$itting on seat, back against seatback

$itting on seat, using car safety belt
*(included in above 22.4Y0)

$itting on seat, back not against seatback

Standing on seat

Kneeling on seat

Lying on seat

Standing on f loor

Sitting on floor

Kneel ing on f loor

Lying on f loor

On passenger's lap

Sitting on front seat, hands on dashboard

4.5o/o

4.2o/o

22.4Yo

z.Ooh'

21.00/o

14.4Y0

5.3o/o

1.4Yo

14.0o/o

1.60/o

1 .1o /o

0.1o/o

9.30/o

O.7 o/o

1.6%
'|'.2o/o

1 1 . 1 %

(N/A)

7.0%
9.9%
2.3%
0.6%
0.8%
0.3%

< 0 . 1 %

o%
8.2%
o.70h

2.goh

2.9o/o

1 1 . 3 %

(N/A)

14.Qoh

4.5o/o

3.0%
0.8%

13.20h

1.3o/o

1.0o/o

Q . 1 %

1 . 1 %
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rection, and crash severity. For one million car-
years of exposure of air bag equipped cars, there
will be approximately 4,000 deployment crashes.

Pre-Crash Events
In order to examine the effects of crash ac-

tuated deployment of an air bag over the range
ofchild occupant ages, it is desirable to ascertain
the exact position of the infants and smaller chil-
dren at the instant of air bag deployment initia-
tion. For sub-teens and teens the size and weight
of the occupant is such that no substantive neg-
ative effects are expected with a reasonahly de-
signed air bag deployment, regardless of the ex-
act position of those children at the instant of air
bag initiation. This would appear to be substan-
tiated by the many air bag tests conducted over
the years with 6-year old size child dummies and
similar size primates as a part of the development
efforts for the air bag systems that have already
been installed by several manufhcturers in fleet
and general use cars.

Having found the normal riding positions etc.,

of the infant and small child population, a set of
simulated pre-crash braking tests was run to learn
whether the infant or small child would move
from their original position into the proximity of
the air bag prior to its crash initiation. Table 5
shows a matrix of the key child positions vs. the
time required with pre-crash braking to reach the
ins t rument  pane l  under  var ious  pavemcnt
conditions.

To estimate the fiequency and duration of pre-
crash braking the NHTSA reviewed the original
accident investigation reports in a number of re-
cent crash data files. The files used were the
NHTSA Air Cusion Restraint System (ACRS)

accident data liles fbr GM and Ford built cars
with air bag systems, the Traflic Accident Caus-
ation (TAC) study by Indiana University, and the
Calspan Level III accident investigations. ln the
ACRS file, deployment crashes on dry pavement
with sufficient infbrrnation on pre-crash braking
were selected (142 cases). For the Indiana and
Calspan files, *'air bag deployment level" cases
were selected in which the principal direction of

Table 5. Average times for a small child dummy to reach the instrument panel under panic bralting
conditions on various road surface conditions. The times in this table were obtained in tests
u$ing a 1979 Chevrolet Malibu station wagon equipped with front disc brakes, radial tires,
and vinyl seats; and a 3-year old mechanical child dummy (Alderson VlP.3C) dressed in
cotton clothing. Average deceleration rates in the tests were: dry pavement, 0.7 to 0.9 g; wet
pavement, 0.5 to 0.6 g; and icy pavement, 0.3 g.

-An in f in i te  t ime (c " )  ind ica tes  tha t  the  ch i ld  does  no t  come fo rward  su f f i c ien t ly  to  contac t  the  ins t rument  pane l

dur ing  pan ic  b rak ing .
*"The t ime depends on how far forward the chi ld is seated at the t ime braking begins.

Position of small child
(age 1 to 4)

Time to reach the instrument panel (in seconds)
under maximum braking on:

Dry pavement wet pavement lcy pavement

Restrained

Normally seated (back supported)

Standing on seat (back supported)

Kneeling on seat

Sitting or kneeling (back not supported)

$tanding on seat (back not supported)

On the floor

Lying on seat

@ *

1.0

0.7

0.7

0.3 to 0.7* *

0.7

0.0

1.0

@

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.3 to 0.7"*

0.9

0.0

1.0

6

@

#

F

0.7 to  €**

F

0.0

fr
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force of the crash was in the I I . 12. or I o'clock
direction, the crash vekrcity change was greater
than l2 mph, the pavernent was dry, and suffi-
cient information existed on pre-crash braking
(76 cases). Figure 2 shows the duration of pre-
crash braking for all these 218 cases.

ln approximately 20 percent of all the crashes
in the three files investigated, the pavenlent was
wet, and in 13 percent, it was icy. These were
excluded from the analysis of pre-crash braking
duration, but were included in the overall analysis.

Child Crash Injury Profile
The above information allows a fairly com-

plete definition of the child riding scenario. From
it, we can proElress fiom the normal riding sit-
uation through the crash exposure and pre-crash
events to thc crash cvent itself. The next step
would be a determination of the likelihood that
crash injuries would occur. From the NCSS, the
following distribution of injuries by age level can
be detennined tor depkryment level crashes (i.e.,
pr incipal direct ion of force: l l ,  12, I  o 'c lock,
delta V = l2 nrph) in cars without air bags, with
present saf'ety belt usage.

Air Bag Analysis
Having shown how the methodology used in

this study was derived, and how the parameters
to be used were measured and/or estimated. the
method can be used to examine the effects the
air bag might have on the injury profiles of chil-
dren and others involved in crashes of the type
and severity that would deploy the air bag.

Table 6.

: iECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

To begin, based on the 4,000 deployments
expected in one million car-years of exposure,
previously discussed, and on Table l, occupant
frequencies, we could expect the f'ollowing num-
ber of child and adult passengers in these cars:

Table 7.

Using the fiequency of Table 3, the 36 infants
can be further distributed as fbllows:

Table 8.

I
, , t

j

,ti

H

: j

|'r

A

Child occupant
age

Number of
passengers

lnfant

Small chi ld

Sub-teen

Teen

Adult

36

216

248

312

5328

lnfant
Front
seat

Rear
seat

ln secured child
restraint

In unsecured child
restraint

On passenger's lap

On seat

On floor

3

4

1 3

3

0

5

4

3

1

0

Age of
occupants

Number
of oceupants

Number and % of occupants receiving injuries

Moderate
(Ats-2)

Serious
(Als-3, 4, 5)

Total
(Ars6)

lnfant

1-5 yrs. old

6-10 yrs. old

11-20 yrs. old

Adult (and unknown)

39

516

fr7

4,641

8,532

3 7.70

29 5.6%

5 1.90/o

374 8j%

731 8.6%

5 12.8o/o

I  1 .6%

4 1.5o/o

203 4.4o/o

533 6.20/o

1 2.6%

3 0.6%

2 0.8%

59 1.30h

203 2.4%
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Similarly, using the
the 216 small children
ftrllows:

frequencies of Table 4,
can be broken down as

Table 9.

Small child {1 to 4 years old) Frunt seal Rear #at

ln secured child restraint

ln uns€cur€d child restralnt

Sitting on seat, back againEt ffialbacfi

Sitilng on seat using the car saf€ty b€ll
'lnctuded In Fbove aB (Jront and rear)

Sitting on seat, back not against seatbeok

$tanding on seat

Kn€eling on s6at

Lying on set

Standing on floo.

Sitt ing on flmr

Kneling on tlmr

Lying on flmr

On passnger's lap

Silting on lront gdet, hendg on d$hboard

(4).
15 30
21 l0
5 0
1 2
z z s
1 3

< t  2
0  < r

'r8 2
2 N'A

6

I

24

3
a

24

ln order to now look at the air bag effects on
infants and children we must look at each cell
of our distribution matrices of Tables 8 and 9,
Clearly, the eff'ects will be very design specific,
depending on the location and shape of the bag,
its initial deployment path, etc. For purposes of
this example analysis, however, we will first at-
tempt to divide the infants and small children into
those which, by virtue of sonre form of restraint,
are not likely to be af'fected by the air bag, one
way or another, and those which are perhaps
equally likely to be aided as put at risk by the
air bag.

Infant Analysis

Let us begin with the infants. Those in the rear
seat are unlikely to be thrown into the front seat
undcr virtually any frontal crash situation, thus
are unlikely to be aided or put at risk by the air
bag. For those in the liont setrt, those in a secured
child restraint would not normally interact with
the air bag. Those in an unsecured child restraint,
depending on its design and position, etc,, are
prohahly somewhat more likely to be aided by
the air bag as put at risk by its deployment. None-
theless. on balance. we will not conclude either
result for that group. Those infants on the pas-
senger's lap are far more likely to be aided by
the air bag than put at risk by it, particularly if
the adult is unrestrained and would tend to crush
the infant asainst the dash or winclshield with

Figure 2. Spectrum of pre-crash braking in 218
deployment and deployment-tYPe
crashes (from Indiana, Calspan, and
ACRS accident f i les). In 2,7 percent of
the crashes, there was pre-crash
braking of from 1.6 to 2.2 seconds,
and in one case, there was pre-crash
braking for 3,1 seconds.

their own body absent an air bag cushion. Also,
the adult would probably be able to restrain thc
infant in the braking which could take place be-
fore the crash, thus preventing the inlant lrorl
being in the exact area of initial air bag deploy-
ment where some risk cuuld occur.

For purposes of assessing potential air bag risk
for infants, then, we nccd only look at the 3
infants who would be lying unrestrained on the
front seat when the crash occurs. From Table -5,
it takes about 1.0 seconds fbr a child initially
lying on the seat to reach the dash under pre-
crash braking on dry or wet pavement condittons.

Percentage of cases
with pre-crash braking
of a given duration
on dry roads

57

o r f l e ? q ' f l q \ c C q q I c ' l ( l ? q
o o o o o o o O O r F F F F

Duration of pre-crash braking
(in seconds)
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On icy pavement, which would probably occur
(as previously noted) in about I 37o of the crashes,
the child would probably remain on the seat. For
the rernaining 87Vo of the crashes occurring on
wet or dry pavement, we lind, fiom Figure 2,
that pre-crash braking of a duration of 1.0 sec-
onds or more occurs in only about l4dlo of the
cases. Thus, we could expect that the number of
infants expected to reach the dash area at the trme
of air bag deployment would be near z_ero (i.c.,
l4Vo x tlTVo x 3 = 0.37 infants). Further, it
is more than likely that rhe infant, if it did come
off the seat, would roll or slide off the sear onto
the floor in pre-crash braking, probably going
below most air bag designs during the deploy-
ment phase. Those infants that remained on the
seat would probably be aided by the bag in its
deployed shape. In summary, our analysis tells
us that it is highly unlikely rhat any infant would
be put at risk by an air bag, and it is much more
probahle that some infants would be aided hy the
air bag.

Small Child Analysis

We can begin this analysis by looking at those
small children in the rear seat. For purposes of
this analysis, thosq in a secured child restraint.
sitting on the seat (back against or not against the
seatback), lying on the seat, and all those on the
floor or on a rea-r passengers lap would probably
remain in the rear seat ilrea and not interact with
the air bag. Those who were sitting in an unse-
cured child restraint, and standing or kneeling on
the rear seat would probably be aided by the air
bag since their center of gravity may be high
enough to throw therl over the front seatback in
a crash. Additionally, the observation data in-
dicates that about 25Vo of all small chikJren wcre
in the center rear seating area (sitting, standing
on floor, etc.). For bucket seat cars. or those with
shortened or sculptured front seatbacks in the
center position, these children would, for the
most part, be aided by the air bag. They are far
enough fiom the instrument panel to be unlikely
to reach it, even in the small percentage of
crashes with very long duration pre-crash brak-
ing, but would be certainly thrown toward the
dash or windshield (or prorected by the air bag)
in a frontal crash.

For small children in the fiont seat. those in

a secured child restraint or in the car safety belts
would be relatively unaffecred by the air bag,
except to the extent that their head and upper
torso may be cushioned by the bag, especially

, if only a lap belt or lower torso restraint is used.
As with infants, an air bag wrth an unsecured
child restraint may offer a slight advanrage.
Those small children on a pirssengers lap would
probably be held (during pre-crash braking) fiom
risk from a deploying bag, and as discusscd for
infants, could be prevented by an air bag from
being crushed by the passenger against the dash
and windshield. For those small chiklren sitting,
standing, or kneeling on the front seat or floor,
some further analysis is merited.

From Table 5, it can be seen that pre-crash
braking duration nominally ti O^7 seconds or
greater may cause the small child to reach the
dash. Then, from Figure 2, about 23Zo of the
crashes have this much pre-crash braking.

Following the infant example and discounting
for icy paventent, it can be calculated that about
I4 small children could reach the dash area at the
time of air bag deployrnent. Clearly, a much
more sophisticated review of each small chikl
position could be done, depending on the specific
air bag design being reviewed, etc., but this paper'is merely intended to demonstrate the techniques
and establish general magnitudes of chikl inter-
action with a hypothetical air bag $ystem.

In summary, our trnalysis tells us that, in one
million car years of air bag equipped vchicle op-
eration (i.e., 4000 air bag depkryrnents), about
14 small children may be at the instrument panel
at the time of air bag deplrryment. The fact that
these small children rnay encl up near the instru-
ment parrel does not mean that they would be
injured. To be injured by a deploying air bag
requires that the srnall child not only be in close
proximity to the part of the instrument panel from
which the air bag deploys, hut also that he or she
be in a position to bc struck by the deploying air
bag on a particular part of the body in a particular
way so that it would cause injury. An unre-
strained child may be prevented from moving
into this region by an adult's reaching rlver to
hold the child during pre-crash braking. The child
may go into the footwell or some other location
during pre-crash braking where he or she would
not be directly in the path of the deploying air
bag, or the crash rnay occur before or afier the
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child has passed through any region where injury
from a deploying hag would be possible.

Benefits of Air Bags

In reviewing the results of our analysis with
and without air bags. we can superimpose the
injury distribution from the NCSS file of de-
ployrnent level crashes without air bags, Table
6, on the passengers who would be in deployment
level crashes fiotn l'able 7. The fbllowing table
shows thc number of moderately, seriously, and
fatally injured occupants, by age level, that
would be expected in the 4000 deployrnent level
crashes if air bags were not installed.

From NHTSA lield crash studies of air bags,
their eff'ectiveness in preventing moderate and
serious injuries and fatalities is about 30-50Vo.
Accordingly, they could be expected t<t reduce
the number of injuries and fatalities in Table I0
by about t/vVz. It must he noted that the cal-
culations of Table l0 are done to provide an
example, and should not be relied on to rigor-
ously assess the potential air bag benelits. The
small size of the deployment level accident sam-
ple from the NCSS, used to derive Table 6,
makes this detailed analysis, espccially by nar-
row age groups, sonrewhat unreliable. For ex-
ample, the Fatal Accident Reporting System
(FARS) shows about 2tt,000 passenger car oc-
cupant fatalities per yeilr. Since there irre about
100 million pas$enger cars operating in the
United States, this means about 280 occupant
fatalities per I million car-yeflrs of operation.
From NHTSA's previous field accident data anal-

yses, either air bags or automatic belts appear to

cut overall fatalities and serious iniuries hy about
t/t to t/t. Thus, fiom thrrt data, we would expect

to reduce these 280 fatalities by about 90-140

with air bags. Despite these variations, the
NHTSA hopes that the methodology of this paper
will help initiate lurther and trtore accurate anal-
ysis and dialogue rcgarding the ellbct of various
occupant crash protection systens.

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The methodology employed in this paper al-
lows most of the key variables involved in the
analysis of the perforrnance of a crash protection
system such as air bags or automatic belts to be
considered, and provides a setli-stmctured mttdel
to allow risks and benefits to be assessed. Once
having assessed the risks and benefits for a par-
ticular set of variables, parametric studies can be
done to examine changes which could he rnade
in any rtf the variables. For example, a child
restraint use law tlr a label on the dashboard sug-
gesting that srnall children ride in the rear seat
could significantly alter the child riding $cenario.
Similarly, the choice of seatback width ttr cttntour
for the front seats could signilicantly altcr the
probabitrity that a rear seat occupant would be
thrown between the seats or over the seatback in
pre-crash braking or in a crash.

The NHTSA views the expansion of detailed
occupant injury analysis into the various ages and
sizes of occupants to be a significant step toward
improving the design of vehicle crash protection

Table 10.

Age of occupant
Number of
occupants

Number of
moderate injuries

Number of
ser ious injur ies Fatalities

lnfant

Smal l  ch i ld

Sub-teen

Teen

Adult

36

216

248

312

5328

3

1 2

5

25

458

5

3

4

14

330

1

1

2

4

128
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systems of all types. The NHTSA is continuing
to collect occupant exposure and crash investi-
gation information to help in analyses such ar; the
one contained in this paper, Where particular in-
fbrmation of this type is desired by a manufac-

turer or researcher to permit a detailed analysis
for a specific safety design aspect of a vehicle
or other saf'ety countermeasure, NHTSA would
be most willing to consider assisting in gathering
the needed data.

sengers, they are more unstable, and their po-
sitions are likely to be more seriously affccted
by steering or braking.

An analysis of traffic accident data revealed
that in 70 percent ofthe cases studied, the drivers
stepped hard on the brakes right before they got
involved in accidents. This means that the effects
of panic braking by using dummie-s to find eff'ects
on occupants in different positions.

Based on the results of these panic braking
tests and survey on occupants' sitting positions,
we have estimated how oflen child passengers
take certain positions right before airbag deploy-
ment. This report deals with experiments we have
conducted on three different layouts for passen-
ger airbags to find what eflects their deployrnent
produces on children sitting in out-of-position
manners which they take most frequently.

OCCUPANT PHOTECTION
CAPABILITY TEST ON THHEE
AIRBAG LAYOUTS

As shown in Figure l, the layout for passenger
airbags can be broadly classified into:
(l) Low mounq (2) Top-dash mount; and (3)
High mount.

A series of test were carried out on these three
layouts for passenger airbags to evaluate their
occupant protection capability. A stored gas sys-
tem. which will be discussed in further detail in
a later section, was used for airbag deployment.
All three systems were designed for 30 mph crash
performance, and had very rapid fill time; all
were non-aspirating.

The layouts were tested in frontal crashes
against a barrier at 30 miles per hour in accord-
ance with FMVSS 208. The results are given in
Table l .

These findings indicate that the three airbag
layouts can provide adequate protection for oc-

Iniuries to Children From Airbag Deployment

HIDEO TAKEDA
SABURO KOBAYASHI
H o n d a H & D C o . , L t d .

ABSTRACT

The position of a child on the front passenger
seat right betbre airbag deploynrent is substan-
tially affected by panic braking a driver often
uses when his vehicle is ahout to get involved
in a traflic accident. A child frequently takes
other seating positions than the norrnal manner
on a vehicle seat, and when in such positions,
it is likely to be more seriously aft-ectecl by airbag
deployment than in the normal seating position.
A test was conducted on passenger-side airbag
systems installed in three diff'erent ways to com-
pare the injuries their deployment inflict on an
out-of-position child, The findings indicate that
in each systern tested, adverse effects of airbag
deployment on out-of:position child occupants
did exist.

INTRODUCTION

Studies are being conducted in various coun-
tries as to which part of instrument panel a pas-
senger airbag should be installcd in. All layouts
may have about the same occupant protection
perf<rrrnance when 50 percerrtile AM passengers
are in the normal seating position, It may be
assumed, however, that airbags designed to pro-
tect passengers in the normal seating position will
produce substantially different effects during de-
ployment on out-of-position occupants.

To examine how people sit in an automobile,
we observccl the positions they usually take when
actually riding in vehicles. The findings revealed
that children on the front passenger seat oflen sit
in various positions other than the normal man-
ner. Since they are much smaller than adult pas-
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Low mount

Top-dash mount

High mount

cupants when sitting in the normal manner. How-
ever, airbags mounted in these layouts start de-
ploying from different heights and inflate in
considerahly diflbrent directions. It may be as-
sumed that their deployment produces substan-
tially differcnt effects on the chest and head of
an out-of-position occupant, particularly when
sining close to the instrument panel where the
airhag is installed.

SURVEY ON OUT-OF-POSITION
OCCUPANTS

To identify front passengers' seating positions
other than the normal manner, a survey wari con-
ducted on a summer weekend at the entrance of
a service area along an expressway in a suburb
of Tokyo. In total of 2,074 autotnobiles sur-
veyed, nearly all adult passengers were scated
in the normal manner, while child occupants took
various other seating positions in many instances.
Table 2 gives thc survey lindings on the positions
of child occupants, apparently less than 8 years
old, on front passenger seats.

The data indicate;
(l) That only 45.4 percent of children sit in the

normal manner, while the majority out of
position; and

(2) That 62,7 percent of the out-of-position
children are on their parents' laps, and 25.4
percent stand on the floor or sit on the for-
ward edge of the fiont seat fac:ing the in-
strument panel close at hand.

This suggests that it would be better to work
out an airbag system which, while deploying,
produces little effects on out-ot--position children.

ANALYSIS OF CHILDREN'S SEATING
POSITIONS IN CRASH

A record of traffic accidents was analyzed to
find what seating positions child occupants took
in real crash situations and how badly they were
injured. In this study, 247 cases of frontal and
side collisions were picked ttut litrl traffic ac-
cidents involving serious or fhtal injuries whic:h
occurred in a city aklng the coast of the Japan
Sea during a one-year period.

A total of 37 children were riding in the ve-
hicles involved. Of these child occupants:

19 (or 5l percent) were setrtecl on the front
seat, and 7 ol'them on thcir parcnts' laps;Figure 1. Three passenger airbag layouts.
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Table 1. Front crash test results of 3 passenger airbag layouts.

16 (or 43 percent) were on the rear seat:
Remarning two chi ldren were not known

where they were seated at the time of accidents.
Most of these children were injured on the

head and tace.
The recurd chosen for analysis was prcpared

fronr thc reports ol' those who wcrc directly in-
volved in accidents; it does not give details as
to where and how occupants were seated. Un-
fortunately, we could not identify the seating
positions of occupants right betore the accidents,
which we wanted to know above all other details,
However. it was f ound that a suhstantial numher
of'the drivers stepped hard on the brakes when
they were about to get involved in accidents.

Among a total of 497 vehicles involved in
these accidents:

365 (or 73,4 percent) were braked right befbre
the accidents;

89 (or 17.9 percent) were left without any
braking;

3 (or 0.6 percent) were at a standstill;
5 (or L0 percent) were braked after crashes

occurred; and
35 (or 7.1 percent) were unknown,

Based on these data, a review was made on
the findings of the seating position survey re-
ferred to earlier in this report. It was found that
child occupants' positions are likely to be sub-
stantially affected hy panic braking as many of
thenr are seated in an unstable manner. To iden-
tify the eft'ects of airbag deployment on children
when sitting out of position, it is essential to
examine how their $eating positions are aff'ected
by panic braking,

PANIC BRAKE TEST

A series of tests were conducted on the effects
of panic braking on child occupants when in the
most typical of seating positions identified by the
survey ('fable 2). A thrce door hatchback Honda
Accord and VIP 3C and 6C child durnrnies were
used in these tests. The initial vehicle speecl was
set at 30 km per hour, and the deceleration by
braking was nearly a rectangular wave fbrm of
some 0.7G. fhe results are as shown in Figure
2.

The findings indicate that both 3C and 6C dum-
rnie,s, except when in thc normal seating position,
move fbrward so much that their heads and chests
touch the instrument panel. It is expected that
their heaJs and chests in such positions will be
greatly affccted by airbag deployrnent because
they are very close to the place liom which the
bag starts deploying.

The test also included a study to identify how
far the child dummies are placed fiom their nor-
mal seating position or tiom the seat back when
they are thrown ahead to the instrument panel by
panic braking. As shown in Figure 3 and 4, the
study revealed that the 3C dumniy is thrown to
the instrument panel when it is seated 70 mm
away from thc scat back, while the 6C dummy
behaves sirnilarly when seated 30 mm away fiom
the seat back.

These results are naturally aliected by the
structure ol 'dummies usccl .  vchiclc scir t  shapc,
and friction between the durnmies und seats, It
may be assumed, however. that experiments con-
ducted under other conclitions will present nrore
or less the same results as the one dealt with in
this report.

Passenger Inflator
layout

HIC Chest G (3 msec)
Femur load [lbs]

L^eft Right

L,ow mount s42 49.8 I 394 l84 l

Top-dash mtrunt 204 40.8 8 1 6 1352

High rnount 277 48.8 1750 rs72
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Table 2. $eating posltlon of child in front seat.

Seating position Frequency hrcent

Seating alone

Facing front

Seating in position

(Normal)
147 45.4

Seating at very front t 7 5 .2

Seating at center 2 0.6

Standing in front of

instrument panel
28 8.6

standingon the seat lL}
I 0.3

Facing side I 0.3

Facing back Iheeling on the seat 4 1.2

On parent's lap

Facing front

Sitting at very front 22 6.8

Sitting deeply 62 l 9 . l

Standing t 0 3 . 1

Facing back t 3 4.0

Lyingdown aR\ 4 t . 2

Parent's side Facing front
Seating betwe€n
front occupants l 3 4.0

Total 324 100
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Figure 2. Panic brake test results-}year-old
child dummy.
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STATIC AIRBAG DEPLOYMENT TEST

Test Apparatus
Table 3 gives the specifications for these

systems.

Test Results
Figure 6 shows the seating positions in which

child occupants are frequently lbund and are
likely to be substantially affected hy airbag de-
ployment. These were picked out fiom among
the positions child occupants are considered to
assume right betbre airbag deployment based on
the lindings of the seating position survey and
panic brake test.

A static deployment test was conducted on the
three passenger airbag layouts noted earlier in
this report to compare their occupant prutection
capability for a chilcJ when sitting in each of the
foregoing positions shown in Figure 6. Typical
test positions are shown in Figure 7 and I

Table 4 shows what injuries these airbag lay-
outs inflict on child passengers. The low-mount
airbag injures the chest seriously, while the top-
dash mount one substantially hufts the head. The
high-mount bag seriously injures both head and
chest.

REMARKS

From data shown in Table l, it is apparent that
acceptable adult fiont passenger protection can
be achieved in a sub-compact automobile in a 30
mph barier crash with any of the three systems
tested,

It is also apparent from the data shown in Table
4, that with any of these passenger airbag systern$

Table 3. The specifications of 3 stored gas
airoag systems.

i ld. BEFOFE EFAKIHG

ffi\ry

AFTER BRAI(ING

W
@

I

!'tloH
Gltltl Dmy

haurc vwl

volum
Cr prosuc BrB volumc

Ilw rrowt l4O0 nrl ,$0kg/6nr 200[ (Tono)
50P (Kncc)

Topdsh momt 1000 ml 400 kg,/mt l50q

H$ nro$rt lmOrnl 400 kg/cmt l50t
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Figure 3. 3Cdummy displacement at panic brake'
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Table 4. Static deployment test results.

Passenger Inflator
Layout Position Dummy HIC Chest G (3 msec)

L,ow mount

1
B

C

3 C l 2 l Fail

3 C 338 Fail

6 C 362 44.3

D
3 C 198 Fail

57o F 9 r3.2

Top-dash mount

A 3 C 444 3t .2

B 3 C 1 5 6 r7.5

c 6 C Fail . s l . l

D
3 e Fail 36.7

5 % F 85 Fail

High mount

A 3 C Fail Fail

B 3 C Fail 55.2

c 6 C Fail Fail

D
3 C 662 Fail

5 % F 1 3 6 Fail

designed primarily for 30 mph crash per{brm-
ance, an unrestrained chilcl occupant cannot be
allowed to ride in the fiont seat.

As a result of these test$, we have begun a
project to develop a front passenger airbag sys-
tem with primary consideration lbr an out-of-

position child, while attempting to also achieve
acceptable adult crash protection. However at
this time, it is clear that childrert should be re-
strained in the rear seat in order to reduce the
risk of serious or fatal injury tiom airbag
deployment.
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POSIT ION A

POSITION C

POSIT ION B

POSIT ION D

Figure 5. Seating position for static deployment test.

Figure 7. 3C and 5% female dummy test
Posit ion D.

* ' - " * , ,  1

w  q ' ,

Figure 6. 3C dummy test position B.
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Restraint Systems

A Systems Analysis Approach to Airbag Design and Development
DAVID J, BISS
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration
Office of Passenger Vehicle Research
MICHAEL U, FITZPATHICK
Fitzpatrick Engineering
D. THEODORE ZINKE
Minicars, Inc.
CHARLES STROTHER
Minicars, Inc.
GEORGE KIRCHOFF
Thiokol Corp.

ABSTRACT

A comprehensive systems analysis approach
was taken to developing air bag restraint systems
for, and integrating them into, a new generation
lightweight liont-wheel-drive car. This approach
relied heavily on the development and use of
computerized mathernatical models which were
then used to conduct parirnrcter sensitivity anal-
yses to aid in the choice of f'eatures to be included
in the design, and also used as specific design
tools where appropriate. All feasible technical
options were reviewed for applicability for in-
clusion in the systern which wirs to protect the
full range ofoccupant sizes to speed ranges above
30 rnph banier equivalent velocity where the
malority of societal henefits lrom air bags will
accrue. The success of this effort is evident frotrr
the test results fbr the air bag equipped 2600 lb
car crashed into a barrier at 36.9 mph in which
ample margins on the FMVSS No. 208 injury
criteria were demonstrated. The air bag systenr
includes rnultiplc level inflation tcatures to pro-
tect forward positioned occupants.

INTRODUCTION
As parl of the National Highwny Traffic Safety

Administration's continuing prr.rgrarn planning
efforts a need was idcntilied to integrate air hag
restraint systerns into a new generation light-
weight front-wheel-drive car anrl to address the

special prrlblems which such a crash environment
presents,

Also, the decision was made that the air bag
technology so developed should support as di-
rectly as possible the Multi-Purpose lntegrated
Vehicle Program of the Ageiicy which has goals
of 40 mph barrier equivalcnt velocity (BEV)
frontal protection.

Because the planned air bag system was to
have such wide applicability, it was important
to take a comprehensive view of the crash en-
vironment in which the bags would be operating.
the performance required to protect in this en-
vironment and the resulting design cnteria needed
to obtain this performance. This comprehensive
approach consisted of outlining a systems anal-
ysis approach which would systematically con-
sider all t 'easible tcchnical options tbr problem
solution along with intensive use of computerized
math models in an objective technical option$
evaluation and selection process.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this effort then were to use

this program for devekrping air bag rcstraints tbr
the new generation srnall car as an opportunity
to formulate a conrprchensive systems analysis
approach at air bag systetn design and develop-
ment. A primary enrphasis ol' thcsc ob.icctives
was to develop the analytical tools required to
matherlatically describe the physical pnrcesses
of thc air bag deployment ancl rcstraint phases.
A further objective was to apply these models to
parameter sensitivity analyses which would pro-
vide guidance in systems design with respect to
the performance derlancls placcd on the systern.

The perforrnance goals tbr thc sy$tern was to
pass FMVSS No. 208 cr i tcr ia in a 35 rnph 90o
barrier impact with 20dln nrargins on the iniury
measures.

Included in these performance goals was the
requirement to mirximizc the protection benefits
to the fullrange of occupant sizes norrnally seated
and out-of-position.
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APPROACH

The approachtaken to achieve these objectives
can be summarized as follows:
. Review the accident crash environment the

bags will operate in primarily from the socie-
tal benefits and product liability standpoints

. Review the general state-of-the-art in air bag
technology including the availability of ana-
lytical models to validly predict the effects of
variations in the various air bag system pa-
rameters. This would include reviewing re-
cent advances in analysis techniques and hard-
ware designs appl icable to the system
development program

. Develop, as required, computerized mathe-
matical models which predict the performance
of the overall air bag systems or of specific
components

. Use the models so developed to perform pa-
rameter sensitivity analyses to determine what
eff'ects the various air bag design parameters
(and their interactive effects) have on the re-
sponses of the norrnally seated adult and the
forward positioned child

. Based on the state-of-the-art review and an-
alytical parameters studies, determine the new
approaches needed and desirable from both
the analytical and hardware design stanclpoints

. Apply the techniques discovered and devel-
opecl in this approach to the system design
process fbr integrating air bags into a light-
weight front-wheel-drive car.
Installing airbags in cars which will pass the

standard barrier compliance test for the adult oc-
cupant is becoming routine. Htlwever, what is
not routine for the car builder is designing ttrr the
real world crash environment in which the bags
will deploy and be expecred ro mitigare injury.
The srnall but finite possibility that a small oc-
cupant will be positioned forward at the time of
the crash and interact with the cleploying bag is
one such special perfrrrnrance requirenrent. An-
other is the ability to detcct unusual crirsh rnodes
which are very dift'erent fiom thc barrier tr:st.

Overall air bag pertbrrnance requirerlents rrre
generally viewed fiom the standpoints of rnaxi-
mizing societal henefits and minimizing exposure
to product liability actions. It is reasonable to
expect that the design of an air bag system will
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be fundamentally determined by both require-
ments but neither of these requirements should
take precedence ()ver the other in establishing the
system design parameters. As is generally ac-
cepted and as is confirmed later in this report,
there are cornpeting inlluences between perfbrm-
ance protection requirements firr thc norrnally
seated adult and the fbrward positioned child.

High performance bags which consider noth-
ing but the normally seated aclult protection re-
quirements will have a high societal benelit pay-
off but, if not reconciled to also protect the
forward positioned chilcl, rnay draw an undue
number of product liability actions. Because of
the importance of this issue and the apparent di-
lemnra it poses, it is important to have as many
technical options as possihle available as candi-
date design solutions. Further, it is important to
have as rnany valid predictive ilnalytical rnodels
availahle as possilrle for objec:tive evaluation so
that the hurden of suhjectivity can be rernoved
fiom the designer in particular as the system is
being developed; and fiom the manufacturer in
general once the car is in service.

Such considerations make it all the rnore im-
perative that ob.jective analytical tools are avail-
able which permit studying, by sensirivity anal-
ysis techniques, the cflects of single pertubated
parameters along with the effects of the inter-
actions of these paritrneters. The objectives of
this parameter sensitivity analysis then is to iso-
late what rrre first, second, third, etc. order eff'ects
of the various pararneters on the injury measures
fbr the occupant.

From this identification of the relative effects
of the various systern parameters which aft'ect,
for example, the ftrrward positioned child's re-
sponse, the areas can lre idcntified in which to
concentrate the developrnent eflbrts lirr the new
systenr so as tc) rlitigate the effects of the de_
ploying bag on the child. These factors were the
guiding influence in the approach to specifying
the dcsign of the air hag system whose devel-
opment is described here,

Infbrmation was used from the NHTSA New
Car Assessment Progranr as the basis firr select-
ing a hase vehicle for this study, The Chevrolet
Citation was chosen because of its demorrstrtrtecl
cornbination of structurtrl integrity ancl moderate
crash pulse in 3-5 and 40 rnph barrier crashes.
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STATE-OF.TH E-ART- REVI EW

A state-of-the-arl review wa$ conducted in
order to base the lightweight car air bag system
on the latest technology and techniques available.
This review consisted ol 'a l i terature search in-
cludi ng analytical techniques irvailublc, perfbrrn-
ance revicws of productir.rn ancl experimental sys-
tems, a review of the tec:hnical options for out-
of-position child protection, and a discussron
with experts in the field on past experience and
the latest advancements.

Many concepts were formulated on the varittus
approaches which could credibly be taken to air
bag design but, also, one dominant impression
ernerged. That was the apparent lack of analytical
tools tu accurately quantify certain critical phases
of the air bag deployment and restraint se-
quences. This lack of validated analytical tools
had resulted in strong eletnents of experimcntal
uncertainty and subjcctivity linding their way into
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certain facets of air bag design and developrnent.
For instancc, there was no computer program
tirund which accurately modeled the cornplete air
bag depkryment/rcstraint sequencc. lt was ap-
parent, however, that a completely empirical so-
lution to reconciling bag deploynrcnt with for-
ward positioned child perlormance could lead to
extremely expensive experirnental trial-and-crror
development programs. It was because of this
perceived lack ol'analytical tools with which to
establish the theoretical perfbrmance curves for
air bag systems that the DEPLOY air hag de-
ployment model and the DRAC driver air bag
analyzer were developed.

Math Model Development

DEPLOY Model Development and Param-
eter StudY

A review of the existing nrodels r'2 of the air
bag deployment sequence indicatcd they did not

+

+

' Wurb

' pass -G( t ) +G(t)

Furb

' r b

vu"s

'  u rb

Deploying bag

Figure 1. Schematic of DEPLOY computer model.
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completely model both the deployment and the
restraint phases and therefirre were judged in-
pdequate for this study in which the cornpeting
influences of the normally seated adult and the
forward positioned child were to be considered.
The DEPLOY model, shown schematically in
Figure l, was therefore developed with the ca-
pability to model the air bag inllation sequence
from initial deployment through thc latter stages
of the restraint phase.

The details of the DEPLOY model develop-
ment and its use in a parameter sensitivity anal-
ysis is presented in a report currently being pub-
lished by NHTSA entitled "Development of the
DEPLOY Computerized Math Model of a De-
ploying Air Bag. " " As this report describes, the
DEPLOY program has the f'ollowing capabilities:

Models the initial bagslap phase, through the
catapult (waterwing) phase, through the fully
open phase, and finally through the restraint
phase with a single algorithm with no discon-
tinuities. Figure 2 shows the chest response
predicted by DEPLOY versuri the data from
Minicars Sled Test No. 1637.

Models the effects of:
-Fabric mass (weight per square yard)
-Air bag shape and volume
-Initial chest-to-dash spacing
-Aspiration and pressure dump features
-Inflator mass flow tailoring
-Multiple level inflation
-The intenelationship of the above factors.

Chest resultant G's vs time
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Figure 2. DEPLOY versus sled test results.
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Figure 3. Comparison of results-DEPLOY versus ABAG 19.

. Has good correlation with existing models
(ABAG 19) for predicting the response of
normally seated adults (see Figure 3),

' Includes a. two-mass/sternal-spinal/spring-
damper model of the occupant's chest to pre-
dict the effects of bagslap.

. Over a limited range can model the effects of
different bag folds

. Although not presently included in the DE-
PLOY model, the capability exists to simulate
cover mass effects and predeployment inside
the cover.

The primary lindings and conclusions from the
DEPLOY analysis are:

. Mass Flow Tailoring--if all the parameters

studied, the time history of the mass flow rate
out of the inflator has the strongest and most
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pervasive influence on the forward positioned
child's chest response. By strongest is meant
that mass flow rate characteristics in their own
right correlate strongly and positively with the
chest responses. By pervasive is meant that
the mass flow rate characteristic t'rom the in-
flator has a significant interactive effect with
nearly every other parameter studied, either
accentuating the benefits (such as in bag fabric
weight), or in exacerbating the problem (such
as with the chest-to-dash spacing),

. [Jag Fabric Mass-The effect of bag fabric
mass on chest bagslap g's (accelerations) is
highly interdependent with the mass flow pro-
file out of the inflator. For slow onset rate
inflators, thc forward positioned child's bag-
slap g's are nearly independent of fabric
weight over a reasonable range of fabric
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Effect of fabric weight on peak chest and chest sternal G's during bagslap

Citation crash pulse @ 30 mph frontal
3 yr. old child, seated
Ghest"to-dash distance: 6 in.
Sternal mass: 1 lb.
Effective body mass: 33 lb.
Bag volume: 10 cu. ft.
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Figure 4. Peak chest G's versus mass flow rate and bag fabric weight.

weights. However, for the more impulsive
type inflators such as the stored gas systems
or the unstaged ganged driver units, fabric

weights colrelate strongly and positively with
the bagslap g's for the child. Figure 4 shows
the effects of both mass flow ratc and fabric
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Total GM gas = 312 gm. for al l  three inf letors

,.MEDFLO''

"LOFLo"

Figure 5. Inflator mass flow rates versus time.

; , i

'"1

weight (and the relationship between the two)
where LOFLO, MEDFLO and HIFLO are
defined in Figure 5.

. Air Bag Shape and Volume---The effect of air
bag shape on the forward positioned child's
chest response is that the chest surface g's and
resulting sternal vekrcity change decrease as
the length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio increases
up to the point where the chest goes through
the bag and contacts the dash.

As the L/D ratio of the hag is increased,
the zone of acceptable gas flow pro{ile types
also increases. ln other words, as the L/D
ratio is increased, thc system becomes less
dependent on a specific flow inflator flow pro-
file characteristic to give acceptable results.

Bag shape has a fundamental influence on
both the bagslap and catapult g's. Figure 6
shows these efl'ects, Bagslap g's generally

increase for lower L/D ratios because more
bag fabric is concentrated in liont of the
child's chest (the exception of course is for
the LOFLO case because this was shown to
cause near independence hetween bag fabric
mass and bagslap g's). Catapult g's increase
for lower L/D ratios because the forward po-
sitioned child will be subjected to larger wa-
terwing and pressure stroke forces, Figure 6
also shows the relationship of L/D ratio to
catapult g's.

'Ihe 
air bag volume alone (normalized for

inflation gas) has only a minimal direct effect
on bagslap or catapult. However, air bag vol-
ume can be a result of other air bag system
design decisions which cran strongly affect
either hagslap or catapult, or both.

. Chest-to-Dush Spadng-ln the 0 to 12 inch
range, initial chest-to-dash spacing is a sig-
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*Peak chest surface velocity change
with respect to spine
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Figure 7. Peak chest surface velocity changes with respect to spine versus chest to dash spacing.

nificant variable in determining the response
of the forward positioned c:hild's chcst, These
efl'ects are strongly interrelatecl to the rate of
onset of the rlass flow from the inflator. The
bagslap chest g's firr the highest onset rnass
llow rate (HIFLO) are correspondingly high-
est ancl they pcak out at about l2 inches. The
hagslap chest g 's fur the medium und low
flow options (MIIDFLO and LC)FLO) are
lower and in proportion to the inllator onset
rates and demonstrate a peaking out at eight
to nine inch spacing, Figure 7 shows these
el'lbcts on chest surtacc rclative velocities.

, Aspirttlion and Pressure Durnp
The analysis based on the DEPLOY computer

model does not predict much benefit, if any,
in reducing hagslap frurn aspiration or pres-
sure dump f-eatures. The reason t'or this is that
the bagslap event is very short in duration,
typically one to five milliseconds, and is over
before any alternate deployrlent nrode based
on pressure feedback can occur,

Stated another way, the amount of deploy-
nlent energy in the bag at the tirne chest con-
tact ()ccurs is determined by the flow rate re-
quirements for the normally seated rrccupant
(because the bag doesn't know if there is a
forward positioned occupant there or not).
Only after bagslap is over does the flow re-
direct or the pressure dump and the DEPLOY
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ABSTRACT

The following summarizes in part the studies
by the National Highway Traffic Saf'ety Adrnin-
istration (NHTSA) aimed at understanding the
problem associated with protecting childre-n in
the accident environment as well as the effort
aimed at reducing the number of child injuries
and fatalities produced by automobile accidents.
Studies used in defining the problerl are dis-
cussed. Restraint devicers recomrlended lrlr var-
ious age groups ol' children will be presented.
Requirements of the upgraded child restraint
standard, FMVSS No. 2l .J are reviewed. Final ly,
future effort in child safety is presented.

INTHODUCTION
Approximately 4,000 children in the United

States age fourteen and uncler were killed in
traflic: accidents in 1979. These children are in
one of three categories: motor vehiclc passenger,
pedestrian, and bicyclists. Passengers represent

the highest proportion (50Vo), followed by pe-
destrian (37qo) and then bicyclists (137o). This
paper is concerned with the first category, ffi-
cupants of vehicles, ln 1979, I ,958 children were
killed as occupants in motor vehicle (including
passenger cars, trucks, vans, motorcycles, etc.)
accidents. AII traffic related fatalities in the
United States f'or the year 1979 lbr children under
15 vears of age are shown in Table L

Among the causes of these fatalities are the
alarming nurnher of unrestrained children in mo-
tor vehicles and their inevitable contact with haz-
ardous parts of the vehicle interior in the event
of an accident, The sisnificance of these causes

Table 1. Traffic deaths in the United States-
Fatal Accident Flepofiing System-
1979.

Children under 15

Fcdal Motor Vehidle

Agc Padeatrlan Cycllst Occupant

U n d a r l y r .  |  -  1 7 4

I yr. old /fg - 128

2 yr. ofd 110 2 tstl

3 yr. old r34 7 110

4 y r .  o ld  1?3 14  126

E yr. old lrUl 28 103

6 yr. old 167 /B 93

7 yr. old t45 3E 8l

E yr. old 134 38 l l8
g yr. old 86 4 89

10 yr. old 67 46 gl

l l  ),r. old m a8 89

12 yr. old 60 E{ l lE

13 yr. old 66 m 1Tl

lf Vr. dld 91 71 iln

l.tllE 603 1,958
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Knee
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Figure L schematic of "DRAC" computer model.

analysis shows this is too late to influence
bagslap severity.
Muhiple Level Inflation SeQuences-The DE-
PLOY analysis leads to the conclusion that
dual level inflation can substantially reduce
bagslap exposures for the forward pusitioned
child while maintaining optimum system per-
formance for the normally seated adult. By
dual level inflation it is meant that if, by using
multi-level crash sensing, or occupant sen-
sing, or both, it can be determined, either
before the crash or very early in the crash,
whether the low level system or the high level
system is needed, the system performance will
be vastly more flexible in accommodating the
forward positioned child while not unduly
compromising the protection potential for the
normally seated adult which is the highest
probability condition.
Interar:tion of Parameters-Results from the
DEPLOY analysis indicated that the com-
bined effects of the various system parameters

on air bag system perfrrrrnance will many
times be just as important, if not more im-
portant, than the isolated effects of a single
parameter. The DEPLOY analysis then per-
mitted quantification of an observation made
many times in experimental tests; that the in-
opportune or uninfbrmed adjustment of one
parameter in the wrong direction can more
than outweigh the adjustment of another pa-
rameter in a beneficial direction. Although
this has been known or suspected for some
time by most air bag designers, the approach
taken in the DEPLOY analysis opens the way
to objectively isolating these various factors
and rendering them amenable kr quantitative
analysis.
Although much valuable information was ob-

tained from the DEPLOY analysis, it was not
assumed that this was the furthest such analytical
tools could be developed. The section on FUR-
THER DEVELOFMENTS describes the devel-
opment of a follow-on to DEPLOY called PAC
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for Passenger Air Cushion analyzer which,
anlong other features, models an articulated
occupanl.

DRAC Development

During the state-of-the-art review a need was
identified fbr analytical design tools to assist in
the design of driver air bag systems which did
not massively depart from current design practice
and which could be based, to the extent possible,
on current prOduction type hardware. The pn-
mary need was to resolve the occupant restraint
forces which were reacted by the bag into realistic
components along the axis of the telescoping col-
umn and upwards into the shear capsule/dash
area. The DRAC model development was a re-
sponse to these needs.

A schernatic of the DRAC math model is
shown in Figure 8. The capabilities of DRAC
include;

. The ellipsiodal air bag transmits uploads from
the driver headichest to the steering wheeli
column systent, a situation which almo.rl al-
ways occurs in practice.

. Models the mechanical functioning of energy
absorbing steering columns including the tele-
scoping E-A forces, the frictional torces at
sliding points and the binding tbrces which
lirnit stroke in sorne cttlurnns when they, as
a special case, are subjected to significant ofT-
axis loads. DRAC also models columns typ-
ical of what are being used in front-wheel-
drive layouts.

. DRAC rnoclels the steering column at the an-
gles and sul)port points which can be specified
as repre$entative of most current car designs.

' Models the air bag as an cllipsiod (actually
an oblate spheroid) which is a more realistic
shape for flat pattern bags than a sphere. In
addition, the bag model transmits uploads
considering the differences in radii of the top
and bottom as it is loaded off-axis.

. Models an articulated three-mass (head, chest
and lower lorso with legs) occupatrt and in-
cludes knee restraint eftects.

. 'fhe DRAC model is intcnded as both an anal-
ysis tool and a design tool trnd there were
specific mechanical submodels put in the
model ftrr the latter purpose.

Although an extensive parameter sensitivin'
analysis \ \ i ls not perfortr ted. thc DItA( '  rrr t rdcl
did pnrviclc guiclancre in two NH' l 'SA air  bag de-
velupmcnt F)rograrns. In thr--n NHTSA Proclrrction
Volvo Air  Bag LJpglar le Progratr t .  the DRAC
modcl predicted it was possible' to use the stock
colrrr ln angle rrnd a sl ight ly nrodi{ ied Volvo col-
ulnn to successtul ly rest lain thc dr ivcr in a 40
rnph BEV inrpact.  The clctai led descript ion of the
DRACI use in the Citirtion Progratu is given luter
in this rsport but the rludcl did irrdicate that the
perlornrance goals o1'3-5 mph tsEV could be tnet
with the stock steering systeut layout gcomctry.

Technical Options Review

Once the unalytical models were in place to
ohjcct ively and quant i tat ively cvaluate the el ' l 'ects
ol  thc many air  bag dcsign lraramctcrs, a systeul-
atic analysis of these paratlretcrs wtrs begun,

Inflation Characteristics

Techniques for altering the mass flow rates of
air bag inflation gas have been used since the
earliest automotive systems were designed. This
was done to gain a number of diff'erent eff'ects
but the primary reasons were to reduce noise and
reduce depkrymcnt bagslap accelcrations to for-
ward positioned occupants.

El'forts historicully have cetrtered around either
modifying the flow rate fiotl a single inflation
event or per l 'ect ing var iuus rrrul t ip le level in l la-
tion sequences to program thc gas llttw over tinrc.
Most early efTorts ilt gits flow tailoring ccntercd
around nrodify ing thc typical  "blow clown" clur-
acter ist ic ol '  storcd gas units.  The alr lost total
switch to sol id prupel lant inf lat t t rs has grcat ly
beneJited the effolts at flow tailoring because of
the wiclc latitrrde over wlticlt flow frottt these urtits
can be tai lored.

The 1973 to 76 General Motors production air
bag system a'5 used a two-slaged hybrid system
of stored gas with a hcat ing chargc. For low level
deploynrent the stored gas only was usecl whi le
for high lcvel deploymcnt the sol id propr. : l lant
charge heated the storcd gas lirr-tugrtte ntecl flttw.

More recent ly Daimler- l3ettz AG " l tas devel-
oped a two-stage passengcr bag inl lat ion systcm
using two dr iver unit  in l lators with a var ia[r le
staging logic to ini t iate the inl lat t l rs with a t inre
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phasing that depends on a number of sensed crash
conditions,

Most air bag system developers go through
extensive programs of inflator flow tailoring tests
and full systems tests to investigate the eftects
of mass flow rates on the overall system per-
formance. Because of the extreme expense in-
volved in this type of testing it is de.^irable to
move more toward reliance on analytical analysis
and design approaches and away frotn the purely
trial-and-error empirical approach.

For purposes of this discussion single unit in-
flators will mean inflators containing a single
charge which when initiated has a single invariant
mass flow-tirne curve. Staged inllation will mean
the use of two or m()re inllatrlr chargcs initiated
with stlme time phase (fixed or variahle) between
them. Dual level inflation will mean the use of
two inflator charges which are initiated sirnul-
taneously (or as nearly to simultaneously as pos-
sible) to achieve a high level llow for ccrtain
crash conclitions while a low level flow is ob-

tained for other crash conditions by initiating only
one of the chargcs.

F'low Tailoring-Single Unit Inflators. Recent
ef'fbrts in flow/tailoring have concentrated on ap-
proximating an idealized two-step mass flow-
time curve, the first step heing a low f'low onset
rate to open the cover rtnd start bag deployment
while the sccond step would have the required
pumping flow rate to bring thc bag to operating
pressure and compensate fbr venting.

The primary limitation on the degree of flow
tailoring which can be applied to single unit solid
pnrpellant inllators is thc constraint of minimiz-
ing the low temperature pcrformance variations,
The solid propellant itself is sonrewhat temper-
ature dependent while the ignitor system is nearly
temperature independent. Moderately successlll
attempts at flow tailoring by Thitrkol havc relied
more on the ignitor characteristics and less on
the propellant crharacteristic to ntove in the de-
sired dircction with the inflation curve.

l r
I
I
l
l

/

Figure 9. Experimental inflator mass flow rates versus time.
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As concluded in the DEPLOY repon, inflator
mass flow tailoring, all other factors being held
constant, has the greatest eft'ect on the forward
positioned child's chest response of any param-
eter studied. This was borne out in the prel imi-
nary testing on the Small Car Air Ilag Devel-
opment Program.T At one point in the exploratory
testing, difTerent inflators which provided nearly
the same amount of total gas were tried. Figure
9 shows the dift'erent characteristics ()l 'these two
mass flow rate curves. During sled testing. the
three-year-old durnmy's spinal bagslap acceler-
ations were l0-5G lbr the PD-91-J curve while
they were 40G tbr the PD-792 curve. DEPLOY
similarly predicted spinal bagslap accelerations
of 95G and 45G respectively for these two in-
flation curves.

During preliminary sled testing on the Small
Car Air Bag prograrn it became apparent that the
standard tank test used in the past to specif'v in-
flator mass flow rates was a rathcr poor indicator
of the effect a particulilr mass llow rate onset
would have on a lbrward positioned child's chest
response. The pressure-time history of the test
tank is in reality an integration of the instanta-
neous rnass flow rate verrius time out of the in-
flator. Thus, any sharp spikes in the mass flow
curve will only influence slightly the tank pres
sure curve but this same mass flow spike can
have a large efi'ect on the bag and, conversely,
the child. DEPLOY predicts, and we have ver-
ified in testing, that it is the instantancous mass
flow rate versus time curve that is rnost directly
correlatable with forward positioned child chest
response. Currently, the best way to ohtain an
indicator of instantaneous mass llow rate is to
measure the the inflator pressure or diffuser pres-
sure, or both, and then apportion the rnass tlow
according to the pressure-tirtte profile.

Arrangements have becn nrade to use a corn-
puter rnodel developed by Thiokol (sponsored by
General Motors) on further NHTSA work which
predicts the chernical/thermoclynarnic/lnechani-
cal functioning of solid propellant air bag infla-
tors. This cornputer prograrn will perrnit the more
exact prediction of the instantaneous trtass llow
rates fiom inflators along with the state properties
of the gas and, when used as input to the DE-
PLOY r lr  an equivalent model,  wi l l  result  i r r  rnore
exactly predicting the eflects of a particrrlar tnass
flow rate on a lbrward positioned occupant.

Staged lnflation. Because of the disruption
to low temperaturc' perforrnance that radically
altering the flow onset rate for a single unit solid
propellant inflator can cause. the staged inflation
of two separate inflator units is the present prac-
tical way to achieve a nearly ideal two-step onset
rate. 'Ihiokol has triccl dual propellant charges
and dual in i t iators in a single unit  inf lator hous-
ing, ancl although rnore extrerle llow tailoring
was irchieved, it was conclucled that the extra
rel iabi l i ty problerns associated with these tech-
niqucs would not bc acceptable in a production
systern. At present then, the f'easible way to pro-
vide two-step inllation is tu use two sep.lrate
inl lators.

Multlple Level Inflation. As defined here,
a mult iple level inf lat ion systern has the abi l i ty
to generate at least two entirely difl 'erent flow
profiles from beginning to encl based on some
built in logic which tells it which of the two
flow proliles are appropriate fur the given crash
conditions. Two hasic types of sensing are avail-
able as the basis of the multiple level logic.
Crash sensing has been useda's to discliminate
between the crash severities to cletermine il-a low
level or high level deployment was needed. Oc-
cupant position or weight sensing has been sug-
gested-'8 as an alternative or an adjunct to crash
sensing to deterrnine the level of deployment.
Sensing considerations will be discussed in a later
section. In this section the restraint perlbrnrance
aspects of the dual level system will be discussed.

Figure l0 shows the two different mass llow
curves lirr rlne dual level systcm analyzed by
DEPL()Y. The other purametcrs of the system
were specilied on the basis of what would u'ork
in a smal l  car,  

' l 'he 
lower curve (NHWFI-O) in

the figure is the inllation characteristic which
would he generated il 'a large occupant were not
in the passengcr $eat.  The upper curve (HIFLO)
in this f igure wuuld occur in the event a large
occupant was in the seat.  

' l 'able 
I  gives thc results

of a [)[:l)LOY tnall'sis comparirrg this system
with a single level systern.

Aspiration Techniques. Over the years claims
have herErn made concerning the heneficial ctfbcts
of aspir i r t ing includi ng rn in i  rniz ing conrl)artnlent
()verpressrrre and nuise. reducing the arnoutrt of
propel lant required lor a givr:n sizc bag. weight
savings and a stalling of the aspirating gas flow
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Figure 10. Dual level mass flow rates versus

whcn the btrg c-ontacts a torward positittned uc-
cupant.  The DEPLOY nnalysis,  however,  indi-
cated that there is nu direct benclit ol using as-
pirat ion to reduce bagslap g's.  l t  is instruct ive
to look l i r r thcr into the l ) t lPLOY analysis to de-
terrnine why the attenuation of bagslap g's was
ever attributcd as a benefit of the aspiration tech-
nique in the first place.

EXPEBIMENTAL SAFETY VEH ICLES

t ime.

In the DEPLOY Model section the reason
given for u*pituti* not Air*ctly attenuating bag-
slap g's is that the bagslap event is detertlined
in magnitude (according to such requirenrents as
occupant size, crash speecl, dcploymerrt time,
etc.) before chest contact occuls. The bagslap
event is determined primarily by thc velocity and
mass of the bag fabric and it is over before any

"HlFLO"-both levels f  i r ing
312 GM qas

o
4)
g

l
B 1 5o
6
6 "NEWFLO"-one level f i r ing

262 GM gas

60 80
Time from bumper contact-msec

100

Table 1.

System type Flow orofile Adult  G's Chi ld bagslap G's Chi ld cataoult  G's

Single level

Dual level

HIFLO

HIFLO-
NEWFLO

20.5

20.5
XX

53

XX
43

25

XX
32
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J :

., istalling or flow redirection of the aspirating
stream can take place. Aspiration can, however,
reduce catapult g's because of this stalling and
these accelerations can be traded off against bas-
slap g's much a$ in direct flow tailoring. Co;-
paring the results of the DEpLOy analvsis for
aspirating versus direct flow tailoring, there iloes
not scem to be any advantage to making this
trade-of f using aspiration over dircct flow tailor-
ing. These results were previuusly reportecl by
Rurleo '' in describing extensive research spon-
sored by NIITSA into aspirat ion techniques. His
conclusion was that,  al though he achieved sig-
nificant improvenrent in the performance of as-
pirator systems, the irnproverlent was apparently
no more than what could be achieved with refin-
ing direct inf lat ion techniques.

Diffuser Modifications. The DEpLOy model
does not presently consider thc diftuser slot ge-
ornetry and the resultant gas stream velocity ef-
f'ects in calculating the inflation rare of the bag.
Although this could be done with DEpLOy (it
was considered at length), it would be a fbrmi-
dable task. However, the close correlations of
DEPLOY results with experimental data did not
indicate modeling this effect was required to
achieve useful predictions. As it is now, DE-
PLOY fills the bag from an ideal pressure source
and the bag deployment dynamics are a reaction
to this pressurization rate. It may, however, be
appropnate to include gas strearn et-fbcts in future
models of depklyrnent dynamics.

In reviewing thc literature and our own ex-
perirnental  results some conclusions about the
gas Jet effcct were reachecl. Conccntrating the
gas streanl out of the diffuser causes a localized
high pressure areil inside the bag and this area
will experiencc a greater pressure diff'erential
between insidc and outside the hag than wi l l  the
arcas out of the f low strearl .  and thus. wi l l
unclergo Breater accelerations. If there also hap-
penri to be a bag roll in this conccntrated llow
stream, it will undergo higher than necessary
accelerations; therefore, possessing adclitional
energy and will impart greater momenturn trans-
fer should it contact a li lrward positioned occu-
pant. Although it was not possible to verify this
effect with the DEpLOy analysis, a review of
our own experimental data confirnred that bag_
slap was atrenuated by spreading rhe gas flow

over as large a radial arc as possible (with a
cylindrical inflator/diffuser) or at least by keeping
the bag roll out of any concentratecl flow streams.

The observations of the data also inclicate that
the proper bag fbld/flow .$trearrt relationship can-
not remedy or compensate fbr other problerns
with the $ystLrm such as excessively fast lnass
flow rate onset. Rather, a,juclicious hag tbld/t1ow
stream relat ionship wi l l  only get back to the ideal-
ized situation DEPLOY predicts, that of a bac
fill ing from a uniform source.

Sensing Considerations

Crash Environment. Figures lla,b,c, and d
show the NCSS data r0 for frorrtal area damage
accidents on the American highways, Figures I I a
and l  lb clear ly show that thc vast major i ty of
societal bcnefits fiorn air hags will accrue fur
crashes abuve l7 mph Delta V. ln lact,  7la/ t :  of
al l  AIS 3 injur ies and 92% of al l  fatal i t ies in the
present environment nuw occur in Delta V
crashes above l7 r:rph where air bags are not nr)w
used. Also. ,lOdlc ol' all the AIS -l injuries and
60c/a rsl'all the fatalities occur above a 30 nrph
Del ta  V .

There are relatively few deaths and serious
injur ies below l7 rnph Delta V; howcver,  this is
not to say these are insignificant or unirnportant,
par l icular ly to the vict i rns. l 'here exists,  how-
ever.  as predicted by the DHPLOY analysis,  and
as well ciocurrrentc-d elsewhere. cornpeting influ-
ences between the design requirerrrcnts for pro-
tectlng the normally seared adult and the lirrward
posit ioneclchi ld The norr lal ly seated adult  neecls
a rapidly deploying bag to lul ly ut i l i r_e r idedown
whi le this same deploying bag wi l l  have unde-
sirable etl'ects un rhe fbrwarcl positionerJ child.

Vir tual ly al l  a ir  bag systems intn)duced, or c lue
to be introduced, have brrrrier equivalent dcpkry-
ment thresholds around lZ mph. The rationale
here varies but seems to include the followine
points:

. The more fragile members of the population
begin to receive significant injuries in this
reginre

. Depending on where the sensors are located
in the structure, arrd what type they are, a low
Delta V sensor may be required to deploy the
bags in time in a severe crash

., 
ji

: l

IJ
4.
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. Some low speed crash modcs with soft ctash
pulses, such as pole i rnpacts, wi l l  " look"

severe to the layrnan so that minor injuries to
even healthy young people will begin to attract
product liability actions because of the ap-
pearancc of the crashed car.

The point here is not to say that air bag de-
signers should necessari ly raise the threshold clc-
ployr lent level of  thei l  syster ls (al though with
more forgiving interiors this nright lre a trrture
possibi l i ty) .  rather thc issue shoulcl  be considered
fiorn a new approach. Although it is appropriate
to deploy the bags in this low Delta V resirnc lor
the above reasons, it is prohably not appropriate
to inflate the bag with the sarne level of dcploy-
ment encrgy which is rcquired for crash protec-
tion at speeds above 30 rnph where the rla,iority
of societal  he-ncl i ts wi l l  accrue.

'lhcre 
arc a large numbcr of accidents at Delta

V's bclow 17 mph (see Figurcs l lc uncl  d) and
in most ol ' these no injury occurs. However.  sorrre
minimal level of rcstraint protection is needed
for the special cases rnentioned atrove, But. the
bag need not deploy with anywhere near its full
energy potential to pnrperly pr'otect in this low
spcecl range. Converscly.  i l 'orr ly u single level
system is used. the bag wi l l  be deployinu a vast
major i ty of the t inre with an energ) lcvcl  that is
sinrply too vigorous for the circurlstalrces. ex-
posing lirlwarcl positioned occupants' to bagslap
g's that arc highcr thi ln nccessary.

Sirni lar logic can be appl ied when considering
that the right liont seut is vacant during nrost car
trips. Iheretbrc, dcploying the bags on high level
in al l  s i tuat ions wi l l  be exgrosing forward posi-
tittned chilclren to higher than necessary bagslap
accelerat ions whi le,  i f  as is I ikely the seat is va-
cant, the single high level inflation will afford
few of the benefits of the increased ride down
which it was designed to provide.

The cornpeting factors tbr protecting the nor-
mally seated adult and the forward positioned
chi ld are nost pronounced when a single level,
fixed mass flow inflation systern are rrsed ftrr all
deployment si tuat ions. The DEPLOY analysis
goes into consiclerable depth and concludes that
over a fhirly narrow rirrrge of'design J)arameters
i t  is possible to arr ive at a single level system
which wi l l  protect the adult  at ,30 rnph BEV whi le
also protecting thc fbrward positioned child, a

fact that has been verified in research and cle-
vcloprlent.  However,  i t  a lso concludes, as r luch
rescitrch and test experience has shown. thc pcr'
fornrance fbr neither occupant is anywhere near
opt inrum. 

' l 'he 
cornparison irr  Tahle I  showccl the

benel i ts in going fror l  s ingle level to a dual lcvel
systenr,  al l  other pararneters being equal.

This conclusion sinrply reinforccs the clesign
wisdorn exhihi ted in the drral  level logic ol ' rhe
l()73-76 GM sy'stenr and also in thc stuged/dual
level systenr krgic current ly l reing devr-- loped by
Diamler Bcnz-Bosch tor thcir  upconring produc-
t iun air  bag systerns, This design wisdom can be
sirnply stirted as: The pussengrr bug .should not,
to th( e.rteilt possihle, he deplot'ed ut u lhster
rate than is .justi.l ied bl tAc crirslr sn'r,rin'. ' lhere

were undoubtedly a nullber of other rationale
which went into the logic of l roth these systerrrs,
but the one. just stated is impl ic i t  in both systerns,
and i t  is a sound one.

Sensing Scenarios. Some automobile manu-
facturcrs would rather not use a dual level system
based on two inflators and dual sensing logic
because of a percieved penalty in reliability.
However these concerns can be mininrizecl by
alwuys deploying thc low level in any dcploy-
ment dernand situation. The high level booster
on the other hand would go off only if a pr.rsitive
signal of a high Delta V crash, or proper seat
occupancy, or both, is received. The low level
system would have the same reliability of de-
ploying in response to a sensed crash trs any sin-
gle level system and, addit ional ly,  i f  the low level
system rnet standards compliance requirernents,
the system would have greater performance
rel iabi l i ty.

Crash Sensing-ln using crash sensing to dis-
criminate between the need fbr diff'erent levels
of inflation. if the high and low level crash sen-
sors are placed at the sarne point in the car struc-
ture, there will he a time lag between when the
low level sensor closes and later when high level
closes, For each specific structure and mounting
point it would have to be determined if such a
time lag is acceptable, particularly since in higher
velocity crashcs sensing as sLron as possible is
needcd. Onc' compensating technique for this
time lag is to place the high level sensor further
forward in the car structure to detect the severe
crashes sooner, Because the threshold sensing
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level of this unit would be high, the risk of in-
advertent deploynrents should not be excessive.
These issues will be explored in more depth in
upcoming NHTSA research into air bag sensing.

Occupant Srin.ring-Techniques for occupant
sensing have been discussed in the literature8 but
have generally been rejected in practice because
they were usually proposed with systems in
which the bag would not go off at all if an in-
dicator signal was reccived that an occupant was
out-of-position. This type of sensing logic would
inject too many sensing errors into the system
reliability. However, a sensing logic, which
would use occupant size, weight, or location in-
dicators as determinants only about whether or
not to initiate an inflation booster tor higher level
protection, should not unduly cornpromise reli-
ability. The low level would go ofT in any de-
ployment demand situation and, if a large oc-
cupant were sitting directly in the seat, a sensor
would arm the booster unit. ln any other de-
ployment demand situation in which no positive
signal that the seat was occupied by an adult
was received, only the low level would go off.
A combination of occupant sensing and crash
sensing could also be used such that even if a
large occupant was occupying the seat, a high
Delta V crash would have to be sensed in order
to initiate the booster unit.

Other System Parameters

Other system parameters which were consid-
ered in the Technical Options Review were:
. Bag fabric weight (mass)
. Bag shape and hag volume
. Bag folding (as related to shape, volume and

diffuser geometry)
. High muunt vs. low mount
. Cover opening mode and materials
. Predeployment inside cover

These pararneters are discussed elsewhere in
this report.

SYSTEM DEFINITION
' l 'he New Car Assessrlent haseline crash tests

conducted by NHTSA were invaluable in the
preliminary air bag integrafion design phase for
dclining the crash environrnent and survival
spacc the bags would have to function in during

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

a 35 mph barrier crash. Attachment points for
the steerirrg column bracketry and the passenger
inllator rnodule were reaclily apparent after in-
specting these cars.

Passenger System Specification

The Citation passenger seat, although adver-
tized for two adults, is alrnost wide enough for
three. Therefore, the prograrn plan specified that
the front seat air bag systern protect two adults
but have the capability to acconrodate three fiont
seat adults with minor modifications.

In order to further specify the design of the
Citation system the results of the state-of'-the art
review were heavily relied upon and, in addition,
an intensive review of the component hardware
and automotive design issues were addressed.

Low Mount versus High Mount

In any air bag integration program for a par-
ticular car the choice between a luw mount and
high mount passenger system will fundamentally
establi$h many of the system parameter$ in dif-
ferent ranges of values. For instance, for a given
size car the choice of a low mount system will
determine bag shape, bag volume, inflator load-
ings, and mass flow rate curves.

Reasons given in the past for using low mount
systems can be summarized as;
. Benefits to forward positioned children be-

cause the deploying bag would first contact
the child low on the body a,5

. Ease of integrating the knee bag into the same
module pan as is used for the torso bag

. Another major attraction was apparently the
reasonably small impact on conventional in-
strument panel layouts including not rekrcat-
ing air conditioning ducts and retention of the
traditional glove box.

Although all these reasons were considered in
the choice of a high versus low mount system for
the Citation, a high mount configuration was cho-
sen for the following reasons:

l. For a given car interior size, a high mount
system will minimize the air bag volume
required and thus minimize the inflator load,
size and weight.

2. The ability (and indeed the desirability) of
incorporating a knee bag into a high mount
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system was demonstrated in the Small Car
Air Bag Prograrn.T In this design, the high
pressure knee bag deploys down and for-
ward, away tiom the occupant.

3. The rationale concerning the benefits of the
deployrnent trajectory of a low mount bag
which the 1972 paper a espoused is appar-
ently no longer operative. It now appears
that the straight back or slightly downward
deployment trajectory of a high mount bag
will minimize the differential accelerations
between the head and torso of a forward
positioned child.

4. From the DEPLOY program and from re*
viewing research and evaluation data, it be-
came clear that the interrelationship of a
nurnber of parameters which are detennined
by specifying a krw nlount system (thc pri-
mflry ones being bag shape (L/D ratio) and
inflator mass flow characteristic) almost
force the designer into using a low onset
flow rate inflator which aggravates child
catapulting.

5. Attempts at tethering to solve this problem
have been tried with sorne success; htlwever,
depending on the car size, heavy tetherirtg
may compromise the perfbrmance fbr the
normally seated adult. Bec-ause of the em-
phasis in the Citation program on protecting
in l)elta V collisions between 30 and 40 mph
where the majority of societal bcnefits will
accrue, avoiding the need to tether was an-
other reason to go t() a high mount system.

Single Level vs. Dual Level Inflation

The initial selection criteria started out weighted
in fhvor ol a single level inflation systern because
of the presunred benefits of improved reliability
and less cornplexity. However, in reviewing the
DEPLOY results which showed signilicant in-
provements in overall systetn perfrlrmance with
dual level inflation; and, in revicwing the General
Motors and Mercedes experience with multi-
level inflation, it was decided that dual level in-
flation was within the production state-of'-the-aft
and the significant improvements in petformance
to the full range of occupant sized justilicd its
use in thc Citation $ystem.

In the discussions tbr implementing this dual
level inflation system the following points were
made;

The cylindrical passenger inflator should be
retained because of its demonstrated flexibil-
ity frlr mass flow tailoring
The DEPLOY analysis indicated that the dit'-
ference between the total mass fluws between
the low level and high level flows was in the
range that a single driver unit would provicle.
Further, once the sensing logic deternrines
that a high level inflation is needed, the rapid
onset rate fr:r the driver unit will rnost appro-
priately complernent the perfbrrnance of the
high level system.
The module pan configuration chosen as the
most efficient from a space and weight stand-
point was to place a l4 inch cylindrical infla-
tor inside a module box, then have a driver
unil inllalor l 'eed lhe nrodule box lrom the
back, The bag attachment was then clamped
around the periphery sirnilar to a number of
current air bag designs, Figure l2 shows the
detai ls.

Flow Tailoring the Low Level

Even though a dual level system was bcing
developed, it was necessary and desirable to do
extensive flow taiktring of the low level l4 inch
inflator. Figure l3 shows a preliminary mass flow
curve (PD-913) which, during the cxploratory
phase of the sled tests, generated excessive bag-
slap on the child ol' 105 G, The tnass llow curve
(PD-927) for the final system conliguration re-
duced bagslap significantly to 4l G. The "dog-

leg" in the onset portion o[ the latter curve had
a significant ameliorating el'l 'ect on bagslap g's
during testing. The I)EPI,OY analysis also showed
that this was a chirracteristic to attelrrpt to ctrtulate
in future llow tailoring work.

It should be emphasized again here that the
curves- being ref'cncd to are the instantaneous
mass flow rates versus time out of the inflator as
indicated by either the inflator or difflser pres-
sure versus time curves. As stated earlier. it was
tbund cluring the prelirlinary sled testing on the
Citation program, and confirmed by the DE-
PLOY analysis, that the tank test curves used in
the past as a basis for specifying flow tailoring
were too vague an indicator of the ef'fect flow
rate onset tiom a particular inflator wttulcl have
on the forward positioncd child's chest. 'fhcre-

frlre, only mass flow rate curves were used for
llow tailorins of the Citation svstem.
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Figure 12. Citation passenger system layout.

Citation Sensing Scenario

Although occupant sensing appeared to be a
viable approach to initiating the Citation dual
Ievel inflatir)n system, its implernentation would
have required additional research and develop-
ment. This R&D will he cottducted in upcoming
NHTSA research on a number of air bag sensing
issues.

Crash sensing to initiate dual level inflation on
the other hand has been perf'ected tor production
4''56 and fbr the purpose$ of the present study, it
remained only to adapl it lo thc Citafion,

The primary difference hetween the Citation
system and the earlier dual level systems is that
the Citation system has a higher threshold de-
ployment level fbr the high level systenr. Ihe
goal is to have the low level systenr satisty, as
an evaluation requirement, the compliirnce re-
quirernents at 30 mph BEV (this has been
achieved in the system developrnent tests). Even
though the margins on the adult inlury measures
for this low level inflation arc lcss than those
normally associated with a 30 mph system, in
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practice, the high level sensors would be set to
trigger in the 30 mph barrier compliance test, as
they should in this severe c,rash pulse environ-
ment. This would require a threshold deployment
level for the high level at 28 to 29 mph. The
threshold deployment level ffrr the low level sys-
tem would stil l be l0 to 12 mph.

The rationale behind this scenario is that any
sensing anomalies concerning the high level in-
flation will not aff'ect the low level system which
would stil l provide, as a back-up, protection
which meets the compliance requirements. The
high level system would then provide protection
in the Delta V range above 30 mph where the
majority of societal benefits from air bags will
accrue.

The attractiveness of the 28 to 29 mph thresh-
old high level deployment option is that a back-
up is provided to increase the overall system re-
liability and perfbrmance over that achievable by
any single level systenr.

Should further injury research on children in-
dicate slower llow rates from the low level in-
flator are required, the mass flow onset can be

Torso bag
(6.0 C.F.)

Knee bag
(1.25 C.F.)

Stock lower
dash {removed)
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Figure 13. Citat ion- low level inf lator prof i les.

reduced as required while the threshold deploy-
ment level tlf the high level system can corre-
spondingly be reduced to c()mpensate for the re-
duced low level adult protection capabilities. In
this case the reliability of the system would sim-
ply equal that demonstrated for existing produc-
tion dual level systems while the overall per-
formance would be equal to or superior.

The problem of a time lag between the low
level and high level sensors can be overcurne by
placing the high level sensor farther tbrward in
the car structure rr'r2. The increased vulnerability
of the high level sensor will be cornpensated for
by its reduced sensitivity to Delta V triggering.

Driver System Specification
It was an objective in defining the driver air

bag system to minimize the modifications to the
stock steering column and column mounting
bracketry. The design of the stock column layout
and bracketry was compatible with integrating
the driver air bag system t'or 35 mph protection.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

The primary column supports come off the A
pillar while only a light trracket comes off the
firewall area. It was observed in the baseline 35
and 40 mph crashe,s 'r''o that even though the
firewall does intrude significantly (up to l0
inches) the column support brackets are basically
independent of this intrusion.

An analysis using the DRAC program indi-
cated that the ? to 3 inches of column stroke
available from the stock Citation column was
sufficient to keep the driver's chest g's helow the
60 G limit in a 35 mph BEV crash. Once the
analytical performance of the system was estab*
lished, hardware was developed to duplicate
these results.

During an exploratory crash test with an air
bag it was determined that the column support
bracket needed stil'l'ening in torsion to keep the
column from rotating upward during occupant
loading. A bracket was added between the end
of the main column suppon and the cowling to
react against these twisting uploads. The DRAC
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Stock Citation dash and
column bracketry

Internally modlfled
Citat ion column 

\

Stock GM
steering wheel
and ACRS module

Drlver alr
oag
(2.0 c.F.)

Added column
end brackets

Breakaway link
in intermediate
steering shaft

Knee restraint

Figure 14. Citation driver system layout.

program was used to predict the magnitude of
the uploads into the column and this was con-
sidered, along with testing results, in designing
the added bracket.

The internal telescoping mechanism of the
Citation column was not designed to stroke under
the severe upload momcnts which would be
placed on it hy an air bag. The stock Citation
column was modilied internally with a tube and
mandrel extrusion device to lessen the sensitivity
of the column to binding. This is the same column
which has been used successfully on the Minicars
RSV and a number of other NHTSA air bae
integration programs.

The Citation has rack and pinion steering and
double U-joints carry the steering shaft from the
end of the column to the steering rack, just rlut-
side the toe board as shown in Figure 14.
Although the shaft angles are such that the
steering column is not forced rearward during
a 35 mph barrier crash, neither is forward
stroke of the column encouraged by this
geometry. As shown in the figure, a telescop-

ing link was added to the steering half-shaft so
that no loads are reacted on the end of the
column during intrusion, thus permitting for-
ward column stroke.

The steering wheel and module used for the
present version of the Citation air bag car is
that from the 1973-76 GM system. Further
testing is being done on a deformable spoke
wheel (similar to what was successfully used
on the 40 mph upgracled Volvo systemls)
which will perrnit higher speed protection
while not risking thorax-lower wheel rim
interference.

As stated above, although all efforts were
made to keep the weight of the integrated
system down, the level of effort in the pro-
gram would not permit a full state-of-the-art
autornotive engineering ef'fort in reducing the
weight of the added components. The Mini-
cars air bag system adds a total of 27 pounds
over the base weight of the car. Of that.14.5
pounds is fbr inflators and the remaining 12.5
pounds is for the added bracketry and covers,



Table 2. Exploratory crash test.

Driver Passenger

Hrc
Chest g's
L. femur
R. femur

722
60

1600
1400

334
45

390
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Test  cond i t ions-36 ,1  mph in to  a  f la t  90"  bar r ie r .
50 th  percent i le  ma le  dummies

etc. Undoubtedly, a professional job of auto-
motive engineering integration would recluce
these weights even further.

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
AND RESULTS

Exploratory Crash Test

An exploratory crash test was performed in
which computer designed (using DRAC and
DEPLOY) driver and passenger air bag sys-
tems were tested in the Citation in a 36 mph
barrier crash. The objective of this test was ro
determine if there were any structural integra-
tion problems which the computer programs
would not predict. The results are shown in
Table 2.

Although the passenger system passed
FMVSS No. 208 criteria easily, the driver
system just barely rnet the 60 G chest limit
requirement. As a result of this test. the driver
system was modified and it performed suc-
cessfully for the remainder of the develop-
ment program. The performance of the pas-
senger system was above expectations so the
emphasis for the rest of the program was on
the other size occupants.

A series of 28 passenger system sled tests was
conducted. l 'he firllowing are the results fbr the
evaluative sled tests run alier the systern param-
eters were established:
. 50th Percentile Male-30 mph-Low Level

HIC 487
Chesr g's 40
L. Femur 4.50
R. Femur 550

. 95th Percentile Male-3O mph-High trvel
HIC 968+

+HIC value was frorn header/windshield
(Lexan) contact. A standard HPR windshield
was used on later sled tests which reduced
the HIC's fur the -50th male.

. 5th Percentile Fernale-3O mph-High Level
HIC
Chest g's
L. Femur 520
R. Fernur 400

. Six-year-r:ld child-Normally seated-30
mph-High Level

HIC 3It8
Chest g's 52

. Three-year-old-Standing-12 mph-Low
[,evel

HIC
Bagslap g's
Catapult g's

Driver System Sled Tests

Chest g's
L, Femur
R. Femur

s0

1000

241
32

45
4 l
3Z

A series of eight driver system sled tests were
perlormed. The findings of the preliminary crash
test helped rcduce the number ol'developmental
sled tests required and accordingly helped the
efftlrt arrive at a successful conclusion quickly.
. 50th Percentile Male-34.5 rnph

HIC 643
Chest g's 45
L. Femur 1650
R. Fernur 18-50

. 95th Percentile Male-30.5 mph
HIC 705
Chest g's 37
L. Femur 1250
R. Femur 1350

. -5th Percentile Female-30 mph
Htc 342
Chest g's 37
L. Femur 700
R. Femur 550

Evaluation Crash Test l

One evaluation crash test has been conducted
so far (as distinct from the exploratory crash test
done at the beginning ol'the program). The sec-
ond evaluative crash test will be conducted as

: a
' i

}.q
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Driver Passenger

Htc
Chest g's
L. femur
H. femur

398
40

1760
1050

554
44

1 150
800

Table 3. Citation evaluaiion crash test No. 1.

Test  cond i t ions*36.9  moh in to  a  f  la t  90"  bar r ie r .

50 th  percent i le  ma le  dummies .

part of this Eighth International ESV conference.
The results from this first cvaluative crash test
are given in Table 4.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Passenger Air Cushion Analyzer Model

A model called PAC f'or Passenger Air Cush-
ion analyzer has recently been completed by Fitz-
patrick Engineering under NHTSA sponsorship
which extends on the DEPLOY concept. Figures
15 and l6 shows schematically the math model
for PAC. The additional capabilities PAC has
over DEPLOY are:
. An elliptical-cylindrical bag with hemi-ellip-

soidal ends has capabilities to model more air
bag shapes.

. A tour-mass articulated occupant including
head, two-rnass chest, and legs. The two-
mass chest consists of a sternal mass acting
through a spring-damper to a spinal mass.

. The neck torsional characteristics are modeled
along with outputs of neck tension, moment
and shear forces.

. Gives head g's, HIC, chest surface and spinal
g's (and the relative velocity between the
two). and f'emur loads.

. Models different occupant sizes. Available
now are the 50th male and the three-year-old
child.
Although this model has not been fully veri-

fied, Figure I7 shows a comparison of results
with Minicars Sled 

'fest 
No. 1637.

Further NHTSA plans for the use of PAC
include:
. Verifying PAC results with a full spectrum

of test results from normally seated adult and
forward positioned child tests.

EXPEBI MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

. Perform a parameter sensitivity analysis sim-
ilar to what was done using DEPLOY in order
to verily and refine what vras learned during
that analysis.

. Evaluate standard and experimental child
dummies for applicability in quantifying the
injury potential to fbrward positioned chil-
dren. Specify design features of future child
dummies which will best measure these
effects.

"Driver 
Air Cushion-Rotation Model

Fitzpatrick Engineering has also refined the
DRAC model to include the capabilities to model
the rotation of the column and the crush of the
steering wheel during the collapse phase. FigurE
18 shows schematically the math model of this
program called DRACR for Driver Air Cush-
ion-Rotation. The capabilities of the DRACR
model are:

. An air bag in the shape of an oblate spheroid
which is typical of flat patterned driver bags.

. As with DRAC, DRACR predicts both the
horizontal loads and vertical uploads trans-
mitted to the column by the air hag fiom the
occupant's head/chest.

. Has the additirlnal capability that it models
the crush of the dash/shear capsule area and
the resulting colurnn rotation. Also models the
crush and rotation of the steering wheel with
respect to the column. Figure l9 shows these
crush modes schematically.

. Can model frictional effects inside and outside
the column along with column binding ef-
f'ects. DRACR also has the capahility to model
the effects of firewall intrusion on steering
column rotation.

. Simulates an articulated three-mass driver
occupant model including head, torso and
legs.

. Has the capability to model fundamentally
different column designs such as the standard
telescoping kind or the stub column used typ-
ically in front-wheel-drive layouts. Addition-
ally DRACR has the capability to model col-
umns i nteracting with unrestrained occupants.

The program plans at NHTSA for using
DRACR include:
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lnflator

Knee
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Figure 15. Schematic of "PAC" computer model.

' Validating the model with crash test data from
the Citat ion, Volvo, Ornni and Chevette
driver systern development programs.

. Developing a library of different column types
to expedite use of the program.

. Using DRACR as an air bag integration design
tool to devekrp lightweight modilications to
stock steering systems which will provide oc-
cupant stroke from the steering wheel col-
lapse, the column stroking and rotating, and
the knee restraint.

lnflator Models

In ongoing research work NHTSA will be us-
ing inflator models developecl by Thiokol to gen-
erate gas flow rate and state property data as

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL $ESSIONS

inputs to both the DEFLOY and PAC models so
as to predict the effects of various inflattx designs
on forward positioned ()ccrupant$. The goal of
this effort will be to analytically specify inflator
flow rate characteristics which are innocuous to
forward positioned children and, additionally, to
establish design pararneters ftrr the inllator which
will produce this type ol characteristic.

CONCLUSIONS

Frorn the results given above for the systcm
integration crash tests. the project was a success
from the standpoint of integrating production
oriented air hag restraints into a lightweight car
to protect adults in the 3-5 rnph BEV range whilc
considering in depth the issues of small ttccupants
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\'-t:d
I

Manllold sock

Figure 16. PAC air bag schematic.

which might be forward positioned at the time
of air bag deploynrent.

The specific parameters of the completed de-
sign are not necessarily those which would he
appropriate should rnore detailed information
becorne available in the luture on the injury sus-
ceptability of children. However, the design con-
cept is flexible enough that should this suscept-
ability be redefinecl at sorne point in the future,
the system parameters can he readjusted without
seriously compromising the perlirrmance tbr the
adult in over 30 mph crashes where the maiority
of societal benefits will accrue.

Extensive analytical studies were conducted
to define the sensitivity of general air bag design
parameters so that certain critical oncs could be
concentrated on during thc systetn specification
stage. Two computer models were developed,
DL,PLOY and DRAC, and used in the general
sensitivity analysis and in specilic design tasks
for the systenr.

The major lindings from the overall systems
analysis approach to air hag design were:

. The instantaneous mass flow rate versus time
from the inflator has a strong effect tln the
forward positioned occupant's chcst response,

. lncreascd air bag fabric weight will only ad-
versely affect bagslap acrcrelerat ions when

used in coniunction with a rapid onset rate
inflator.
The shape of the air bag, as characterized by
its length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio, has strong
effects on hoth bagslap and catapult acceler-
ations. Tethering can overcome these effects
but implications fbr everall system perform-
ance should not be overlooked.
Ihe analytical analysis supported by computer
modcl studies indicated that a single level in-
flation system could satisfy protection require-
ments for the f ull range of occupant sizes both
in and forward positioned at crash speeds up
to the mandated standards, However. the anal-
ysis also indicated that the protection levcls
afforded to the occrupant size extrerles by the
single level system were far from optimum.
These studies indicated that the use of a dual
level system logic similar to what was used
in the fornrer GM productitln air hag cars
could significantly reduce bagslap accelera-
tions to crhildren while maintaining perfrrrm-
ance levels for irdults in severe crashes.
The parameter sensit iv i ty system analysis
studies indicated that the interaction of ccrtain
parameters has, many times, tnore effect on
systern peffbnnance than the effect of any one
singlc pararneter and that the inopportune or
misinfbnned adjustment of one parancter in
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Figure 17. PAC computer results versus sled test

the wrong direction can more than offset the
ad;ustment of another pararneter in an advan-
tageous direction. Thc brief point to be rnade
here is that advanced rnodeling techniques
along with the use of state-of-the-arr high ca-
pacity computing ilrethods are required tcr
even begin to quantitatively assess the inter-

1637 results.

action of the many parameters in air bag sys-
tem design.
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Daimler-Benz AG
Sindelfingen, Germany

ABSTRACT

After more than founeen years of research and
developrnent, Dairnler-Benz has anivcd at the
point where we will place into production thc air
bag systenr, one of the rnost debated and contro-
versial technologies in the entire history of the
automobi le.

This passive occupant restraint system, which
will he automatically triggercrd in iln emergency,
has to meet not rlnly the rlost strirrgent technical
requirements, but must also guarantee, especially
in view of the present legal situation, the highest
dcgree of rel iabi l i ty.

In this context it should be mentioned that the
changes in U.S. Federal lvlotor Vehicle Salety
Standard 208 (FMVSS 20tt) have also increased
the challenges in c:omplying with this regulation.
It definitely was no casy task for a vehicle rnan-
ulacturer to interyrret the fllture of this Standard
cor rec t ly  and make mean ing fu l  dec is ions
accorrlingly.

THE DAIMLER.BENZ AIR BAG
SYSTEM

The Daimler-Benz air bag system. scheduled
for procluction starting with modcl year 19t32 in
the U.S.A. and Canirda, consists of four (4) basic
components:
. The sensor
' The gas generator
. The air bag
. The knee bolster.
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THE SENSOH ]

The brain of the air bag system, without any
doubt, is the triggcring systcm, i.c. the sL:nsor.
The sensor has four main functions:

To detect an accident
To react correctly accordingly
To monitor the readiness of the bag
sysrem

4. Storing of information.

Proper functioning includes timely triggering
and avoiclance of a lirlse signal leacling to an
inadvertent deployment.

To ac:hieve these somewhat simplified fore-
going requirenlents, electronic components are
being used which alreacly have tound widespread
applications in the automobile inclustry.

The electronic sensrlr shown in il lustration I
has been developed together with Robert Bosch
Company for ready installation on thc assembly
l ine .

Rccognition of Impact Scverity and
Triggering

The data input of thc vehicle dccclcration oc-
curring during an impact given by an acceler-
orneter serves as a mediurn to recognize impact
severity. The receiver installcd in the scnsor is
a viscous damped mass consisting of a spring bar
with incrt ia l  mass ( i l lustr t t ion 2).  A strain gauge
mounted on the bar changes resistance resulting
in an electronic signal occuning cluring any de-
celeration alons the center line of the vchicle.

l l l us t ra t ion '1 .  E lec t ron ic  sensor  w i th  connect -
ing cable, 10-pin connector and
mounting bracket.

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

The directional sensitivity of the receiver de-
creases as a cosine function. i.e. as the dircction
of impact deviates fiom the center line of the
vehicle [Diagrarn l l .  The accelerat ion signal wi l l
be processed by an integrated c:ircruit. The signal
finally arrives at an integrator after anrplifying
ancl lirniting the arnplitude ol- the signal minus
a constant a. (il lustration 3), The threshold a. has
been set in such a way that vchiclc accelerations/
decelerations under lrorrlal vehicle operations
will not be registered and cannot result in an
inadvertent deployrnent. The indicator computes
frorn the acceleration signals received as a change
in velocity. Should this valuc cxcecd the set val-
ues AV,,  and AV,,  then the f inal  steps 2,,  Zr,
and Z'  wi l l  be sought.  The tr iggering signal,  how-
ever, will only he released when the arrling
switch (rnercrury switch in the scherlatic) is in
a closed pusit ion. This switch is veloci ty sensit ive
and installed to protect against inadvertent de-
ployment and to increase reliability. The rnercury
switch will be closed during vehiclc dccclcratiom
on the center line axis o[ approximately I .79.

When thc first thrcshold AV, is attaincd. the
final stage 21 will give a triggering signal to one
of the two gas generators of the front passenger
air bag system (tiont seat passenger l, diagram
2). If AVr is also reached, Z, wlll give a trig-
gering signal to the gas generator installed in the
hub of the steering wheel as the second of a bi-
level systern. The second gas generator of the
front seat pas$enger systern can only be triggered
after a constant timc lapse after thc rcccipt of
AVr. A pre-condition certainly is that also AV2
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Diagram 1. Schematic of direct ional sensit iv i ty.
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be triggered
of the signal

schematic), With the limiting values of AV, and
AVr, the triggering function is tailored cxactly
to the severity ol'intpact: at frontal impact speeds
against a solid plane object with a speed of less
than l2 knr/h, neither system will be activated.
At an impact speed between 12 and l8 krn/h,
AV1 will be activated; within the approximate
irnpact range between lti km/h and 25 km/h, AV,
will also becorne operational.

Monitoring and Storing of Data

Each single ignition circuit, as well as the sen-
sor, are continuously nronitored Ior proper func-
t ion at the higfust drgree po,ssihle. Thc igni t ion
circuits are, while the vehicle is in operation,

has been reached, otherwise Z, will
simultaneously with Zt @xample 2

l-"c oo
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checked for circuit continuity, while the electrical
functions of the air bag cornponcnts and trigger-
ing device are monitored during each starting
procedrrre. Interruptions or breaks in the ignition
circuitry, malfunctions of the triggering com-
ponents, or failure of the capacitor will be in-
dicated hy a warning light on the dashboard.
Proper f\nction of the warning lamp bulb is ob-
served by heing lit for approximately l0 seconds
during the first turn of the ignition key. It' the
system is functional, the control lamp will extin-
guish after l0 seconds. Any detection of a mal-
function that would lead to an inadvertent de-
ployment will cause the safety switch to remain
in the open position. Should there be a malfunc-
tion of any electronic part, the sal'ety switch will
prevent activation and consequent deployment of
the system.

The sensor is designed in such a way that after
deployment, a specially trained person can im-
mediately recognize

. Whether the system was operational, or

. Whether the deployment took place prior to
or during the impact.

The operational time will be registered by a Cou-
lomb-cell which will show the time lapse between
reporting an inoperative system and actual im-
pact. With this system, it can be observed how
much time elapsed between the illumination of
the warning lamp and the accident. A simple
overload fuse will also give evidence whether the
air bag system was triggerecl by an accident and
an inadveftent deployment could not be clairned.

The Gas Generator

Daimler-Benz began developmcnt of a solid
propellant gas generator in 1970. Meanwhile,
this particular mode of generating gas has be-
come the state-of-the-art. The advantages of this
system in comparison to common pressure gen-
erators or hybrid systents are mainly

. Less weight

. Smaller envelope
' Less influence by temperature and
' Ease of producing the exact amount of gas in

the passenger air bag as dictated by the se-
verity of impact. (The bag will be lil led to
either 50olo or 100% of capacity,)

The solid propellant gas generator is a by-
product of' the spacc motor development. The
product of ignition is NOT an explosion, but an
exact consumption of the solid propellant with
a concuffent pre-determined expansion of gen-
erated gases.

This discrimination between explosion and
programmed expansion ol'the gases is of utmost
inrpoftance especially with the first applictrtion
of pyrotechnics in the c:ivilian automotive lield.
This will avoid unjustified preiudice in the future.

To make it clear, the air bag gas generator has
absolutely no relation to expkrsives and can never
be misused as such due to the burning rate of the
material.

For this reason, in the Federal Republic of
Gerrnany the propellant has lhe siune classifi-
cation as pyrotechnical fireworks. In the United
States of Amcrica, this nraterial has been class-
ilied by the Departnrent of Transport, Bureau uf
Hazardous Materials, as a llarlrnable solid. Irr
Canada, the solid propcllant will not be subject
to the Crrnadian Explosives Act.

The two vendors of l)aimler-.Benz are
. Bayern-Chernie, GmbH, Munich, and
. Thiokol Corporation, Brigham City, Utah,

U . S , A .

The Bayern-Chemie gas gcnerator (illustration
4) was developed jointly with Daimler-Benz
starting in 1970 and will be ofTered beginning

4 s
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Diagram 2. Sensor signal evaluation.
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l l lustrat ion 4. Bayern-Chemie Sol id propel lant
gas generator.

December 1980 in Germany as an option in the
'S' class pa$senger cars. This is firr the driver
position only, the tiont seat passengcr will re-
ceive a Type 2 ETR (Emergency Tensioning
Retractor), The Thiokol gas generator (il lustra-

tion 5) has been adaptccl during the last live ycars
to our passenger cars, and it is intended to install
the air bag system in all pilssenger cars marketed
in the United States and Canada beginning with
model ycar 1982.

l l lustrat ion 5. Thiokol sol id propel lant gas generator.

The Thiokol gas generator contains approxi-
mately 100 grarns of pclletized solid propellant.
An ignitr.rr with a single bridge wire----called a

squib-is located in the centcr of the housing.
Metal filtcrs and neutralizers are placed outside
the corlbustion chanrber which limit the exhaust
of parricles and cool down the gases.

The bridge wire will bc heated elcctrically after
a sensor signal is received. Clonsequently. the
highly sensitive initial charge is triggered whose
pressure and high tcmperature in turn escapes
through ports and ignites the slow-burning pel-
letized solid propellant. This hurning process
takes approxirnirtely 50 ms" The rnaximunl pres-
sure in the corntrustion chamber is close to 180
bar. The gas fil l ing the air bag consists of roughly
95cl of' non-toxic nitrogen.

In adrJition to the governmental tests and cer-
tification, the complete gas generator has been
subjected to tests undcr most stringent acceler-
ated test conditions and exposed to shock. drop,
vibration. hurlidity, and extreme telltperature
loads. The generator has proven to withstand the

STRUCTURAI sYsITM

FILIER SYSTEM

IGI{IIER SYSTEJV1

?. l?9 lt{.
54.ffi MM

INIERI{AI,
SHORTING CLI P PROIECTS
SQUIB PINS UNTIL PLUG
l5 COII|'IECIED

GAs GTI{ERANT
SYSIEM (|.ERftTTI CALLY SEAIID

I N AtUIrtl t{UM CARTRI DGEI
3.931 tN.
99.85 hlM
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lllustration 6. Driver air bag.

aging process for the expected lifetime of an
automobile.

Furthermore.'studies of the endurance of the
gas generator under extreme conditions have
been conducted while installed in an automobile.

l l lustration 7. Passenger air bag with 2 cham-
bers and trapezoidal shape.

EXPEFIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

rrI ;,,,, iutl i l l l l l i lr,r l"I l;; i i i l  t l ;, l i l1 tII

The representative of Thiokol Corporation,
Mr. George Kirchoff, will report following irn-
mediately after my presentation.

The Air Bag
The actual protective element is the air bag,

sometimes also referred to as an air cushion.
Depending on the ambient temperature the bag
will be deployed within 25-35 ms on the driver
side, and 40-50 ms on the passenger side and
cornpletely fill, in a deployed condition, the
available space between occupant and the steer-
ing wheel or the dashboard, The bag consists of
Neopren-coated Nylon and has, depending on the
selected energy absorption requirernents, corre-
spondingly tailored venting holes.

The bag in the driver position is oval shaped,
has a volume of 60 liters and actually are two
circular pieces vulcanized together at the circum-
ference (illustration 6). The side facing the driver
is constrained in its outward expansion by straps
which limit the motion of the bag. This guar-
antees that under normal conditions the driver's
face will never contact the bag during deployment.

The passenger bag is trapezoidal (illustration
7), has a volume of 145 liters and also consists
of two vulcanized pieces.
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A seam divides the passenger bag volume into
two equirl parts. Clharnbcr I is connected with
thc gas generators directly over the inlet ports
and wi l l  be f i l led in the f i rst  stage of c leployment.
Only after activation of the secotrd generator, the
overpressure rips the seatn opetr and the total bag
will be lil led and deployed. Facing the dashboard
are lour venting holes which guarantee a rela-
tively srlooth "ride-down" of the fiont seat
passenger.

The extended deployment time of the passen-
ger air bag, in contrast to the driver bag, is at-
tributed to the fact that a pre-detertlined l-5 ms
time delay signal is given by the sensor between
triggering the Iirst gas generiltl ')r (first level) and
the second gas gencrator (sccond level). The trap-
ezoidal shapr-- is dcsigned to allow f'or a slantecl
contact area that gives more cushioning in the
head impact area.

The driver, as well as passenger air bag. has
in addition to the vulcanized seanr, stitching with
high strength thread. 

'l 'hir guarantees a tight seam
under extrerne condit i t tns, for exalnple, ex-
tremely low ternpelatures.

Knee Bolster

To brace occupants during a frontal impact,
only three locations on the hutnatr body can ba-
sical ly be used:
. The chest
'  The pelvis
' The thigh

Inasnruch as a passive restraint system like the
air bag cannot restrain the pelvis, the retaining

l l lustrat ion 8. Mercedes-Benz
for model year

S-Class interior
82,

l l lustrat ion L Knee bar with steering column.

of the lower body and extremities in an accident
can only be accomplished by rcstraining knee and

thigh movement. In order to keep the krad within
a tolcrable l imit .  the restraint must have the atr i l -
ity to defbrrrt accttlding to design.

'Ihe requirements for the knee bolster

. No limitation in comfort while operating the
passellger car

. Prevent submarining

. Control body moventent

. Limit restraining firrces to a tolerahle level'

Il lustration I shows thc arrangcrnent of a knee
bolster with thc steering eletlents of the driver
position.

The knee bolster will have absorbed, in a 50

km/h frontal irnpact into a solid bitrrie r. an enefgy
of approximately 450 loules per t'crnur (50%

dummy). Due to the envelope given whi le st i l l

off'ering an optimum in seating comf'ort, the de-

fbrnration distance is limited to 140 rlm.
The knce bolstcr shown consists o1' a comt-

gated metal tube with a ditmetcr of t4-5 mm and

a thickness ol '0.4 rnm ( i l lustrat ion 9).  By using
a corrugated tube in cornparison to a simple tuhe

h\\w3
.\o 

'F
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ll lustration 10. Driver air bag components,
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Il lustration
Illustration
lllustration
Illustration
Illustration
position
lllustration
dashboard

lO--driver air bag module
I l-fiont passenger air bag module
l2-harness with sensor
l3-total picture driver position
l4-total picture fiont passenger

15-air bag control light on the

PHOBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
SYSTEM

The Daimler-Benz air bag development is
based on an all-cncompassing research program.
Until fieezing the total concept, during the resting
and improvement phase rlf each single c()mpo-
nent, in excess of 2,000 air bag tests have been
conducted at Daimler-Benz alone, not withstand_
ing the numerous tests by our suppliers.

ll lustration 11. Passenger air bag components.

which would need a metal thickness of 1.5 mm
to have the same deformation qualities, much
weight could be saved.

In addition to the four most important com-
ponents of the air bag system, many othcr parts
are being used which will be shown in order:

l l lustrat ion 13. Total  system driver.

These tests were:
. Noise pressure-level tests while inflatine the,

bag
. Simulated crashes using white bodies on the

Hy-GE sled with dilfering speeds and varying
occupant sizes

. Full scale crash tests with different vehicle
models, velocities, and impact angles

a

a

Environmental test programs fbr gas genera-
tors and sensors
EMI-tests
Tests using volunteers to study the reaction
of human beings.

l l lust rat ion 14.  Tota l  system f  ront  seat
passenger.

, , , . , . , " " , , , , . i , , , f f i .  
t l i t ' t ' i 'a ; , , i , ,  t . " l ,

Sensor with cables, connectors
and emergency energy supply.

l l lustration 12.
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During the course of the air bag development,
problem areas could be identified and tcchnical
solutions developed; others, however, are areas
over which the manufhcturer has no control. Two
typical samples are listed helow.

Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMl)

Automobiles may be exposed during operation
to high fiequency transmitting sources, like radio
towers, for instance. ln such a case, the high
frequency bcam may be induced in the electrical
harness of this system. The EMI conrpatibility
of the air bag electrical system has been tested
first by exposing parts of the vehicle body to
radiation and subsequently itn the total body was
exposed using radar and radio stations.

The test data has shown the urgent need of
shielding to reduce the electrical flux in the har-
ness and avoid possible inadvertent deplttyltrent.
For this reason special etfbrts have bcen made
to shield the sensor by means of filters. The con-
necting plug and the gas generator are equipped
with a suppression coil. By these trteasures we
could solve within the state-of'-the-iur the ptoblettrs.

Disposal of Gas Generators

tn closing, I want to draw your attention to
another problem area which will increase with

the air bag system installations in an increasing
number of passenger cars, This is the proper dis-
posal of gas generators. Up to now there is no
procedure available for disposing of gas gener-
ators, e$pecially addressing the abandoned ve-
hicles. It' this problern is not solved, it is una-
voidable that gas generators will be retnoved,
subject to misuse, and danrages or inluries may
occur.

This problem cannot be solved by the vehicle
manufacturer but should be addressed hy the
whole rulemaking body.

Road Test Programs

Akxg with lab testing programs is a real-life
testing on the road.

Presently we have approximately 500 passen-
ger cars equipped with air bags on the road and
expcct by the cnd of January l98l to increase
this nurnbcr to 750. 1'he maiority-600 passenger
cars-are already produced on the assembly line,
no longer at the R & D shop. This measure should
enablc everybr-rdy concerned to acquaint therl-
selves with the system and recognize prol:rlent
areas in t inte pr ior to f  ul ly phasing into the pro-
duction plocess. The propel training of ficld and
service personncl has also begun.

In spite of these difficulties, l)aimler-Benz has
opted lor the air bag system instead ofthe passive
belt .

When a rulemaking body requires a passive
occupant restraint system, it cannot siurultane-
ously deny the contfort or convenicnce of the
passenger-priority concerns in a sedan, firr ex-
ample-by the design or tunction of such a
system.

ln comparison to this system, the passive belt
is, according to the present state-of-the-art. no
alternative in the areas of comlort atrd conven-
ience, even though almost idcntical in its pro-
tect ive value.

ABSTRACT

The paper contains the observed performance
of the VW-RA in the field with respect to rniti-
gation of in juries dcmonstrated through statistical
and narrative data,

l l lustrat ion 15. Control  lamp in dashboard.

Field Performance of Volkswagen Automatic Restraint $ystem

(Progress Repofi)

WOLFGANG ROSENAU
GEORGE M. WELKEY
Volkswagenwerk AG
Wolfsburg, W. Germany
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knee bor

locking
retroctor

Figure 1. VWRA passive restraint system.

The paper reiterates that the primary compo-
nents of the systenr are the seat, the sensor-re-
tractor mechanism with attachluent to the seat.
the helt itself, the knee bolster and the total ve-
hicle crash ntanagement systern.

Supportive data includes results of 147 real-
world accidents.

INTRODUCTION

For approxinrately the last eleven years, rule-
making requiring autornirtic restraint systerns has
been continuous. l 'his hiskrrical reasons fbr this
are too well known to require l'urther docurnen_
tation in this paper.

Vtllkswagen has been in the forefront of de-
velclpnrent of automatic restraints and has heen
able through the introduction of its automatjc re-
straint system into series production, to dcvclop
a substantial body of real-world perfornrance
data.

Since 197-5, Volkswagen has sold over 300.000
cars equippccl with the autonraticr rt:straint systern.

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

As of this writing, the phase-in schedule man-
dating the introduction of autornatic restraint sys-
tems according to FMVSS 208 is unchanged.
Current dcvelopmcnts in the U.S. however, ap-
pear to indicate that larger manufacturers will be
required to equip at least onc cflr line with an air
cushion system, and the time proposed for such
installations is extremely shoft. Corlpliance with
such a dictum will present a severe problern tcr
all manufacturers affected.

Volkswagen has opposed the mandating of air
cushion systems since the cliscussions relative to
the development and promulgation of FMVSS
208 and continues in its opposition to them.

The following is a brief summary of inftrr-
mation abor.rt the VW autornatic restraint systcm
presented in previorrs papers. It is provided sim-
ply for background.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure I shows the four major subassemblies
which cunstitute thc system: The torso belt with
dual sensitivity automatic locking retractor. knee
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95th perc. adult male

Sth perc. adult female

Figure 2. Layout of the vehicle interior.

bolster, seat and seat belt anchorage on the seat
frame. The knee holster was designed to have
a geometrical contour compatible with the di-
mensional range of the standard 5 percent f'emale
up through the 95 percent male, as shown in
figure 2.

PERFORMANCE IN VW,
LABORATORY.TESTS

The entire system underwent exhaustive lab-
oratory testing prior to its release for general use
i n  1 9 7 5 ,

Figure 3 shows results of the 0" fiontal barrier
crash test.r performed acrcorcling kr FMV.SS 208.

Figure 4 shows the results of the 30' liontal
barrier crash tests according to FMVSS 208 for
both VW RA and three point belr sysrerls.

For comparison purposes we have included in
Figure 5 the data derived tittm 0' crash tests
involving vehicles equipped with a conventional
three-point restraint system.

The impact speed was in the range of 50
km/h for all irnpacts, both direct and angled.

Figure 6 shows thc basic diff'erences in dummy
movements observed in fiontal barrier crash
tests. Higher HIC values \\,ere recorded for con-
ventionally-restrained occupants. This is anrib-
utable to the greater tendency for head rotation
found with thc three-point belt.

VW RA FIELD PERFORMANCE

This writing presents the actual results of 147
real-world accidents of all types in the United
States. The sample is random and derivecl solely
through the cooperation of VW dealer organi-
zation in the U. S. 'Ihe 

only criterion lor reporting
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heod injury criterion
H t c  ( _ )

res. chest occelerotion
ores (t  13 *s) 

(9)

mox. occelerotion * 609

femur force
F (N)

mox. force < 10021 N

mox. force < 7650 N
I I I I - I T - ' - -

t;7w 1860 P tzoz

50

driver front
possenger

left I right left I right

Figure 3. VWRA/test results for 0'-frontal barrier crash test (FMVSS 208).

EXPERI MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

such incidents was a base damage value of Upon receipt of notification the following ac-
2.500-US Dollars, No other requirements were tions were undertaken:
given to the participating dealers, in order that 1. Thc Rabhit vehicle was located, damage
the sample might remain uncolored. documented and deffirmation extent measured.

heod injury critericn
Htc  (_ )

f f i  VW-RA

res chest occelerstton
q r e s ( t  = 3 m s ) ( 9 )

mox.occelerotion < 609

front
senger

femur force
F (N)

mox. force < 10 021 N

system

max. force < 7650 N
- r r I I E r - I - - - - -

5325

3iffzeoo 3225

1800

lef t right flght
driver possenger

teft
f ront

mox Hlc < 1000.

front

Figure 4. VWRA and three-point-belt system/results for 30'-frontal barrier crash tests.
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lYp:Rabblt

Test Speed:s0km/h

Simul. Frontal Crash (Sled)

Htc Passenger
10

Three Point Belt
and Knee Bolster

RA-Belt & Knee Bolster

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIoNS

Figure 5. Three-point-belt/test result$ fsl Q"-frontal barrier crash tests (FMVSS 208).

inlury res. chest occelerotlon
o 

.u=  ( t  *  3 r=)  
(9 )

femur force
F  ( N )

occelerotion<609

mox force < 7650 N
- I  I - r -  I - - - - a

front possenger

Figure 6. OccuPant kinematics'
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2. The collision partner was determined and,
where possible, documented.

3. The accident site was visited.
4. Police report, il any, was obtained.

Figure 7. Occupant injury distribution by impact direction.

5. Medical records, if any, were obtained.
6. Occupants were interviewed.
7. If applicable, the body shop repair estimate

was obtained.

Evaluation of 147 accidents

O to ta l  number  o f  A IS  l eye l s

O tront  passengers only

* d isconnected torso-b6l t

driver

front passenger
A I S '  A b b r e v i a t e d  I n i u r y  S c a t 6
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Table l.

Aqe Gnoup Io ta l D r lVe r Passenqer

0-15 yrs

I  6-25
26-45
46-65
66+
Un known
Total

3
43
9?
3 5
4
7

184 147

M I F

0 1 0
2 r l  I
6 4 1 r 8
2 2  1 7
3 1 0

4 1 0
3 7

F

'ri

i.1

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
RESULTS

We recognize that NCSS data (March 1980)
contain a total ol- 26 fatalities occurring in VW
RA-equipped vehicles. Our random sample,
however, rellects no fatalities. The highest AIS
level recorded in our cuffent sample was AIS 4,
derived tiom a closed head injury resulting in
unconsciousness for a period of somewhat less
than 24 hours. The actual physical injury sus-
tained, however, was a parietal skull fiacture,
which is graded AIS 2, according to the 1980
AIS revision.

ACCIDENT ryPE AND DISTFIBUTION

Figure 7 illustrates in graphic terms the loca-
tion and direction of impacts of the involved ve-
hicles. The gradation of shadings additionally
shows injury severity fbr the various occupants.
We have restricted ourselves ortly to driver and
right front pa$sengers, since they are the ones
protected by the VW RA.

Table ll.

The percentage distribution of accidents by
mode is as fbllows:

lmpact Dilection
Frontal (* 45")
Lateral (combined Fl
Rear
Rollover

o/o Frequency
6 1 . 4

+ L) 20.3
1 0 . 5
7 .8

The usage rate is as follows:
Based on our $urvey oI 147 accidents, the data
indicate an observed usage rate of 9-5.47o; this
is up from the previously observed rate of
94.'7ql,.

The latest data released by NHTSA indicate a
usage rate of 

'79,|Vo.

FREQUENCY AND SEVERITY OF
INJURY

Figure 7 is also useful in establishing the sta-
tistical dominance of the trontal collision. Such
collisions are of particular signifrcance, in that
generally, they produce the highest Delta V's and
can be expected to produce greater injuries.

Sex, age and seating position, among other
things, can influence injury pattern$.

AIS

Dri  vers
I

Total M I F
R.  F .  Passenger

Total l'1 | r

I n ju ry  Ra t io  +  %

Dr iver  on ly  l l0vera ' l l
0
I
2
3
4

s4
72

I

I

4

44

49

f

6

10
23
0
3
I

I
? L
5

I
1

4

9

1

I

1

4
T2
4
0
0

54/r47
7?/r47
8/147

e/r47
4/L47

36.77"

49  .0

s .4
6 . 2
2 . 7

62lLB4
93/ 184
13/r84

l0/184
5/ 184

3 3 . 6 %

5 0 . 3

7 . 0

s .4
2 , 7
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Table l l l .

InJury Dlagnosis/Body Reqlons Injured

Total Drlver R.F. Passenoer

Head-excludinq face
Concuss lon  5
Sca l  p  lacera t ion  I
Contus ion  9
Skul I  f racture I

with belt /wlthout belt wlth belt /wlthout belt

5
7
7
I

0
1
0
0

0
0
I
0

I
0
I
0

Face
Lacera t ion  l l
Contusion/Abraslon I
Fractured Nose 3
Lacera t ion ._-  L ips /  3Mouth

I
4
3
3

0
0
0
0

2
3
0
0

I
I
0
0

Neck
Sii"atn
Contuslon

?4
3

19
2

I
0

4
I

0
0

Chest
Td'-ntnslon/Sprain 30
Frac tured  R lbs  B
Frac tured  C lav ic le  I
Fractured Sternwn 3
Thorac ic  Sp ine /  i

Spra in  '  -

Pneumothorax 2
Hemopneumothorax I
Col lapsed Lung I

28
7
I
2

4

I
I
I

0
I
0
0
0
I
0
0

?
0
0
I
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Abdomen
Eff idKidney I
Contus ion  ?
Hematuria 2
Lumbar Sprain 2
L iver  Lacera t ion  -
Hemor"rrige 2

Ruptured Spleen I

I
0
?
2

I

t

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Upper Extremitv
rr-iffiFEilTF'ouTder I
Lacera t ion  7
Contusion/Sprain 30
Fractured l{r ist  I
Fractured E'lbow 1
Fractured Hand/

F lngers  ?

t
7

?7
0
1
2

0
0
I
0
0
0

0
0
?
I
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Lower Extremitv
CorrEonfSFFATn 40
Fractured Pel vis 3
Fracture-di sloca.
t ion ot - t r ip-  

- - -  I
Fractured Femur -
supiiionoyiir- 2
Fractured Foot I
Fractured Fibula/

T i b i a  2
Lacerat lons I

30
2
I

?.
I
I
I

t
0
0

0
0
0
0

I
0
0

0
0
I
0

I
I
0

0
0
0
0
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Table I delineates age, sex and seating position
of the parties involved.

Table II is relatively self-explanatory; it details
the severity of injuries of all fu'ont seat occupant$j,

broken out by AlS-level, seating position and
sex. This table does not discriminate between
restrained and unrestrained occupants.

Number ol
contacts 70

67

35

rTl

f,,ffI

+

driver

front Passenggr
AIS Injury scvority n'"disconnected torso - belt

GOntact area

Figure 8. occupant contact areas with interior in frontal collisions.
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AIS

5

4

3

{rq}
H

2

1

o
20 40
Barrier Equivalent

60
Veloci ty

80
-{= Av (kmlh)

Figure 9. Relationship of velocity change
and occuPant injury.

Table III is an update of the previously pre-

sented injury outline, and summarizes by major

body region, all injuries sustained'

OCCUPANT CONTACTS WITH
INTEFIIOR

Figure 8 depicts those points in the vehicle
interior with which occupants came into contact.
There is no distinction between belted and un-
belted occupants. Significant in this il lustration
is the relatively high incidence of occupant con-
tact with the knee bolster. This is expected as a
firnction of the system. In conjunction with this,
the low number of injuries of the lower extrem-
ities is to bc noted. Abdominal injuries were un-
common, presumably due to absence of a lap
belt.

Figure 9 demonstrates the relationship between
injury severity-as represented by AIS-and es-
timated equivalent banier velocity (in knvh)
frontal collisions. The trend line represents a total
of 47 scparate accidents. The average for all
Delta V estimates is coincident with the previ-
ously projected curve.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper is a straightforward presentfltion of

data derived from a study of 147 actual accidents.
There is some emphasis for the purposes ot'this
paper on 47 frontal accidents which werc ab-
stracted tiom the total.

The data provided serve to expand our knowl-
edge of the types of injuries sustained by the
occupants in real-world accidents. The results
obtained trl date indicate that our earlier projec-
tions were not unrealistic. Our optimisttt con-
cerning the perlorrnance of the VW RA is heing
consistently borne out and reinforced. Based on
the fact that there are approximately 300,000
VW-RA-equipped vehicles in service in the
U.S., with an average use-figure of about 14,000
kilometer/year, yielding a potential exposure of
approxirnately I I bill ion vehicle-kilometcr, we
are led to the conclusion that the potential ex-
posure to injury in such vehicles is not higher
than what might ordinarily be expected. The ex-
tremely high usage rate makes our results in total
gratitying. Thc survey of our data suggests that
there is no necessity for the particular require-
ment of any specific type of autornatic occupant
protection, such as air cushions.
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lmprovement of the Automatic Belt: The Possible Efficiency of the
Pyrotechnical Hetractor

MARYVONNE DEJEAMMES
ROGER BIARD
YVES DEBRIEN
Laboratorie des Chocs et de
Biomecanigue-ONSER

ABSTRACT

The pyruechnical retractor is a new device
designed for reducing the adverse '-li lm spool"
of the classical retractor and frlr irnproving the
occupant-vehicle coupling in case of three point
belt restraint.

This study objective is to quantify the im-
pr)vements afforded by the pyrotechnical retrac-
tor from dynamic tests simultrting a frontal crash
at 50 knr/h with a part 572 clummy. It appears
that the working of the pyrotcchnic:al retractor is
all the more ellicient as the ignition tirne is shorter
but the retraction phase is hardly inlluenced by
the length of wheeled webbing. 'fhe 

comparison

Figure 1. Sled simulation of the vehicle deceleration.

with an usual retractor belt in identical test con-
ditions shows a sensitive benefit affordccl by the
pyrotechnical retractor, mainly on the rnaximum
dumrny displacement and the head severity in-
dex. Moreover, the pynrtechnical retractor gives
a better protectiorr in the case of clothcs wearing
or belt slack.

INTRODUCTION

Since the last f'ew years, the front seats of the
series cars are equipped with automatic retractor
belts in Europe. The retractor has increasecl the
belt usage rates because of its comfrrrt and con-
venience, but its efficiency is not so high as that
of the well-fitted static belt. As a matter of fact,
the retractor presents a phenomenon inherent in
its design principle which is called the "film

spool" effect. So, it is important to reduce the
negative "film .rpool" effect and to increase the
occupant-vehicle coupling. Arnong the various

Vehicle deceteration (G)

30

20

1 0

t ime(ms)

Sled deceleration (G)
30

20

1 0

time (ms)
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REPA pyrotechnical retractor.

Figure 2. Dummy posit ion on the sled.

1

A1
lmml

1 0

0
1 0

#{ 5 0 t [ms] 100

Figure 4. Displacement of the webbing at the retractor end.
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Anchorage
points Series Car Special

Test number 03 05 08 07 1 0 1 1 12 13- 1 4 -

Length (mm)of
wheeled webbing 940 940 450 450 7ffi 700 700 700 700

t .  igni t ion (ms) 5 10 5 10 E 10 30 't0

E
(6
0)
T

r * G 32 42.5 28 29 35 37 50 31

Hrc 1 9 1 269 156 173 239 287 396 240

xg
o

E
F

t * G 33 34 26 31 28 JJ 31 27 26

SI 151 188 120 135 144 185 209 142 132

..t)
.=oo-

7 R G 34 36 31 34 40 41 32 39 37.5

Sub-
marinage (left) left left

O
E  O +

o E  o )
I r D t

E

dx (cm) 67.5 56.5 66 7 1 65.5 64 65 73 73

dz (cm) 35 31 30 32 36 36 35 37.5 39

E H=
O E o

F . ( / , E
E

dx (cm) 3? 24.5 33 35 30 27 33 38 39

Rotation' 73" 62" 8 1 ' 80" 77' 71" 75" (60") 69

Pelvrs
displacement (mm)

1 7 20.5 1 5 15.5 19.5 20.5 24 1 8 23
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Table 1. Flesults of tests with pyrotechnical retractor.

'!i,

. +

. i :
: t

t;
t

* Clothes simulat ion

proposed means, the pyrotechnical retractor is a
device which is now reaching the industrial
development.

Our purpose is to quantify the improvements
given by the pyrotechnical retractor by rel'erence
to clynarrric tests simulating the -50 krlth frontal
crash with a part  572 dummy, They wi l l  a l low
to analysc thc influence of the lbllowing pararn-
eters:t inre of igni t ion, length of wheeled webbing
or belt slack. The results will be cornpared to
those obtained in identical conclitions with ir usual
retractor belt and a rnanually adiusted belt.

I. PRESENTATION OF THE TESTS

Nine tests were perlbrmed with pyrotcchnical
retractors and 7 others were perfbrmed with re-
tractor ancl rnanual 3 point belts uncler the same
conditions. 'Ihey werc carricd out on the dynamic

sled of ONSER Laboratory. The speed beftrre
the irlpact was 50 knVh and the deceleration law
was that of a small vchicle against a rigid birrrier
incl ine ol '30 degrees (f igure l ) .

The seat flnd thc anchorage points were those
of this vehicle. Then, another anchorage point
configuration was tcsted (Appendix l). ' l 'he seat
and belt wcre changed at each test.

All the tests were peilirnnecl with the same
dummy: a 50th percentile male Hybrid II, ac-
cording to Part .572 (ligure 2).

The usual pararleters were measured, i.e.
dumnry decelerations and belt loacls. Moreover
the pelvis was cquipped with load cells designed
by CITROEN in order to deterrnine an eventual
sub-marining phenorlenon. Kinematics were an-
alysed through 2 cameras of -500 fi 'arnes/secund.
Then, another camcra was used to siucly the
working of retractors, both pyrotechnical or

rl

,F
I
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u$ual. Appendix ll defines the measured cine-
matographic parameters. Tables I and 2 show
test results.

I I .  WOHKING OF THE
PYROTECHN ICAL RETRACTOR

The pyrotechnical retractors were supplied by
REPA Company. They were prototypes, but their
working characteristics were those of the pre-pro-
duction models manufactured nowadays. The
webbing was 50 mm wide with 6% elongation
rate under I kn load (figure 3).

The ignition of the pyrotcchnical retractor was
not produced by a crash sensor but through an
electronic time-delay system, which enabled to
choose the exact ignition time.

Table 2. Results of tests with usual retractors.

.  Clothes simulat ion
* Static 3 pt belt

EXPERI  MENTAL SAFETY VEH ICLES

Among the various pyrotechnical retractors,
only one showed an anomaly during the webbing
retraction phase. The detailed analysis of the film
shows the webbing wheeled in two phases, prob-
ably because of a bad combustion of the pyro-
technical unit (test n" ll).

11.1. Inf luence of the lgnit ion Time

Different ignition times were simulated con-
sidering that the sled decelcration is extrapolated
from the vehicle deceleration. We have thus cho-
sen times t, + 5 ms and t. + l0 ms, which
would correspond respectively t, 20 and 25 ms
during an impact against an angled banier. More-
over, one test was performed with ignition at to
* 30 ms, which would correspond to a delayed

Anchorage' 
ooints Series Car Special

Test number 01 02 06 17 R E F * 15* 1 6

Length (mm) of
wheeled webbing 940 940 450 450 0 700 700

Elongation rate 1 2 1 2 5 8.5 12 8.5 8.5

E(U
o
I

T R G

Hrc

36

242

40

330

34

220

59

499

42

405

56.5

713

51

439

x
(6

o-c
? R G

SI

38

173

42

183

32

160

38

181

39

234

30

207

u

195

a
F
o
fL

? R G

Sub-
marining

41 37

left

31

left

49 39 49 42

0)
E o r = ,( s ( E E
o ; ( | )

I ( / J E

E

dx (cm)

dz (cm)

7g

39

76.5

39

66

35

70.s

34

56

28

75

44

6B

37

Eae
E

dx(cm)

Rotation

49.5

72"

44.5

76'

34

79"

39

76"

30

650

46

(60")

35

71"

Pelvis
displacement (mm)

25.5 23.5 19 1 7 21.5 20 1 8
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Head resultant deceleration (G)
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1 0
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0

Thorax resultant der:eleration (G)
t wl*-bd t""sGl
|  *  4somm I
|  

.  700mm 
I

I  r  e40mm I

Hrc

lgnitiontime

Figure 5. lnf luence of the igni t ion t ime.

detection of the impact (45 ms during a real
impact).

The analysis of performed tests shows that the
ignition tinre has a noticeable influence on the
recorded results: the more the ignition occurs
soon, the more impoftant is the length of retracted
webbing. So, as shown in ligure 4, the retracted

length is of about 40 mm when the ignition is at
5 ms, whereas it is of 20 mrn for l0 rns. Under
our test conditions, the reaction tirne of the pyro-
technical retractor is about 5 ms liom the ignition
time. The manufacturer mentions 6 to ti rns on
his technic:al note.
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Figure 6. Influence of the length of wheeled webbing.

When the ignition is delayed, the retractor op-
erates whereas the dummy is already pulling upon
the belt, which results in a stage in the belt un-
winding sequence.

During our tests, for all the ignition times, the
webbing length coming out of the pyrotechnical
retractor has always been inferior to that obtained
with usual retractors.
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This mode of operation of the pyrotechnical
retractor produces, on the dummy, a decrease of
decelerations and severity index the more no-
ticeable as the ignition time occurs sooner (figure
5). Nevertheless. it has to be noted that influence
of ignition time is less important when the length
of wheeled webbing is short (450 mm).

11.2. Influence of the Length of Wheeled
Webbing

furotechnical retractors were tested with 3
webbing lengths wheeled around the drim :

450,700 and 940 mm, As a matter of fact, we
could note that 700 to 900 mm was a currently
measured length on the vehicle drivers in France.

The analysis of results shows that the length
of wheeled webbing has practically no influence
on the retraction phase as indicated in figure 4.
This analysis shows also that after this phase, the
webbing c()rne$ off the retractor the more as the
wheeled length is more important, which corre-
sponds to the film spool etfect of the webbing
under the dummy restraining load.

Influence of the length of wheeled webbing is
noticeable on the dummy kinematics. Especially,
the shorter it is, the nxrre important is the shoul-
der rotation. In the meantime, the pelvis dis-
placement is less important (figure 6). Moreover,
the deceleration parameters seem to be lower for
a wheeled length of 450 mm.

11.3. Influence of the Position of Upper
Anchorage Point

With the ob.ject of improving the thoracic re-
straint of the dummy, several tests were per-
formed after the upper anchorage point had been
moved back and lowered with regard to the seat.
The positions of anchorage points in both con-
figurations are given here enclosed.

As a matter of fact, the results thus obtained
do not show a noticeable gain in the dummy
kinematics or in the severity criteria. Only the
rnaximum pelvic deceleration is more important
when the upper anchorage point is moved back
and moreover, the dummy tends to show a sub-
marining effect.

Pyro.

Figure 7. Displacement of the webbing in case of clothes simulation.
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Head displacement (cm)
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- Manual
r Usual ret.
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Pelvis displacement (cm)

30

20

10
Wheeled length

Figure L Comparison of usual and pyrotechnical retractors; maximum dummy displacements.

Considering these results are not conclusive 11.4. InflUen6e Of the Belt SlaCk
enough, a new series of tests will be performed.
The anchurage points will be chosen so as to: on Several tests were performed by simulating
thc onc hand, avoid any risk of submarineing by quite thick clothes (as worn during winter lor
making the pelvic strap more upright and on the example). To this end, the dummy thorax and
other hand ensure that the shoulder helt crosses shoulders were covered with acotton bkruse lined
over the dumnty Hybrid II clavicle. with a 35 rnrn thick coat of polyester foarn of
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light density. Tests were performed with a web-
bing length of 700 mm and rwo ignition times
5 and l0 ms.

Figure 7 shows that the pyrotechnical retractor
enables to take up the belt slack produced by
clothes as the retracted length is about 50 mm,
without having an effec.t upon thc response time.

It will be a goocl thing ro analyse in the tbl-

lowing paragraph the inrerest presented by the
pyrotechnical retractor in this condition b/ com-
parison with the usual retractor.

I I I .  COMPARISON BETWEEN
PYROTECHNICAL RETRACTOR AND
USUAL RETRACTOR

500

400

300

200

100

Head resultant deceleration (G) {

a

I

Manual
Usual ret.
Pyro. ret.

50

40

30

20

10

40

30

20

10

Thorax resultant deceleration (G)

Wheeled length

Figure 9. Comparison of usual and pyrotechnical retractors; $everity parameter$.
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600

500

Thorax resultant deceleration (G)

Pelvis resultant deceleration (G)

Without with

Flgure 10. Influence of clothes simulation; severity parameters.

Comparison between pyrotechnical retractor
and usual retractor will enable to better estimate

me possible improvement gained with respect to

r Usual ret.
* Pyro. ret.

the occupant restraint. [t can be noted that usual
retractors were of REPA make with a 50 mm
webbing and lL%a elongation rate under I KN
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Appendix L

Dlmensions in mil l imeters

load or of AOP make with a 50 mm webbing,
8.57o elongation rate under I KN load, As pre-
viously stated, this comparison was made by tak-
ing into account both the length of wheeled web-
bing and the belt slack. However, no distinction
will be made between ignition times at -5 and l0
ms. On the other hand, it could be ref'erred to
one of the tests performed under the riame con-
ditions with a manually adjusted tight helt (web-
bing of 50 mm long and l37o elongation rate
under I KN load),

l l l.1 . Kinematics Comparison

Figure I shows the reduction of head or thorax
displacement thanks to the pyrotechnical retrac-
tor. This reduction is the more noticeable as the
wheeled webbing length is rnore important. The
gain on the pelvis is less obvious, which is due
to the lack of retraction of the pelvic webbing.

Nevertheless, the head displacements meas-
ured with a tight static trelt are inferior to those
obtained with retractors, whether trvrotechnical
or usual.
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The following average values are significant:

Length of wheeled
webbing

Gain on the
displacements

Head Thorax

450 mm
700 mm
940 mm

0
2.5 cm
10 cm

2 c m
6 c m

1? cm

l l l.2. Criteria Comparison

Comparison between maximum resultant de-

celerations of head, thorax and pelvis as well as

HIC index f'avour the pyrotechnical retractor.
This advantage depends on the wheeled length:

the more important this length is, the more re-

duced is the gain (ligure 9). lt has to he recalled

that delayed ignition of the pyrotechnical retrac-

tor cancels the possible gain but without produc-

ing negative eff'ects.
The belt loads measured at lttwer anchorage

points are comparable between both types of re-
tractors. The inner point O2 is more loaded in the
case of a tight belt.

l l l.3. Tests with Clothes

Tests show how interesting is the retraction
principle when the length of wheeled webbing
is 700 mm. As previously mentioned, figure 7
indicates that the webbing comes less off the
retractor during the impact. Figure l0 shows the
parameters which are more noticeably modified
by pyrotechnical retractor. So, head deceleration
and HIC increase in case of clothes wearing with
the usual retractor, whereas they decrease with
pyrotechnical retractor. Thorax and pelvis de-
celeration values are always inferior with the
pyrotechnical retractor.

CONCLUSION
This study was a technical one based upon

dynamic tests perfrrrmed on a sled with an an-
thropomorphic durnmy because our purpose wa$
the efficiency of the pyrotechnical retractor belt
in case of impact. Firstly, it enabled to analyse
particular working characteristics of the pyro-
technical retractor:
. The ignition time has a noticeable influence

on the length of retracted wehbing. So, the

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

sooner the ignition occurs, the better are the

results measured on the dummy. But a de-

layed ignition of pyrotechnical retractor can-

cels the expected gains.
. The length of wheeled webbing has only a

small influence on the device retraction
possibility.

On the other hand, by comparing the results
of these tests with those obtained with usual re-
tractor belts, it can be noted that the pyrotechnical
retractor leads to reduce the dummy trajectories.
This comes from the fact that the "film spool"
effect is partly canceled by the pyrotechnical re-
traction. So, the influence on the severity criteria
is especially noticeatrle on the head. As a matter
of fact, whatever the tested configuration is, the
HIC is always inferior with the pyrotechnical re-
tractor. Moreover, the slack produced arti-
ficially by clothes is tightened up by the pyro-

technical retractor, which complies with the
manuf acturer statement.

Conclusions of this study favour the pyro-
technical retractor but the fact that this is not an
exhaustive study, leads us to define its limitations:
. The ignition was not provoked by a crash sen-

sor which is nevertheless part of the device.
Its working design, its sensitivity and its op-
eration threshold have a direct influence on
the pyrotechnical retractor response. How-
ever, the reliability of this detector could be
less important than for an air-bag ignition.

. Only one human model, i.e. the male 50th
percentile dummy, was used. It could be con-
sidered to perform dynamic tests with another
model such as the human cadaver. Moreover,
the effect of an inadvertent ignition has not
been checked. In fact, considering the retrac-
tion load, it would seem that the pyrotechnical
retractor would not produce negative effects
on a car occupanr. On the other hand it would
be interesting to provoke an inadvertent ig-
nition with a volunteer in real driving situations.
At last, this study has shown that the pyro-

technical retractor was efficient for reducing the
webbing "film spool" effect but it is a quite
expensive restraining device. lt remains neces-
sary to compare the safety improvement which
could be brought by the pyrotechnical retractor
with respect to devices aiming at the same pur-
pose, such as webbing locking devices.
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Appendix l l .

Definition of cinematographic parameters.
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Specific Energy Absorptlon and Vehicle Weight-Criteria to be
Observed in Body Development for lmproved Occupant Protection
and Compatibility
DR. U. BEZ AND M. RAUSER
Porsche

ABSTRACT

Occupant protection depends on efficient re-
straint systems and paddings on the one hand and
on structural design ol'body compoilents on the
other.

An efficient cornpatibility design depends on
the specific energy absorption and the fbrce-
crush-distance characteristic of the respective
body cornponent.r,

The mass-specific energy absorption of body
cornponents is based on the cornponent design
and on the rnaterial characteristics.

Once a highly efficient energy transformation
has been achie ved, firrther improv'ernents of spe-
cific energy irhsorption c:an be obtained only by
modilying such f'eatures as elasticity rnodulus,
yield strength. y ielding point.  or weight fbr
example.

Modern vehicle bodies are pref-erahle made of
duct i le mater ials.  Due to their  low specif ic
weight, plastics and aluminum have good pre-
reqr.risites for an improved specific encrgy ab-
solption, if the elastic ilnd plastic deformation
behaviour of hoth rnaterials is lefi out of account
for the present.

The present paper gives an idea of the usahility
and limits of alurninum sheet tbr application in

energy absorbing body structures as compared
to steel sheet.

The comparison shows that the specific energy
absorption of aluminum sheets is at least -107o
higher over wide ranges ol ' real  accident col l i -
sions. So. the use ol aluminurn sheets in corn-
bination with efficient restrirint systems alluws
to inrprove the occupant protection without in-
creasing the vehicle weight.

It must be qualified, however, that quite a
number of specific problems related with alu-
minum have to be solved prior to introducing it
into series production.

INTRODUCTION
In vehicle collisions with rigid obstacles or

traffic pafticipants, the kinetic energies of the
person$ involved must be dissipated or built up
in such a way that thc forces acting upon the
hurnan bodies during decelerations, occurring
mainly in fiontal collisions, or accelerations,
found rnostly in lateral irnpacts, do not exceed
a given upper l imit ,  ln today's vehicles, this is
generally achieved by absorbing the car's kinetic
energy through plastic and elastic deforrnation
of specilic energy-absorbing structures on the one
hand, and by adapting the passcnger's relative
movements to the vehicle nxlverrent by means
of appropriate occupant strfety systems on the
other.
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Table 1. Comparison of the material data of
mild steel and an aluminum alloy

, suited for body conslruction.

lf,H St6sl
$to5/z

Alun*nm Afoy
A| fgo-4 $Ljr

Dildty lkslnp] 745t) 27fi

t||o.t*E of Ebrticity fX/mm?l 2ro000 7100()

H.rl THtffit
l{t{ Trrfrd
-  l rd rg |d

Tffir. strildn [H/mr] 270-s80 22O-20O 270-i*F

YL5 str€ntilh [il/mm,] r27O flo-r5o ?.{r-280

h*hg Elonf,.dn tt] > 3:t 2a-2S E-t

An important factor in this context is the tno-
ment at which the coupling of thc passenger and
the movements of thc passenger compartment
(deceleration or acceleration) takes place, as well
as the acceleration or deceleration level of the
vehicle's center of gravity atier coupling of
movetnents.

A specific quantity of material is able to absorb
a limited runount of energy whether by elastic or
plastic deformation by trticrostructural change,
as in the case of rnetul tnaterials, or by delami-
nat ion, pul l -out,  compression, and short-staple
rupture as thr as plastics or cornpound systetrts
arc concerned.

For var ious reasons, e.g. mult ip le funct ions,
stiffness requirements, local coupling t)l ' l lasses,
manufactur ing problems, costs.  i t  is i r lpossible
in practicc to reach the calculahle, theoretical
upper l imit  of  the specif ic energy absorpt ion,

In view ol'rlaterial substitution. aluminum can
help to improve the specific energy absorption
due to its lower specific gravity (Aluminum: Steel
:  l :3) compared with the yield strength (Alu-
minum: Steel = l : l ) ,  provided that the defor-
mation behaviour and the joining techniquc of
the individual components (as colnpared to steel)
are able to fulfil l the requirements treated in detail
in the following chapters. (Sec Table l)

DEFINITION OF EVALUATION
CRITERIA

The folkrwing criteria are especially suited for
the evaluat ion of energy-absorbins. structural
corlrponents;

SECTTON 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 1. Unsatisfactory (left) and good (right)
crush behaviour of an energy-absorb-
ing part ial struc;ture.

. Crush behaviour

. Mass-specific energy absorption

. Length-specific energy absorption

. Force-deformation characteristic

Crush Behaviour

The criterion of crush behaviour qualifies the
quasistatic or dynarnic transfbrmation of energy
into plastic or elastic defbrnration of the body
structure rnaterial (definition: "crush behaviour"
defines dirnensional changes of the body struc-
turc;  "delormation" means changes of the
microstructure, )

A good crush behaviour is characterized by the
following l'eatures:
. A maxirnum portion of the material of the

crushed part is defbrmed,
. Crushed sheet structures show numerous sharp-

edged folds per length unit, while fiber-rein-
forced structures are rnostly dclanrinated with
the fibres being bruised,

. The structure crushes in a stable manner with-
out buckling, until all possibilities of rnaterial
deformation are exhausted (Figure l: buckling
structure on the leli, stable crushing on the
r igh t ) ,

. f--losed cross sections rernain closed while
being crushr-:d (no failure of joints such as
weldcd f langes etc. ,  Figure l ,  lef l -hand side)

Mass-Specific Energy Absorption

The mass-specific energy absorption gives the
crush energy absorbecl b.v the ritructure (and not
by the deforrned rnaterial) in relation to the rnass
ofthe crushecl conrponent. lt indicates thc dcgree
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length-specif ic energy absorption.

to which the nricrostructure of the material is
made use of for energy absorption (Figure 2).

The ref'erence value is the "eff'ective crush
distance" As, fiom which Am was calculated.

In principle, the mass actually involved in the
crush process should be calculated frotrt the
measure I - 1". Under real conditions, httwever,
it is not suitcd to determine the mass-specific
energy trbsorption.

Length-Specific Energy Absorption

The length-specific energy absorption (Figure
2) gives the crush energy absorhed by the struc-
ture in relatiun to the crush distance. It allows
to compare different structures with view to the
crush distance.

Force-Crush- Distance Characteristic

Principally it is possible to determine and an-
alyse the lbrce-crush-distance characteristic of
a conrponent by stat ic and dynamic tests.

The dynamic methocl (accclcration-time be-
haviour) applies to real conditions only, while
the static method. the results of which cannot be
easily applied to the dynamic casc, is of impor-
tance mainly in the development ol body struc-
tures and substructures.

In the interest of the occupiutts of the impacrting
velricle /l/ and of the collision partncr 12 - 5l it
is neccssary to arrive at a preci.$e tuning of the
acceleration-time behaviour. For thal rcason, tak-
ing these requirernents into consideration, there

Figure 3. Various force-crush-distance charac-
teristics for identical energy absorp-
t ion.

is a multitude of layouts available for vehicles
of different rna$s categories (Figure 3), which
can be realized by rneans of corresponding con-
cepts and vehicle design. The stepped character-
istic / 6 / f 'avours compatibility, while thc initial
peak, which subsequently flattens down, im-
proves occupant protection /7/.

A technology, suited for body structures, must
leave unlimited scope for lixing arbitrary fbrce-
crush-distance characteri stics.

MATERIAL AND COMPONENT
OPTIMIZATION

When considering the materials available for
body construction, while leaving fiber-reinforced
plastics out of account, steel ancl alurninum alloys
are thc only alternatives left, For pre-selecting
nraterials with good energy absorption capacities,
simple lll0"*bending tests can be perfornrecl, us-
ing small plane sanrples to simulate the condi-
tions existing in one of the f'olds of a crushed
element (Figure 4). Indeed, the bending tests do
not produce edge stresses similar to those oc-
curring in "closed" pnrfiles, but the relations
between the mass-specilic energy ahsorption ca-
pacities of the different materials are basically
the sanre, as the bending stress relations of ma-
terials are sirnilar to the corresponding edge stress
relat ions.
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Figure 4. Hesults of 180o bending tests with
elements out of various bodY mate'
r ials.

Figure 4 shows the results of some bending

tests, It can be seen that among the aluminum

alloys tested, Al  Mg 0.4 Si 1.2 is part icular ly

suited for energy-absorbing structures. The data

of this material which is a precipitation-hardened

aluminum alloy, are summarized in Table l.

As far as component cotrstruction and the re-
lated problems of mouldability, surface quality,

and weldability as well as component strength
are concerned, Al Mg 0.4 Si 1.2 ol'tbrs relatively
good conditions.

Shape Optimization

The shape optimization aims at a high mass-
specific or length-specific energy absorption, by
involving a great portion of the microstructure
(see Figure 4).

For a given cross-section, this is achieved
among otherri by ensuring a favourable relation-
ship between bending stresses and edge $tresses.
Such favourable conditions exist in closed seam-
less elements characterized by a big edge-stress/
hending-stress-ratio with a high bending stress
share (Figure 5).

Figure 5 compares seamless (integral) com-
ponents (element 7) and easily producible box-
type proliles with cover plate (elernent l).

Taking into consideration such aspects as func-
tionability, producibility, and integration into the

Figure 5. Mass-specific energy absorption of
steel and aluminum elements respec-
t ively.

vehicle, elements 4 and 5 are satisfactory com-
promise solutions, The steel version shows an
improvemcnt of 37Vo and the aluminum variant
one of 1037o as compared to the simplc box-type
profile (elements I and 2).

Weldability

For reasons of cost, spot-welding (automatic
welders) has gained great importance in the con.
struction of sheet steel bodies. As this situation
is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future,
the present paper will consider spot welding only,
in both steel sheet and aluminum body construc-
tion. For several reasons, which are not being
referred to herein, integrally manufactured sys-
tems cannot be used, so that seamless compo-
nents will not play a predominant role in the
future.

Components having a high edge-stressibend-
ing-stress ratio with a high bending stress share,
must be composed of two shells put together.
That is why, under axial load, combined tensile
and shear stresses occur at the joints.

According to Figure 6 the strength of an alu-
minum weld is about 40-507r, lower than the
strength of a steel weld. Even with useful sheet
strength rat ios of Steel:Aluminum : l :1.3- l ,5,
the aluminum weld strength must be expected to
be inferior by 30 to 407o.
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Figure 6. Spot weld strength$ of steel and
aluminum sheets.

Therefore, when designing ah.rminum com-
ponent$ care must be taken, that the adrnissible
tensile/shear stresses at the scams are not cx-
ceeded when clefbrmation occurs, since other-
wise the part would be destabilized and the
mass-specific energy absorption be recluced
(Figure I ),

Weld joints of sheet elements, being part of
energy-absorbing structures, must cornply with
several requirernents:
. Identical alloys only may be combined
. Differences in sheet thickness must be smaller

than I mm
. Spot weld flanges must have a minimum

width of l8-22 mm
. Depending on the sheet thickness, spot weld

gaps of at least 40 mm nray be required
. Welding of a three-sheet sandwich is feasible

only if the thicknesses of the individual sheers
do not exceed approximately L25 mm.

3.3 Energy-Absorption Under Quast-
Static and Dynamic Loads

The differences in the crush forces of steel or
aluminum elements submitted to quasi-static and
dynamic axial loads are sufficiently known frorn
pertinent literature, e.g. /8-13/.

Figure 7 summarizes the most important re*
sults obtained from a literalure analysis and fiom
tests of our own.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

When interpreting these results, we find that
in the case of alurninurn no significant change ol'
the energy absorption capacity occurs. irs the
crush rrnd defirrmation velocities increase. How-
ever, as far as steel is conccrnecl, an increase by
factors of L4 to 2 is stated in the impact velocity
range of 0 to 20 m./s, as comparcd to the quasi-
static load.

Energy absorption of in function of the crush
s tee l :  and/or  de format ion

velocity
Energy ahsrtrption of independent of the
uluminum: crush and/or delirrrna-

tion velocity.

Deformation Behaviour of Prototype
Parts

For the production of precipitation-hardenable
aluminum alloys, the material is supplied in cold-
hardened condition, pressed, sprtt-welded, and
heat-treated (i.e., precipitation hardened) in the
course of the painting cycle, in order to obtain
maxirnum rrraterial strength.

In general, however, no tools are available yet
for the manufhcture of the preliminary test struc-
tures, so that the material must be shaped on
wooden models. To obtain ther desired shape, the
material must he repeatedly sol'tened, and in cer-
tain cascs, the part rnust even be cornposed of
a number of individually welded pieces.

This combined heat trcatment and work-hard-
ening afTects the material's strength character-
istics, thus reducing its potential energy absorp-
tion capacity.

A final heat treatment for material re-hardening
(solution heat treatment-quenching-precipi-
tation) must be exch.rded fbr thin sheet structures,
since srllution heat treatment almost to suliclus,
followed by quenching will, in all probability,
caurie very strong distortions of the sheet parts.

Therefore, as pertinent investigations have
confirmed, the energy absorption ol'series com-
ponents may be expected to exceed that of the
pfototype parts by:

r " : 1 . 5 4 - 1 . 8 5

IMPROVEMENTS IN REAL DESIGN

Among the most important aspects in con-
ceiving vehicle bodies for increased safety are;
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Figure 7. Helat ion between dynamic and stat ic
energy absorption-resu lts obtained
from pertinent literature and from
tests of our own'

. The creation of conditions required to respect
the biomechanical load lirnits of:

. ' l 'he 
vehicle occupants

. Other road users

and in adclitions

. Energy consumption

. Rcsourccprcscrvat ion

. Production costs

Figure B, Layout characteristics of the front
part of a 1700 kg vehicle for a 64 kph
barrier test.

SEGTIoN 5: TECHNICAL $ESSIONS

Figure g. P.E.S. aluminurn front part .

A much-discussed possibility to increase ve-

hicle sat'ety (mainly with view to the vehicle oc-

cupants) is to raise the banier impact speed
(ESV-progranrs) with consideration firr the load

I i r l i t s .
Figure I represents the barrier test character-

istic of a 1700 kg vehicle. For those masses,
weighing on the structure without being directly
involved in cnergy ttbsorption, 330 kg have been

deduced. reducing the "ett'ective mass" to l-130

kg. Concspondirrg tests have shown that up to

dcforrnation distances tlf 500 mm a very great

portion (80 to 1007o) of the body structure par-

ticipatcs in the energy absorption during a 50 kph

barrier impact. Theretore, a new vehicle liont

parl design should bc able to fulfil l similar re-
quirernent in the lirst approximation.

Figure 9 shows the prototype of an alutrtinum
fiont part with the fbllowing f'eatures;

. Optimized, double-tube members ftrr energy
absorption on both sides,

. The lower tube coincides with the sill height
of 42 European vehicle models (lateral col-
l is ions) I  I  5i .
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Figure 10. P.E.S. front part ,  crushed.
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Figure 11. Quasi-stat ic force-crush-distance
characteristic of one half of the
P.E.S.-vehicle front part.

. Simplified repair due to easy separation of the
double-tube members from the rear structure
of the front end.

. The double-tube configuration offers much
fieedom in sclecting different force-crush-di s-
tance characteristics,

. The structure, absorbing the primary impact
forces, is a torsion-proof double-walled shell,

. The structure reliably crushes from the front
to the rear,

Figure 12. Results of tests with different con-
nection variants.

Figure 13. Results of head impact tests with
various hood conf igurations.

. Energy-absorbing design elements are inte-
grated to reduce the severity of pedestrian
accidents.

. The aluminum parts are designed with con-
sideration for their special production condi-
tions and function.

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE FRONT
STRUCTURE

Figure l0 shows the vehicle front part with
crushed douhle-tube. The corresponding fbrce-
crush-distance characteristic can be taken from
Figure I l.

The double tube absorbs energies fiom impact
speeds of up to approximately 3tt kph without
damaging the parts back of it. This means that
aboutTTo/o of all accidents happening in Western
Germany ll4l are covered.

It allows: Easy repair after barrier impacts at
speeds of up to 38 kph.

The joints are capable of transmitting the
forces acting on the double tube to rearward ve-
hicle components without deforming them.

Figure l2 illustrates the results obtained with
various joint variants in a single tube.

IMPROVEMENTS IN PEDESTRIAN
PROTECTION

Energy-absorbing sub-structures have been
developed for the main impact areas of pedestrian
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Table 2. Expected welght reduction by a con+
spondingly adapted design (P.E.S.) of
the aluminum front structure.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSION$
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parts and the resulting reinforcements are left out
of account.

It is theoretically possihle to increase the inr-
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( l )

(2)

body parts /15/. In the impact range of up to
approximately l0 m/s, these structures seent to
be able to reduce the actual head load limit of
80 g applied for 3 rns in the very critical areas
of the hood edges and fender flanges (see Fig-
ure  l3 ) .

COMMENTS ON THE CONCEPTION
OF AN ALL.ALUMINUM VEHICLE

Based on

. the tests performed,
r the static and dynamic energy absorption de-

termined, (3.3)
.  the "ser ies bonus," (3.4)
. an equal energy absorption capacity,

a mass ratlo of

l . 3 t o 2 : l

may be expected when replacing steel with alu-
minum in the front part of the vehicle (Table 2).

Theoretical Performance Limit of an All.
Aluminum Vehicle

Proceeding on the assumption that both the
steel and the aluminum body have: an identical
overall weight, the "theoretical perf orrnance
limit" is meant to be the higher irlpact vekrcity
which the alur l inum car should be ahle kr with-
stand due to its increased specific energy ah-
sorption capacity. This means that the weight
benefit of thc aluminurn rnaterial has bccn fully
transferrecl into energy-absorbing components,
Thc higher forces acting on the remaining hody

Esr o,

kinetic energy at 48,3 kph plus
encrgy absorption through ex-
tension of the enelgy-absorbing
slructure
expected specif ic c 'nergy ab-
sorpt ion ol '  a lurr t i t rut l  ser ies
parts
E s s e r = E s n r ' f s ^ r  ( 3 )

specific energy ahsorption of
alurninum prototype parts uniler
static pressure
Irnplovetttent firctor of energy
absrlrption applying to the pro-
totypc componcnt through the
series part (serics bunus.;
thcoretir:al increase of the im-
pact velOcity
irnpact ve:locity in tcsts accord-
ing to FMVSS 20ft .  l9t t0 (48,3

kph)
reduced mass of the impacting
vehicle (overal l  vehicle mass,
lcss thc part ial  rnas$es w'hich do
not weiglh upon the errergr ' -ab-
sorbilg structure. n5 (hLr) arc
fic'c-ly sr.rpgrorted. and corlc into
contact with thc r igid barr ier)
weight of the addit ional com-
ponents and mr:asurg5 lilkEtn to
increase the energy-ahsorption
capacity of the structure

If the weight savings are directly used to ex-
tend the energy-absorbing structure, the values
of:

E,r

:  13,42 rn/s  (= 48,3 kph)
1 . 5 4

2 E ,
m
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E, o,
Am
m

: 18,4 kJ/kg
: 8,57 kg
:  1330 kg

allow to increase the impact velocity hy

v1 -- 9,93 m/s

When substituting aluminum for steel and
maintaining the overall weight of the steel vehicle
(designed for a barrier impact spced of 4tt,3 kph

with perrnissihle total weight), the theoretical
performance limit of the aluminum vehicle re-
sults in a

THEORETICAL BARRIER IMPACT
VELOCITY OF

v1 : It4 kph

This value is not attainable under actual con-
ditions, since,

. In the case of increased forces, acting on the
vehicle front (energy-absorbing structure), the

rest rlf the body needs to be reinforced, too
(resulting in higher vehicle masses by peri-
pherical measures),

. tf the same force level were maintained, the
vehicle front would have to be correspond-
ingly elongated (resulting in weight increases)

. There is only limited space available for par-
allel, energy-absorbing elements.

Unlike chapter 4.4.1 on the theoretical per-
formance limit, where certain aspects have heen
neglected, the fbllowing paragraphs are meant
to provide a realistic assesstnent ttf the perform-
ance of an aluminum body, designed for ttn-
proved safet|, with special etrtphasis on energy
absorption and in consideration of feasibility

With view to alurninum sheet thicknesses, the
following limits apply:

Moulding: 2-2.5 mm
Welcl joints: 2 r lm

The space required by the energy-absorbing
structure rnust not he substantially greater than
in thc steel body

. The higher force level is compensated by rein-
forcing the non-energy-absorhing portions of

the body structure (first approximation: re-
mains rigid)

Procedure:

. The sheet thickness of all components con-
cerned is increased by one gauge.

The changes in force level and peak torce re-

sulting therefrom are shown in Figure 14.

Taking the exarnple of the Ptlrsche Experi-

mental Structure (P.E.S.), the sheet thickness is

increased and the performance increase evaluated

subsequently.
The performance increase over the steel series

version is attributable to two factors, namely

L The design
2. The increase of the sheet thickness'

3. In consideration of the series honus of rs the

energy atrsorption of thc P.E'S.-prototype
over a lerrgth of 510 tnm is

Ee :  153 '3  kJ

F i g u r e  1 4 .  I n t e r d e p e n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e
length-specific energy absorption
and the sheet thickness of Al Mg 0.a
s i  1 .2 ,
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Using equation (l), we obtain an impact
velocity of

v  =  v r  *  A v : 5 4 . 9 k p h

REALISTIC IN-DESIGN PERFORMANCE
LIMIT:

Realistic Performance Limit

Av : 6.6 kph (base value 48.3 kph)

If, in addition to optinrizing the shape, the
sheet thickness is increased by one gauge,
the energy absorption raises to

st' 
(4)c e i  :  E F ' t

where:

EF = energy absorption of the basic
conI igurat iorr

En, - energy absorption of the rein-
ttrrced conlieuration

Sl = sheet thickness of the hasic
conligurarion

S.,  = sheet thickness of the rein-
fttrced configuratiorr

By increasing the sheet thickness from
to 1.75 rnm, we realize an increirse of
barrier impact velocity by

Av = 4.36 kph

to

v = 59.02 kph

1 . 5
the

Table 3. Weight increase resulting from the
adaption of the structure to increasing
impact speeds of 54.9 to 59.0 kph.

In consideration of the above-mentioned speed
diffc'rences, these values allow thc conclusron
that the energy absorption ol'an optirlized alu-
minum litructure, designecl in conftrrrnity with
the P.E.S.,  can be increased by approxirnately
49Vo over the ahsorption capacity ol'a steel body,
if the rnass of the aluminuln structure is increased
tt l  the ser ies weight ol ' rhe stcel  version. An im-
prrrvement ol' 28t/r, is expected nrerely tirlrn the
design optimization. It is impossitrle to further
enhance the energy-absorption of aluminum by
increasing the sheet thickness to ntore than I.7
to 2 mm.

Since also design optimization approaches fea-
sibi l i ty l imits,  i t  is hardly possible to subsranrial ly
improve the energy-absorption capacity of an
aluminum vehicle f iont.

EFFICIENCY INCREASE BY DE-
SIGN OPTIMIZATION: -r 2tlvo

EFFICIENCY INCREASE BY MASS
INCREASE: *  Z l V o

Restrictions

The immediate introduction of aluminurl rna-
terial in the series production of hlank bodies tbr
today's passenger cars is not lcasible for the fol-
lowing reasons:

. The energy required for the production of an
aluminum body is triple to quadruple that re-
quired for the prrduction of a steel body,

. The material costs (1979) are 4 to -5 times
higher than with steel,

il
fiF

,i,'l

il

REALISTIC PERFORMANCE LIMIT OF
MASS INCREASE:

Av = 4.36 kph (hase value -54.9 kph)

2. The incrcase of the sheet thickness entai ls
the l inear increase of the individual masses.
For corresponcling values refer to Table 3.
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Figure 15. Realized P.E.S. structure.

. No weight-savings are obtained by the use of
aluminum if the components concerned have
to comply with more severe stiffness require-
ments /17l ,

. No reliable joining techniques are available
yet ($trength of the spot welds are insuffic:ient
and are frequently varied in quality, electrode
life is reduced).

. A high noise level is to be expected in the
vehicle interior clue to the low elasticity mod-
ulus of aluminum (vibrations), and the re-
duced masses of the individual alutrtinum
parts (damping of airborne sound). Noise
damping measures would result in a weight
increase.

. Corrosion problems with precipitatitln-hard-
enable alloys occur, mainly after destruction
of the oxide films (finish).

SUMMAFIY

Based on the definition of the crush and de-
formation behaviours, of the mass-specific and
the length-specific energy absorptions, and ofthe
force-crush-distance characteristics, the static
and dynamic behaviour of energy-absorbing
structural components and systenrs out of alu-
minum is examined and comparcd to correspond-
ing steel structureri. Special emphasis is put on
the problems of calculating the static loads from
the dynamic loads, on handmade prototype parts,
joining techniques, and aluminum-adapted de-
sign, taking the example of the Porsche Exper-
imental  Structure (P.E.S.).  The structure is
shown in Figure 15. ln theory, the weight-related
energy absorption of aluminum parts is approx-
imately 30 to l00o/o higher than that of series
steel components.

The actual increase achieved with aluminum
components is approximately 49Va. So it worrld
be possible to increasc the harrier impact velocity
to about 59 kph without raising the ovcrall
weight. In practice, this means that the occupant
protection can be substantially improved without
increasing the vehicle weight, i.e., without add-
ing to the aggressive masses, dangerous to the
collision partner.

This positive aspect of energy-absorbing alu-
minum par1s, however, is opposed by serious
restrictions, which, in the futurc, must be thor-
oughly studied to lind appropriate solutions,
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small automobiles, must sustain the same level

of damage or expose its occupants to the same

level of iniury in a given accident'

The National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-

istration (NHTSA) has addressed two important

questions of interest to small car buyers, are there

differences in the ability of competing small cars

to protect their occupants, and if so, is this in-

formation that consutners would find useful? The

NHTSA believes the answer to both questions

is yes.
Even before the recent accelerated trends to-

ward smaller cars, information gathered by

NHTSA indicated that consumers value the

safety characteristics of their cars quite highly'

Survey work conducted by National Analysts for

NHTSA in 1974 found that among maintaina-

bility, damageability, and occupant protection,

the most important vehicle attribute to consunlers

is occupant protection (crashworthiness).:'I 'his
work was confirmed in a later survey by Peter
Hart Associates which indicated that 7-5 percent
of the public valued safety information.l

Other sources of information dernonstrate the

eftbct of safety information on the marketplace.

In a well-publicized investigation by NHTSA,

Ford Pintos built between l97l and 1976 were

found to have deficient luel tank designs which

increased the likelihood of fire in rear crashes'

Despite the fact that the investigation centered

on l97l and 1976 cars, Ftlrd initially experienced

a 40 percent drop in 1978 and 1979 Pinto sales

although sales did recover several months after

the announcement.4 Used wholesale Pinto prices

were down 25 to 40 Percent's

lmplicailons of the New car Assessment program for small car
Safety

MICHAEL BHOWNLEE
JAMES HACKNEY
TIM ABNEY

National Highway Traffic SafetY
Administration
United States

INTRODUCTION

Spurred primarily by fuel economy consider-
ations, consumers have in recent ycars purchased

smaller cars in far greater numbers. In 1976, for

example, subcompact, cotrtpact cars and foreign

cars comprised 47 percent of total automobile

sales. Since January 1980, they have comprised
60 percent.*

While the advantages in terms of fuel economy
of buying a smaller car are obvious to con$umers,
the disadvantages of buying a small car in terrns
of occupant protection in crashes are far less ev-
ident. There is little debate abr-rut the tact that in
crashes with larger cars, smaller cars come out
second best, In fact, statistics generated by the

National Center for Statistics and Analysis from

the Fatal Accident Reporting System indicate that

in crashes where a subcompact strikes a full size

car. the death rate is eight times higher in the
subcompact than in the full size car.r

The Iaws of physics tell us that when a large
mass strikes a small mass, the small mass will

experience the larger change in velocity. But that

does not mean that all small nlasses, in this case'

rSource: Automotive News
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While these statistics indicate that consumers
desire saf'ety infbrrnation about cars ancl incleed
will act on that inforrnation in the rnarkctplace,
there is no single source of sal'ety inforrnation
available to new car purchasers.

The New Car Assessment Prograrl (NCAP),
initiated by NHTSA in 1979, is designed to help
fill this information gap. Its purposc is to explore
the t-easibility of establishing a rating system
which enables information on the comparative
crashwofthiness of cars trl be generated hefore
or sufficiently early in the model year to provide
useful information to new car purchasers.

The crash test work conducted rrnder the
NCIAP thus far is not a rat ing systel l ,  per se,
sincre the tests involve single craslres and do not
cover a large nurrrber of rlakes and rnodels. The
work has, nonctheless, provided a substantial
anrount of data uselul in assessing safety per-
fbrmance among smaller automobiles. First, the
experimental work conducted under thc NCAP
thus far indicates that there are significant dif-
f'erences in perfbrmance antong cars ol' similar
weight. Second, the crash test results indicate
some probable causes of the diffbring perform-
ance which can be analyzed to discern how ex-
tensive thc rcmedies might be in order to upgrade
poorly pcrtbrming cars. Bascd on cnginccring
assessments, the costs for most of thcsc rerrredies
would not exceed $15. The tbl lowing describes
the NCAP brielly and discusses each of the above
issues.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW CAR
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

The initial experimental work conducted under
the NCAP builds on the years of devclopnrental
work conductecl by NHTSA, the automobile in-
dustry, and rtthers to develop the test procedure
usecl in measuring compliancc with Federal Mo-
tor Vehicle Standard (FMVSS) No. 208, "Oc-

cupant Crash Protection" standard.
FMVSS Nr-r. 20tt requires that certain injury

criteria, as measured by an anthropornorphic
dummy, not be exceeded in a 30 mph liontal
crash in vehicles equipped with automatic re-
straints. The injuries mcasurecl apply to the head
(as measurecl by a composite of acccleration val-
ues known ns (he Head Injury Criterion, or IllC),
chest (as rleasured by chest decclcration), and

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

upper leg (as measured by f'emur loads). Ihese
iniury criteria were used tu assess the perform-
ance of the vehicles in the NLIAP tests.

'l 'he NCAP crash tests were gcncrrllly run at
35 mph in order to provide a level of irlpact
severity sufficicntly higher than 30 mph so that
difl 'erences in perfbrmance cuuld be ohserved.
Based on difl 'erences in kinetic energy, a -3-5 mph
crash is about one-third rnore severe than a crrrsh
at 30 rnph. In these crash tests the vehicle cx-
perienccs a total change in vclocity, inclucling
rebound from the barrier of 39 rnph. ln a 30 mph
crash test the change in velocity is 32 mph. Sta-
tistics gatherecl by the NHTSA indicate that ap-
proximatcly 10,000 serious iniuries ancl 3000
deaths occrrr nationwide in crashes with severities
ranging between 32 and 39 mph changes in
velocity.

All vehicles were tested with belted dumrnies
using production restraint systems. Therefbre,
the results of this program are meaningful only
for restrained occupants and arc not necessarily
an indication of the perforrnanc-e of the vehicles
with unrestrained ocrcupants.

ln acldition to measuring perforrnance against
the requirements of FMVSS No. 208, perform-
ance was also measured against other standards
requiring -30 rnph barrier test peiforrnance, in-
c lud ing  w indsh ie ld  re ten t ion  and in t rus ion
(FMVSS Nos. ?12 and 219) anct fuel  leakage
(FMVSS No. 301-75). Results frorn measure-
ments against these saf'ety standards have also
been released by NHTSA routirrely along with
occupant protection rneasurements under FMVSS
No. 20ft .

DIFFERENCES ]N PERFORMANCE
AMONG VEHICLES OF SIMILAR
WEIGHT

Table I lists in summary fbrm the results of
the Model Year 1979 New Car Assessment Pro-
granr and a portion of the I980 progratn, includ-
ing specific injury readings from the anthropo-
morphic dummics, fbr vehicles whose curb
weiglrt is less than 2800 lbs. Since the tests were
conducted using a fixed, rigid barrier, the results
are useful for comptrring vehicles of similar
weights. The barrier crash test mirnics two sim-
ilar vchicles s(riking each other, cach traveling
at 35 nrph.
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Vehicle

Ford Mustang
Honda Prelude

Chevrolet Chevette
Honda Civic

The results indicate that there is widc variation
in resr,rlts liom cars that corrtpete with each other
in the market. C'onsider. lbr example, the tbl-
lowing comparisons ol'HIC values;

Driver Passenger

IMPROVING CRA$H TEST
PERFORMANCE

While the above discr'rssion describes the

measurable occupant protection distinctions alnong

small  vehicles, further analysis ot ' the crash test

results helps to explain why the vehicles per-

formed as they did. In conjunction with the model

year 1979 crash test work. the Agency conducted

internally and by contract6 an analysis of cach

vehicle's specific tcst diltfl in order to determlne

the reasons tor the failures. The causes of dif-

ferences among vehiclcs generally ftrll into three

categories: (  l )  vehiclc strutr ture, (2) steeringr col-

umn perlormance, irnd (J) restraint systelll pcr-

fbrnance. The followitrg discusses cach of these

three categories along with a discussion of the

difficulty and cost of upgrading pcrfbrrnance'

VEHICLE STHUCTURE
PERFORMANCE

In a crash, the vehicle structure must perform
several functions to provide a safe environtnent
for its occupants. It must absorb or dissipate the
kinetic energy of the crash in such a way to pre-
vent cxcessive deceleration tirrces tiorn being
transmitted to the occupant cotnpartt'trent atrd
provide adequate space inside the occupant com-
partment for the pas$engers.

Most of thc fuel efficient vehicles listed in
Table I have shown the capability to dissipate
thc kinetic cnergy of the 3-5 rlph barricr impact
without seriously compromising the integrity of
the occupant cornpartment. However, a f'ew of
the vehicle structures did not provide ellicient
energy management in order to mainlain a sur-
vivable environnrcnt for the occupants.

The ability of a vehicle structure to provide a
survivable environment can be assessed by two
key rneasurements; the duration of the impact
and peak dec:eleration of the occupant compart-
ment. A longer duration of the impact event will
generally provide a rnore controlled collapse of
the vchiclc and suhject the occupants to a
'-softer" ridedown. A high level of deceleration
in the occupant compartment presents an envi-
ronment with a greater likelihood ol'injury.

Frorn the occupant compartrnent data lrum l5
of the fuel cfficient vehicles. thc rrvcrage irnpact
durat ion is I  l7 nr i l l iseconds and the avelage t le-

8 1 9
2900

668
2600

567
2200

669
1500

similarly for chest deceleration values;

Plymouth Champ
Chevrolet Chevette

Toyota Corolla
Fiat Strada

As a measurc of the dif'ferences of values ob-
tained, FMVSS No. 20t{ rcquires a HICI of l '000
or less in order to satisfy its requirernents and a
chest deceleration value of less than 60 g's'

While it is diflicult to precisely define thcse val-

ues in terms of human inlury (since the tolerance
of humans to injury varies widcly depending on

age, sex, etc.) ,  a general  rule of ' thurr lb is that

a HIC well below l.(X)0 and chest decelerations
of below 60 g's can be interpreted to mean that

the occupant worrld be likely to escape serious
injury or death, Simi lar ly,  a HIC or chest de-
celertrtion well above 1,000 or 60 g's, respec-
tively, means that occupant wttuld be likely to
sustain serious injury or cleath. Thus. it is likely
that an occupant of a Honda Civic or Prelude in

this c:rash test wrtuld have diecl. lt is likely that

the same occupant of a Ford Mustang or Chcv-
rolet Chcvette would have survived withtlut se-

r ious inlury.

Since a major p.rrpose of the NCAP conducted
en rlodel years 1979 and l9tt0 autontobiles was
to cletcrmine whether or not s igni f icant distrnc-
tions exist and not to make precise measurements
of vehicle perfbrmance, single vehicles were
crashed. It is f air. however. to conclude that there
are substantial diff'erences in the ahility of small
cars to protect their occupants.

72
48

69
4 l

66
40

92
42

L
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l
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celeration is 40 g's. Thc avcrage impact duration
of the vehicles which passed FMVSS 208 is 128
milliseconds and the average deceleration 35 g's.
This compares with values of I l2 milliseconds
and 43 g's for vehicles which failed FMVSS 208.
The longer impact duration and lower peak de-
celeration result in a greater potential fbr occu-
pant saf'ety if occupant compartrnent integrity is
maintained.

A comparison of the Fiat Strada (passed) and
the llonda C-ivic (failed) il lustrates the dilfer-
ences in the two structures. The Strada's duration
was 150 rni l l iseconds whi le the Civic 's durat ion
was only 95 milliseconds. The Strada nraximum
deceleration was 26 g's and the L'ivic decelera-
t iun was 4? g's.

The dummy readings from Table I highlight
the ditterences in occupant protection provided
by these two vehicles. Similar cornparisons can
be drawn fiom othcr vehicles in the sarne weight
class.

It should be noted that impact duration and
maximum deceleration do not completely de-
scribe the saf'ety perfonnance of a vehicle. For
example, the values llurl the Toyota Terccl and
Plymouth Charnp indicate a very favorrrble en-
vironrlent firr the occupants but the dummy read-
ings indicate a rather severe crash. This was pri-
mari ly drre to intrusion into the occupant
colnpartment and inability of the restraint system
to eff'ectively restrain the occupants.

A redesign of the vchiclc structure, or restraint
systern, or both would be required to alleviate
the problems evident in several of the vehicle
structurcs with short impact durations and high
peak decelerations.

Another method fbr assessing the energy man*
agement capacity of these vehicles is to exatrtine
the available structural crush distance in tiont of
the occupant compartment. Figure I shows a har
chart that summarizes such an exan-rination.

It can be seen from Figure I that the mean
available crush distance of vchicles whose curb
weight is less than 2f100 lbs is 25.5 inches. The
vehicles which performed well in the test, Ho-
rizon, Chevette, Mustang, and Citation are all
above the mean value while the poorer pert'orrn-
ing vehicles, such as Civic,  Champ, 210, Bobcat,
Tercel. are below thc mean value.

It should he noted that Figurc I only il lustrates
crush distance available and does not inclicatc

how well the structure absorbs crash energy. The
Fiesta is an exarnple of a car with adequate crush
distance but perftrrmecl very poorly in the test.
The Citation and Audi 4000 have identical avail-
able crush distance but the Audi does not manage
the crash energy as well as the Citation and con-
sequently sub.jects its ttccupants to a more severe
condition. The structure must be designed to ef-
fectively absorb crash energy and rlake efficient
use of the crush distance available.

ln general, adequate compartmeilt integrity
was maintained in most vehicles although there
was intrusion into the floor and toe board area
of some vehicles. There was a large amount of
intrusion in the Hrtnda Civic. Ford Fiesta, Plym-
outh Champ, Datsun 210, and Toyota Tercel.
Again, it appears that a redesign of the structural
compartments would be required to remedy tlris
problem. This redesign would involve length-
ening the fiontal structure or itnproving the en-
ergy management characteristics of the existing
structure.

ln the case of incorporating a crashworthy de-
sign into a new vehicle or one already planned
for redesign, the crost would be minimal. 11 ad-
ditional vehicle structure is required, it is esti-
mated that the cost should not exceed $50 per
vehicle for the modification.

STEERING COLUMN PEFIFORMANCE

Federal Motor Vehicle Standard ?03, "lmpact

Protection for Driver from Steering Control Sys-
tem," and FMVSS 204, "Stecring Control Rear-
ward Displacernent," have heen in force for sev-
eral  years, fhese standards have brought
improvements in column performance in nrod-
erately severe accidents.

However, the steering controls continue to
present hazards to vehicle drivers in more severe
crashes.

The NCAP tests show the restrained driver
dummy in every vehicle had sorne intcraction
with the steering controls, either the wheel or the
hub. If the restraint system does its job (i.e.,
prevents excessive forward belt of the driver and
does not expose the driver torso to excessive belt
loads) and the steering column performs prop-
edy, this interaction is not lif 'e threatcning. If,
however. either one or both ol'these vehicle com-
ponents does not perform reasonably, the driver
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1. Available crush distance for NCAP vehicles.

is exposed to a severe lif'e threatening environment.
In several of the NCAP tests, the steering col-

umn displaced rearward or upward and caused
severe loading to the dummy head and chest.
This was particularly the case with some of the
vehicles with transverse, front wheel drive en-
gines. Steering column performance depends to
a large extent on a column design which does not
allow the column to be loaded by components
in the engine compartment. 'Ihe 

Chevrolet Ci-
tation is an example of a car with a column design
which perfcrmed very well with a transverse
front wheel drive engine. The steering column
also performed well in the Toyota Celica. Ford
Mustang, Chevrolet Monza, and AMC Concord.
Vehicles exhibiting questionable performance
were the Honda Civic, Ford Fiesta, Plymouth
Champ, Datsun 210, VW Rabbit, Toyota Cor-
olla, Plymouth Horizon, Mercury Bobcat, and
Ford Fairmont.

Possible design solutions to steering column
problems include adding a collapsible secrion,
improving the energy absorbing characteristics
of the column, designing the column assembly
to prevent loading by vehicle components under

the hood, and providing an energy absorbing col-
umn that will absorb energy in bending and shear
as well as in the axial direction. Based on en-
gineering assessments, the costs of any of these
modifications should not exceed $15 per vehicle
even if they were made as running changes with-
out waiting for major vehicle design,

These tests clearly show that the state-of-the-
art in steering control design can provide for good
performance. With only minor redesign and min-
imum cost, most of the poor performing columns
could be significantly irnpnrved.

RESTRAINT SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

The most critical element for providing safety
in present production vehicles is the restraint sys-
tem, Without the ase and good performance of
restraint systerns, the fbrces transrnitted to oc-
cupants in the severe 35 mph crashes that were
simulated in the NCAP wtiulcl grearly exceecl the
specified injury criteria.

In many of the NCAP tests, the production
restratnt systems allow excessive forward motion
ol'the vehicle driver and passenger. Again, these

iri
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vehicles are identified in Table l. This excessive
forward motion is prirlarily duc to two fhctors.
The stretching of the belt webbing and thc tight-
ening of the belt on the retractor spool (spool-
out) rlay combinc to allow tlre occupant to rnove
forward in the compafiment and to strike surfaces
(steering controls, dash, etc.) with sufficient
force to exceed the injury criteria.

Prime examples of restraint system designs
that prevented this excessive nrotion are the sys-
tems used in the GM Citation (standard three
point belt) and 1980 Chevette (passive three point
belt) .

Restraint system modifications which might be
made to improve the saf'ety peribrmance to 35
mph levels include the lollowing:

l. Snuhber or belt webbing clamp which would
prevent excessive movement of the occr.rpant
into the steering wheel, windshield, or in-
strument ptrncl.

2. Modil' ication of the emergency lock-up re-
tractor rlechanism to lock the belt at lower
acceleration levels (also to restrain the oc-
cupant earlier in the crash).

3. Modification of the retractor spool in order
to provide less slack in the belt on the re-
tract{)r spool.

None of these rnodifications would cost more
than $-5 per vehicle. Sincc these rnodifications
are "bolt-on" additions to or substitutes f crr ex-
isting equipment, the changes could be made with
l i t t le delay.

It is obvious from the NCAP tests that only
minor changes in many of the present restrainf
systems are required to provide protection at 35
mph. These changes do not rcquire advances in
the state-ol-the-art restraint systents.

Studics are now underway by NHTSA to as-
sess potential structural improvements and to
evaluate upgraded steering colurlns and restraint
systems. These studies will pnrvide definitive
cost and design requirements of several of the
possible modilications.

CONCLUSIONS
The New Car Assessrnent Program presents

persuasive evidence that the ability of various
cars within wcight class to protect occupants var-
ies considerably. Within the rnini-cornpact, coln-
pact and intermediate class, HIC and chest de-
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celeration values indicate that injuries would
range fiom near certain death or serious in_jrrry
to near ceftain minor injuries. Thus, the NCAP
has demonstrated that irmong competing smaller
autornobiles. distinctions can be made in occu-
pant protection so that consumers could choose
those cars ofl'ering greater protec:tion.

Moreover, based on engineering studies to
evaluate the causes of vehicle failures in the
NCAP, the perfirnlance of many autorlohiles in
a crash could be upgraded substantially with very
little additional effort and cost borne by nlanu-
facturers. For example, a restraint system which
greatly restricts the forward movement of a front
seat occupant, thereby avoiding head strikes,
could he incurpurated lbr as littlc as $5 per ve-
hicle.  Simi l i r r ly,  stcer ing column asscmbl ies
which absorb energy and do not rnove in a way
that would enable head strikes or chest strikes
could be incorporated for about $15 per vehicle,
Thc majority of vehicles cunently in producrtiorr
alrcady provide a level of structural perlirrmance
that can withstand a 35 mph barrier test. Thus,
the costs of upgrading pcrformance are very low.

Since there is good prcsurnptive evidence that
consumers would use this type of inforrnation in
purchase decisions, the NHTSA plans to pursue
rulernaking which woukl rnakc this type of sat'ety
inlirrmation routinely available for a large num-
ber of automohiles.
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A 50 kph vehicl+to-vehicle* Gollision with Human Test persons

MAX DANNER
REINHARD WAGNER
HUK-Verband
Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

A great deal of data is availahle concerning
accident sinrulation tests with test dummies or
cadavers but in cornparison there is very little
material on tests involving living volunteers.

This papcr describes crash tests ancl sled tests
with human test persons and Hybrid ll durrrmies.
To obtain a realistic accident simulation the tests
were run with standard Audi 80 vehicles fitted
with the standard seat belt systems.

The results clearly dernonstrate that none of
the test persons sustain any kind of physical in-
jury at a precisely defined levcl ol' accident se-
verity (vehicle-to-vehicle crash at a collision
speed of approx. 30 mph).

In some cases considerable differences are re-
vealed between the loadings imposed on the dum-
mies and the human test persons

INTRODUCTION

Tests simulating road accidents are today an
integral part o1'any passenger tnotor vehicle de-
veklprnent. ln many countries there are laws pre-
scribing a great number and variety of such tests.

All of these tests have one thing in common:
They all relate to the human being and his need
to receive maxirnum protection in the most varied
of accident situations. Though directly involved
as a test object in, for example, all ergonornetric
examinations, the hurnan being cannr,rt, however,
take part in accident tests. The accelerations and
forces inherent in such tests are so great that they
endangcr health and life.

Tests of this kind, therefore, use dummies
which are modeled as realistically as possible on
the mechanical  character ist ics of the human
being. The quality of thcse models also dcter-
mines in the end how realistically a vehicle has

been developed in respect of its passive safety
characteristics.

The present discrepancies between human
beings and test dummies give grounds fbr dis-
satisfaction, which explains the numerous activ-
ities in the development of new dummies. This
is also due to the fact that the $ame type of
dumrny is not used for all t1'pes of purpose.

It is very ditlicult to provide prool' of the
differences between human beings and dummies
in an area of mechanical loadings which al-
ready leads to injuries to a person. Bekrw the
injury limit, however, the difl 'erence in behav-
iour between humans and durnrnies may be
revealed. /11

Ascertaining the injury limit in accident sim-
ulation tests is in itself a difficult undertaking,
and one that is not acceptable on account of the
risk involved.

It is however possible for tests to determine
the maxirnum loading at which it is certain that
there is no resultant injury.

The Technical Development Department of
AUDI NSU AUTO UNION AG in Ingolstadt
therefore ran a comprehensive test programme
in conjunction with the Allianz Centre fbr Tech-
nology in Munich. This programme firstly pro-
duced new findings in relation to the interpreta-
t ion of the passive safety character ist ics of
standard series cars. Secondly, the protective
effects of thcse safety characteristics in standard
series cars with a large part ol'the market could
be proved in absolutely realistic accident simu-
lat ion tests.

Test Program

The test progfilmme was planned in such a
way that new findings were to be expected-find-
ings which neither accident analyses nor dummy
tests had previously been able to supply.

rThe term "vehicle.to-vehicle" 
collision, as usc(i in this paper,

refers to fiont-rear cnd collisions.
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Although accident analyses can be used ttl de-
termine what the consequences of an accident rtre
for the human being, it is still impossitrle to say
anything exact about the physical strain during
an accident. On the other hand, the dummy test
may facilitate exat:t determination of the physical
strain during an accident, but it can only give
inexact information on the c()nsequences ffrr the
human being, as there is no clear-cut conelation
hetween human and duurmY.

'fo 
avoid the disadvantttges of usual methods,

it was neces$ary to carry out thc test programme
with both test pcrson$ and dumrnies.

In the problern areas coverecl in the progranrme
the aims were:

To prove that a test person wearing a standard
three-point belt in a standard series automo-
bile would sustain no injury whatsoever when
involved in an accident of quite distinct, prc-
cisely defined severity.
To determine whether in accidents of this se-
verity there are differences in the loadings
between test person and dummy, and, if so,
how great these differerlces are.
To discover whether a car that is involved in
such a collision utay from thc cconotnic point
of view be restored to a technically sound
condition.

The accident situation and the other test con-
ditions were to be as realistic as possible. A cen-
tral vehicle-to-vehicle collision, representing a
typical rear-cnd accident, was therelore chosen
as the test type./Z/ The test person or the test
dummy was thcn seated with the belt on in the
driver's seat of the onconting vehicle.

Two standard 1979 Audi 80's were used as
the test vehicles. In the standard three-point belt
system of this vehicle, the bclt lock is attached
to the seat, providing perfect belt geometry in
relation to the body, regardless of the seat po-
sition. The fiont doors of the oncoming Audi 80
were replaced with tubes to facilitate filnting.
(Picture l)

The test person steered the vehicle himself and
was able to support himself on the steering wheel
during the crash. In some cases thc tbrccs r-:xerted
by the arms on the steering column were nreas-
ured in steering column direction.

Further measurernents wcre made of the ac-
celerations on the struts left and rieht. the head
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accelerations of humans and dummies, as well
as the tractive force of the saf'ety belt. The se-
quence of movement in humans and dumtnies
was recorded with high-speecl cameras. Consid-
erable effort was rnade to dctcrmine the collision
speed.

The collision speed and hence the deceleration
curve of the vehicles were to be selectcd in such
a way that

. There was no clanger of the test persons suf-
fering any injury

. The accident would exceed the level of minor
severity.

On the basis of vehicle-to-vehicle tests with
test dunrnries and rln comparing the resultant dc-
celeratiuns with measurerlents gained fiorn vol-
unteer tests /3/, it was found that a central ve-
hicle-to-vehicle crash causes no physical injury
whatsoever at a sollision speed of 50 kph given
the defbrmation characteristics of the Audi tlO,

Before running the crash tests with te$t per-
sons, however. a series of sled tests with both
durnrnies and test pertions was carried out. The
sarne speed difTerence was rlaintained in these
tests, while the average dccelcration during the
collision was raised stage by stagc-always after
a medical exarnination and after consultation with
the test person$,

In the crash tests proper the maxirlum top
speed of the on-corling vehicle was held constant
by a revolution linriter. The vehicles were ac-
celerated by their own engine power. One of the
crash tests was run with a durnrny, two with a
driver, and two with a driver and a dunrmy on
the passenger seflt.

The tests were run with three different test
persons. Iwo of them. Rauno Aaltonen and
Freddy Kottulinsky, are active rally-drivers and
hacl alreacly cxpcrienced nurnerous car crashes.
Hybrid Il Dummics werc used as test durnnries.

Test Results

Each of the three drivers underwent three sled
tests as wel l  as one vehicle-to-vehicle crash with-
out suff'ering any phl,sical injury or any other il l-
et-tccts.

'l 'he maximum loadings incurred were as
fbllows:
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Figure 5. Vehicle acceleration, belt forces and support force of the driver on the steering wheel as a
funct ion of the t ime.

, t l

r"i

ft'
. ' : j

Average vehicle acceleration 6.7 g
Maxirnurl vehicle acceleration 13.8 e
Average resultant head

acceleration
Maxinrum head acceleration
Maximum shoulder belt force
Maximum support forcc of

both arrns on the steerins
column

The tests revealed that the forward displace-
ment of a dumnry is consiclerably greater than
that ol'the te$t per$()n. as in this case the sup-
porting reactions of the arnts on the steering
wheel and of the legs on the vehicle floor arc not
present.

Figures 3 and 4 show the two Audi 80's before
and after a collision u'ith v : 50.2 kph. The
col l is ion produced considerable dehrrr lat ion of
the front and especially the rear energy absorbing
zones. Nonc ol- the other ilnpurtant parts were
however darnaged. The tank ancl rhe fuel pipes
werc fully intact.

Figure .5 shows a typical vehicle acceleration
sequence, shoulder and Iap belt  tbrce:s as wel l  as
the driver's support fbrce on the steering wheel
(measured in steering wheel direct ion).  The col-
l is ion speed of this test,  which was run at the
Allianz Centre for Technology in Munich, was
49,7  kph.

Figurc 6 derives from the same test and shows
the variences in loadings between the driver anrl
the test durnrly on the passenger seat. Both the
resultant head accelerat ion and the seat-belt

1 5 s
v ' *  E

l l . 0 g
2 .2  kN

3 .2  kN

Table I shows in detail the results of the sled
tests with test pcrsons and Hybrid II Durnrnres.
while the results of the test crashes ntay be seen
in 

' I .able 
2.

Figure Series 2 was filrned with an accelera,
tion-proof high-speed carlera mounted on the
vehicle.  I t  shows test dr iver Rauno Aalronen in
a vehicle-to-vehicle col l is ion at 49.1 kph. There
is a belted Hybrid II Dummy on rhe passenger
lieat.

It can be clearly seen that the driver's left hand
slidcs off fiom the steering wheel. The values
derived from this test mav be seen in the
diagrarns,
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Figure 6. Veiiicfe acceleration, resultant head acceleiations and beit forceb of the driver andthe
dummy passenger as a function of the t ime.

.- flliysy - - passenger dummY

forces are greater in the case of the dummy than
that of the human being.

Figure 7 shows a compilation of all the sled
and vehicle crash tcsts, whereby the maxitnum
shoulder belt frlrce is given as the function of
average vehicle deceleration"

It is clearly seen that thc belt forces in the case
of the test persons arc at a considerahly lower
level when compared with those of the dummies.
One reason for this is certainly the reflex-like
reaction of supporting the arm$ on the steering
wheel and the legs on the vehicle floor.

A very similar tendency is shown in Figure 8,
wherc thc maxinum resultant head acceleration
is given as the function o1' the irverage vehicle
acceleration. The level of maximum hcad accel-
eration is lower in the case of all test pers()ns
than the dummy.

A comparison of the results of the tests with
persons and dummies shows that without excep-
tion higher loading and hence injury values are
recorded in the c-ase of the durnmies than in the

case of the human drivers who can make use of
support on the steering wheel and the vchicle
florlr.

Further tests are needed to show whether this
tendency holds true for the passenger too.

From these results it may be concluded that
at least in the case ol'low accident severity, the
injury values are considerably more favourable
with belted drivers as can be determined with the
aid of dummies.

CONCLUSION
The results of the test programme show that

a person in a standard vehicle can come throrrgh
an accident of distinct, exactly defined severity
without suffbring any injury whcn protected by
a standard safety belt system. The accident se-
verity reprcsents a central vehicle-to-vehicle col-
lision of two equally heavy vehicles at a collision
speed of 50 kph.

Moreover it is shown that both the belt forces
and the hetrd acceleration values are considerably
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Figure 7. Shoulder belt forces of the test per-
sons and the Hybrid l l  dummY as a
f  unc t ion  o f  the  average veh ic le
decelerat ion.

lower in the case of humans compared with

dummies.
Tests of this sort make it possible to make

exact stateilrents on the biomechanical sequence

of llrlvements in thc area of low accident sever-

ity. Exact comparistlns can also be drawn bc-

tween humans and dummies' An extrapolation

of the results in areas of higher accident severity
is, with reservations, conceil'able.
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Table 1. Results of the sled tests with test per$ons and Hybrid l l  dummies.
Weight of the test persons No. 1 -  67 kg Height of the test persons No. 1 = 171 cm

No.2  =  68  kg  No.2  =  175 cm
N o . 3  =  7 5  k g  N o . 3  =  1 7 3  c m
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Table 2. Results of the vehicle-to-vehicle collision
Weight of the test persons No. 1 = 67 kg

No.2 = 68 kg
No ,3  -  75  kg

tests with test persons and a Hybrid ll dummy.
Heightof thetestpersons No. 1 = 171 cm

No.2  =  175  cm
No.3  =  173  cm

. One test was run with Test Person 2 on the driver's $eat and the dummy on the passenger seat.

Figure 8. Maximum resultant acceleration of the test person and the Hybrid ll dummy as a function
of the average vehicle deceleration.
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ABSTRACT

Fifly-six 30-nrph frontal dr.rrnmy sled tests
were conductecl with dummies of three different
manufacturers to determine the repeatability and
reproclucihility of thcirperfonnance in threc point
restraint systems. Repeatability of impact accel-
eration response ftrr any of the thrce dummy
makes teste-d in longitudinal collision.r shows a
coelJicient of variation from l .8o/o to 2.6Va for
the head and 2.4o/a to 5.8% fbr the thorax. Re-
producibility of the impact responses have a coef-
ficient of variability of 4Vo and 6o/a respectively.

Eleven 30-mph sled tests of a three poinr belt
restrained dummy were performed to study the
shoulder rotation and acceleration responses as
a lunction of shoulder helt height location on the
dumnry's torso. Tcst results indicate that shoul-
der rotation is highly af'fbcted by placement of
the belt on thc thorax, Its high lrrcation minimizes
shor.rlder rotation whereas the placement helow
the CG maximizes it. The acceleration responses
of the dumnry are at rninimurn with the helt place-
ment at the CG of the thorax.

Ten lnrntal impact test$ were conducted to
study the effects of obliquely oriented accelera-
tion vector on the repeatability of dumrny re-
sponse. In l2 deg. obl ique impacts, with only
one dummy make tested, the coefficient of var-
iation had the same general dispersion as those
found in iiontal impacts.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accident statistics throughout the world attest
to the fact thrrt vehicle occupants in automotive
crashes benefit consiclerably by the use of the belt
restraints. It also appears that the belts when worn
reasonably correctly offer considerable forgive-
ness relative to occupant size and thc inexacti-
tudes in his seating position and orientation. yet.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

in some instances, even the use of belts does not
prevent serious injury and latality.

During the last decade a number of organi-
zations have conducted research and compliance
tests to develop and to evaluate more effbctive
restraint systems using dummy occupants. As
noted in their published tesr resulrs they observed
certain variability which was sometimes difficult
to explain. In some instances, where the varia-
bi l i ty (1,  2,  3) was large enough, the test ing
organization would look for cau.$es of these var-
iables and, in most cases, it would pinpoint the
dummy as the primary culprit for data dispersion.
This is easy to understand, as it is always simpler
to find the problem where one believes it is, rather
than where it actually might be.

This study is an outgrowth of two related stud-
ies (4, 5) involving the determination of re-
sponses of Part 572 dummies in a laboratory im-
pact environment in which the effects of geometric
orientations of the belt restraint systems were
evaluated as well as the influence of the oblique
acceleration vector was deterrrrinccl. While this
study is not intended to provide all of the an-
swersr nevertheless, it does highlight the need
to control the external variahles relirtive to the
dummy if the achievement of consistent and re-
peatable test results are expected.

2. DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS AND
TERMS

g -acceleration (units
of gravity)

percentvariabilty :std.dev./mean x
100

c" (coefficient of
variation)
c.c.
HIC

HSI

CSI

:  std.dev./mean
- center of gravity
-Head Injury

Criteria
-Head Severity

Index
-Chest Severity

Index (Thorax)
-variability of

dummies made by
one manufacturer

itl
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reproducibility

MS

-variability of all
dummies
combined

-milliseconds

3. REVIEW OF FIELATED MAJOR
SLED TEST PHOGRAMS ON THE
REPEATABILITY OF RESPONSE OF
THE PART 572 DUMMY AND ITS
PREDECESSORS IN THREE POINT
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

The beginnings of systematic evaluation of
early dummies for their performance consistency
was reported in the 8th Stapp Car Crash confer-
ence in 1964 by Kroell and Patrick (6). The au-
thors werc disappointed with the outcome ol- the
tests due to mechanical deficiencies of dummies
and problems in the test procedures. The next
series of tests were reported by Patrick et al. in
the lOth Stapp Car Crash Conference in cen-
junction with the investigation of impact dynam-
ics of vehicle occupants in various restraint
modes (7). In this limited test series, apparent
better success wari achieved in obtaining more
repeatable results, however, no statistical anal-
ysis was per-formed to evaluate the overall per-
formance. Chandler (8) in 1969 reported prob-
lems in obtaining reproducihle results, even
under highly controlled impacts. A major inves-
tigation of the repeatahility of the semistandar-
dized SAE J-963 durnrny wari perfbrmed by the
Safety Systems Laboratory of the National Bu-
reau of Standards as documented in the report
titled "Test Procedures and Performance of An-
thropomorphic Test Devices" in l97l (9). In this
repoft the dummies were evaluated by the "coef-

ficient of variation" concept. The dummies were
fbund to have a coefficient of variation from 4
to 9 percent tbr the head and 2 to 14 percent for
the chest. Further testing of J-963 dumnries was
done by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories
in l97l-1972 (10).  Test results yielded a c" for
the head resultant acceleration from l57o to
nearly 307a and up to 507o for the thorax.

Hvaluation of the GM produced Hybrid II
dumrnies (ll) in belt restraint systems by the
Cornell Aercnirutical Laboratories in I972 pro-
duced a coefficient of variability firr the head
between 6Vo and lLVa and 4% to 7o/o for the
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thorax. Subsequent testing of the revised Hybrid
II dummy, which after refinements became the
Part 572, was reported in DO'l' Report HS-
tt02073 in 1976 (12). The head resultant hacl a
max coefficient of variation 8.6 and the thorax-
8.5Vo. General Motors in 1977 reporred of 26
sled tests (13) of rhree sers of Hyhrid II-Part
572 dummies in belt restraints. In these highly
controlled tests, the dummies produced head g
acceleration variability from 2.7o/o to 5.47o and
thorax variability from .7 to 3.60/o.'Ihe reprod-
ucibility of the dummies, as determined l'nlrn a
pooled set of data, was 6.10lo lbr the head and
2.7Vo for the thorax. Although tests to determine
the effects of off-center impact and variable belt
angles were performed in the past (14), the clata
was fbrrnd to be either non-existent or not useful
in terms of the quantity needed to perform trend
and/or statistical analyses of head and thorax
responses.

4. LIMITATIONS

The conclusions reached in this sled test study
apply primarily to dumrny responses in bclt re-
straint systems and are based on the interplay
between four highly related paranlcters: the
dumrny, the restraint systern, the irnpact pulse,
and the test procedures. These woulcl be expectcd
to vary sornewhat further in the full scale crash
test environrnent due to the vehicle and equip-
ment tolerances and the inability to apply thc test
prOcedure to the sarrre level ()f exactness as under
laboratory sled test conditions. Other variables,
such as the eff'ects of load deflection chtrracrer-
istics of seat cushions ancl the fiiction ct'fbcts.
have not becn examined. However, on the hasis
of past studies (15) they were found to be of
minor influence at the 30 mph impact level.

5. GENERAL TEST CONDITIONS
The interaction between the belt restraint sys-

tern and the dummy was investigated fbr three
related but diff'erent test conditions, T'hc lirst
group consisted of the evalrration of the stancltrrd
shoulder belt location (at the CG <rf the thorax
as delined in Part 572) on the repeatability and
reproducibility of the irnpact response of the
same and of diff'erent dumnty mttkes. The second
group of tests evaluated the response of one
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Figure 1. Seat conf igurat ion.

dumrny make as a function ol'the shoulder belt's
high or low placement on the torso. The third
group of tests evaluated the efTects of an obliquely
oriented acceleration pulsc on the response of a
dunrrny in the standard belt krcation (CG).

All of the tests were perlorrled using Part 572
production dummies. Except lor test group 2, the
dumnries were seated on a standardized test seat
(Fig. 1.1. The belt  system was made up lrom l7olo
elongation wehhing of a controllcd production
run to assure as unifornr restraint system response
characteristics as possible. The belt anchorages
were located to comrnon pivot locations as shown
in Fig. l. All of the tests were perlbrmed at a
common irnpact speed of 30 mph using the
HY(iE sleds fbr the acceleration nredium. In all
cases the drrrnmies wcre equipped with standard-
ized FMVSS f08 instrurnentat ion. The result ing
data signals were processctl accordingly firr the
head ancl thorax resultant accelerations, HIC, etc.
Dummy motions during the impact were nroni-
tored using high speed photography at 1000 tps.
In all cases the belt Ioads were recorded to insure
the ability kr explain sorne abnorrnal durnrny be-
havior. if such was encounterecl.

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

5.1 Repeatability and Reproducibility
Tests with Standard Belt Location

Fifly-six 30 mph frontal dummy impact tests
were conducted at the Calspan Corporrrtion using
three dummy makes, designated as A, S. rrnd H,
for the purpose of determining the repeatability
and reproducibility of the irnpact response of the
head and the thorax. In each sled run a pair of
calibrated Part 572 dummies were restrained with
1974 type three point belts. The length of the
right side lap helt between the anchor and the
attachment point of the sh,rulder strap was fixed
at lSV+ in. The length of the shoulder strap was
fixed at 49% in. (end of tongue to end of upper
anchor) which provided the slack equivalent to
approximately three inches of clearance between
the belt  and the rnidpoint ol ' the dumrny thrtrax.
The lcfi side lap belt slack adjuster was adjusted
to a five pound preload prior to each test. The
dummies were positioned prior to restraining us-
ing the following procedure:

. The dummies were centered on the seat which
was covered by a teflon slreet,

4 1 9



The feet were placed in premarked positions
on the front rests with 4 inc:hes of spacing
between ankles.
The back of the dummy was checked for equal
clcarance of the shoulders relative to the seat
back.
The upper legs were adjusted at the hip pivots
to produce a 7s inch clearance betwecn the
back of the buttocks and the seat back while
the shouldcrs were lightly touching the seat
back.
The legs were positioned for two inch clear-
ance at the knees.
Thc head midsagittal plane was aligned with
the seat centerline and its longitudinal axis to
assure its horizontal orientation.
The arms were positioned such that the elbows
were touching the dummy sides and to within
7+ inch of the seat back and the hands were
touching both the sides of the thighs and the
seat.

Figure 3. Typical sequence camera
3-point belt.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 4. Post test condit ions.

. The head angle relative to the horizontal was
rechecked and its CG location, as well as the
hip pivot positions, were measured with re-
spect to the sled's X and Z ref'erence axes,

Dummy.joints were acl justed, for nominal l -
g setting before each slecl test. An inspection of
the dummies. made alter each test run. included
a visrral inspection lbr damage, and a general
check firr the rtrngc of motion and l-g setting of
the ioints, The general test set-up configuration
is ̂ rhown in Figure 2.

5.1.1 Test Results

A typical belt test kincnratic scquence of the
dummies at approxirnately .018 sec. time intcr-
vals is shown in Figure 3. A post test condition
of thc dummy pair is given in Figure 4, Typical
time histories of the rneasured data orr the dumrny
are shown in Figures 5, (r and 7. Tabulated sum-
maries firr all ol'the slecl runs arranged by clurlrny
make is  g iven  in  Tab les  I ,2  and 3 .  The HIC ' is
based on Calspan's developed automated inte-
gration techniques of rrnalog tcst data and is lirn-
ited kr the first 150 nrs following the initiation
of the accelerirtion pulse, thus excluding the re-
bound phase of the event.

5.2 Repeatability Tests with Variable
Height of Belt Location

Eleven sled tests, simulating 30 mph fiontal
irnpact, were conducted using one Part -572
dummy fbr the purpose of determining how the
height of the shoulder belt location on the thorax
wrluld ef'fect the dunrrrry kinematics and the im-
pact rcsponse. The tests were carried out by the
Engineering 

'lest Facility of the NH1'SA in East

Figure 2. Dummy test set-up.

data of
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Figure 5, Sled test data of 3-point bel t  conf igurat ion,

Liberty, Ohio (5). Prior to each sled run, the
dummy was positioned on a bench type seat
(1979 Volare) with thc seat adjustrnent nrecha-
nism welded to prevent movernent. The dummy
was seated using the procedure outlincd in 4. L
ln addition, for each subsequent tesl. the previ-
ously established rcference points werc used to
insure accurate and repeatable positioning of the
dummy as shown in Figures I  thru l?.  Figure

l3 shows the three belt reference points with the
belt  placcd over the C.G.,  two inches above the
C.G.,  and at lhe upper i rrm juncture with the bcl t
being approxinrately two inches below the C.G.
The shoulder belt in each instance was snugged
to 3 lbs. preload to assure unil'onn initial inter-
action with the thorax, The durnmy wrls exam-
ined aftcr cach run for damaged cornponents and
for setting of the joints. ln addition to the stand-
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Test 1972
dum. A02
$pt. belts
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Figure 6. Sled test data of 3-point belt configuration.

ardized Pan 572 instrumentation, an overhead
high speed motion picture camera at 1000 fps
was used to mea$ure dummv rotation.

5.2.1 Test Results

Test results are summarized in Table 4 in-
cluding maximum shoulder rotation, The Sever-
ity Indices were calculated using autornated data
processing techniques. The magnitude of the
shoulder rotation was determined by the actual
replication of rotation of the dummy during the
test as observed in high speed motion picture
analysis,

5.3 Oblique lmpact Tests

Because of interest in oblique impacts, a test
series (4) was undertaken to determine the range
of expected variability in the measured parame-
ters as well as in the kinematics of the dummies
in a 30" of fiontal barrier impact. To determine
what fixed yaw angle would best approxinrate the
acceleration vector relative to the vehicle, the
SMAC computer program was employed in con-
junction with pertinent accident data. Calspan's
analysis indjcatcd that a yaw angle of l2o would
best simulate the acceleration environment ex-
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Figure 7. Sled test data of 3"point belt configuration.

perienced by vehicle occupants in the 30'banrcr
rr lpact.

' fo 
acconrpl ish this simulat ion the exist ing dual

seat buck irrrangenlent was rotated l2' relative
to the longitudinal k inemttt ic axis of the sled,
Figrrre l4 compares the calculatecl trncl measurcd
vehicle resultant accelerat ion-t inre histor ics to the
slecl  pulse. I )unrrny seat ing. adjust ing. bel t  ap-

plication proccdures, instrurnentatiun and data
processing were the same as in Scction 5.1.

5.3.1 Test Results

A summary of the test results consisting of
five paired dumrrries sled tests is shown in Table
5. Film analysis indicates that the resulling
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Table 1. Summary of 3-point belt sled tests.

Test
no. Dummy

Peak
head

result.
accel.

- g Hlc

Peak
chest
result.
accel.

- g

Peak belt loads
- lbs. Peak

sled
accel.

* g
Lt.
lap

Rt.
lap Shoulder

1741

1742

1743

1731

1732

1733

1782

1783

1784

178s

1786

1787

S1
S2

s1
s2

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
s2

S1
S2

S1
S2

s1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

Mean

Std. dev.

o/o Yar.

53.5
56.0

59.5
61.0

56.8
57.8

51.5
54.3

54.2
57.0

55.5
61.8

62.0
59.0

60.5
58.0

60.5
57.7

57.0
60.5

56.5
58.3

58.0
60.5

57.8

2.8

4.8

640
696

742
740

753
750

624
692

641
721

626
841

694
721

686
734

719
775

700
917

839
896

797
803

739

42.5
44.Q

46.3
46.3

44.8
46.3

47.5
41.5

47.2
44.0

47.0
44-5

47.0
42.5

44.8
42.3

43.0
40.0

43.0
47.0

46.5
46.0

44.0
44.0

44.7

2.1

2.1

1920
2156

1928
2160

1972
2160

1872
1960

1864
1992

1936
1936

2000
2140

1900
2200

1950
21  15

1900
2150

2000
2150

1900
2100

2015

1 1 1 . 8

5.5

3120
3080

2968
3080

3052
3040

2W2
2896

3104
2936

3520
3000

3010
3500

3000
3260

2900
3100

3060
3275

3095
3190

?975
3400

3106

171 .9

5.5

2140
No data

1880
2000

2060
1920

2024
1952

2040
1880

2048
1992

2135
1900

1990
1950

1890
1895

1975
1M5

1950
1950

1990
1940

1972

78.0

4.0

25.7
25.7

25.6
25.6

25.6
25.6

25.9
25.9

25.8
25.8

25.9
25.9

27.1
27.1

25.7
25.7

25.5
25.5

25.5
25.5

25.3
25.3

25.2
25.2

25.7

.5

1.8



Test
no. Dummy

Peak
head

result.
accel.

- g Htc

Peak
chest
result.
accel.

- g

Peak belt loads
- tbs. Peak

sled
accel.

--g
Lt,
lap

Rt.
lap Shoulder

1727

1728

1730

1744

1745

1746

1957

1958

1959

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

H1
H2

Mean

Std. dev.

o/o Yar.

56.5
50.8

62.7
58.0

64.0
58.5

57.0
52.O

60,0
57.5

58.9
56.0

55.5
59.7

59.2
62.0

53.5
62.0

58.0

3.6

6.2

791
591

950
695

902
812

696
ilz

689
603

661
559

740
669

908
886

695
u2

735

53.0
42.0

50.0
46.0

53.5
53.8

45.7
40.0

45.9
48.2

M,O
48.0

43.8
49.0

4s.9
52.5

42.0
51.8

47.5

4.3

9.0

1760
2060

1792
2152

1840
2184

1960
2012

197S
2200

2000
2160

2000
2010

2100
2010

2000
2000

2012

124

6.2

3200
3080

2968
3040

3280
3088

3120
2956

3520
3080

u40
3200

3500
3080

3390
3190

3150
3075

3186

173

5.4

2000
1936

2056
2000

1920
1904

1948
1920

2112
2080

2020
2032

1760
1950

1830
1790

1860
1910

1946

97

5.0

25.7
25.7

26.2
26.2

26.4
26.4

25.7
25.7

25.8
25.8

25.7
25.7

26.0
26.0

26.5
26.5

fr.2
26.2

26.0

.3

1 ,2

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Table 2. Summary of &point belt sled tests.

' i

.

'il

'*i

".t:
.E
:,,i
fi'"t

dummy kinematics was not much different from
that of the 30 mph frontal impact. The dummies
remained well restrained in the seats but were
found to have rotated slightly more to the left
side (the seat buck was rotated clockwise) in their
final position as compared to the fiontal tests.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Flepeatability and Reproducibility
Test Series

The dummies were compared on the basis of
their  basic peak g level responses insteacl ol ' the
derived measures such as HIC. HSI,  CISI.  etc.
Whi le the mathematical lv treated or otherwise
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Table 3. Summary of 3-point belt sled tests.

Test
No. Dummy

Head
peaK

result .
accer.

* g Hrc

Chest
peaK

result.
accel .

- - g

Peak belt loads
.- lbs. Peak

sled
accel.

- g
Lt.
lap

Rt.
lap Shoulder

1954

1955

1956

1971

1972

1973

1974

A01
A02

A01
A02

A01
A02

A01
A02

A01
A02

A01
A02

401
A02

Mean

Std. dev.

% Var.

47.5
48.0

51.0
49.0

50.2
51 .0

46.0
48.0

52.8
50.5

51.5
51.0

51.0
55.0

50.2

2.3

4.6

538
521

572
631

649
764

476
520

789
561

698
684

857
633

635

36.2
37.9

38.0
38.0

39.0
40.0

35.5
37.5

45.5
38.2

38.0
40.2

41.0
41.8

39,1

2.5

6.5

1850
2000

2060
1975

2000
2000

2000
2135

2100
2100

2125
2145

2200
2200

2064

98.1

4.8

2750
3000

3275
3045

3090
2945

3010
3050

3275
3150

3750
Lost data

3050
3200

3122

234.9

7.5

1715
1750

1  7 1 0
1835

1740
1900

1800
1900

1800
1850

1800
2000

1700
1930

1816

91.2

5.0

25.4
25.4

25.0
25.0

25.6
25.6

25.9
25.9

25.8
25.8

25.8
25.8

25.8
25.8

25.6

.3

1 .2

weighted values may he of interest to the bio-
mechanicist, it is the authors' opinion that irny
instrument should be judged on the hasis of di-
rectly generated signals.

The head responses on individual make dummy
basis showed a system's var iabi l i ty ol-4.6%, min-
itnurn arrrl 6.2%t n'taxintutrt. 'Ihc durrttrties' re*
producibility showcd a total system's variability
of 9o/a. 

'l 'he 
thorax resp()nse for individual

durnnry groups had a rrrinilrunr systcm's varia-
bility of 4.6% and rnirxinrurl of 9a/t,. The re-
producibility of response was l0%. 'l 'he ahove
data, horvevcr, should not lead to the conclusion
that the ranges rellect only the chancc variirhility
of the dummies.

The dummies' response in this test series are
affected, as noted in paragraph 4, by a nurnber
of identiliable but not necessarily quantifiable
varjables, such as the durlnry joint adjustrnent
and set-up effects, li iction betwccn the dunrmy
and the seat, slcd pulse variahility and the vari-
ability of the belt restraints. Of these, the only
quantifiable lactors which were measured are l)
thc sled pulse and 2) the belt loads, Assuming
that the belt loads are aff'ected hy their interaction
with the durnmy due to its acceleration by the
sled, it is csscntial that the dumrny responsc be
viewed in tenns of these two variables, Mathe-
nratrcrally, it is necressary to subtract fiorn the
dummy variability the adjustecl net variahility of
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Feet position at start of test.

sd
ft
ffi
h,'

Figure 12. Forearm position at start of test.

the belt restraint system (belt load variability less
sled pulse variability). As the occr.rpants' head
and thorax responses are prirnarily determined
by the shoulder belt load-up, only the shoulder
belt variability was used in the adjustment. This
resulted in the subtraction of 3.8% fiom the var-
iance of the H and S group of dummies, 2,8Vo
from the A group, and 4To from the pooled
groups. Figure 15 shows in graphical form to
what level the durnmy response variances are
aff'ected by the adlusted shoulder belt loads in-
dicating the real head rcsponse variability of
1.87o to 2.6Va and thc thorax tiom 0 to 5.2% on
individual dumnry makc basis. For the group as
a whole, the expectcd net variabilities tbr the
head and thorax are 4o/a and 6% respectively.

Figure 13. Should belt posit ions.
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Figure 9. Abdomen posit ion at start of test.
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Ftgure 10. Knee position at start of test.

Figure 11. Head and shoulder posrt ion at start
of test.
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Table 4. Composite average of all 3-point belt sled tests flables 1+2+3)'

Peak head
resultant

acceleration
* g -H tc

Peak chest
resultant

acceleration
- g

Peak belt loads .- lbs. Peak
sled

accelerationLeft
lap

Right
lap Shoulder

Mean

Std. dev.

o/o Yat.

55.94

4.49

8.0

712 44.1

4.4

10.00

2026

1 1 3

5.6

3136

189

6.0

1924

108

5.6

25.80

.41

1 .6

Rcsponse data tbr individual dummies suggest

that some dumtny makes are somewhat more rc-

peatable than others. However, the variahility

itself is so insignificant, that cven if the response

value was doubled, it would stil l leave the tlverall

variability well within the acceptability ritdn{-lards

rul' contntercial test instrumentation systcnts' Fig-

ure 3 shows the post test Seotnetric postures of

the dummies, indicating also extrentely good re-

peatability of the final body and limb pttsitions-

6.2 The Effects of Belt Location on
Dummy Response and Kinematics

No response variability calculations have been

made for these runs due to the fact that the tests

have been performed with only one dummy, and

the number of tests were too few for an aclequate

statistical analysis. ln general, it appears that the

Figure 14. Comparison of simulated and meas'
ured acceleration oulses.

overall variability of the head and thorax re-

sponses (Table 5) for any particular belt posi-

tion is not nuch diffbrent tiom those reported in

section 5.1. A study of the differences between

average response values shows that the two inch

high shoulder belt location produces 7.6 g higher
mean value fbr the head and approximately 3 S
for the thorax over the responses with on-the-

C.G. belt location. An approximately two inch

lower belt location results also in higher response

levels of approximately 4 g for the head and 6

g for the thorax. The dummy's maxitnum dy-

namic shoulder rotation on the other hand is re-

duced fiom 51 degrees for the on-C'G' shoulder
belt location to an average of l0 degrees fbr the

2 inch higher position. The shoulder rotation in-

creases to an average of 69 degrees with the 2

inch lowered belt position. The above test results

lead to the conclusion that the dummy head and

thorax responses are lowest tbr the belt aligned
with the C.G. of the torso. Shoulder rotation on

the other hand is lowest with the high belt po-

sition and appcars to be only nominally lalger in

the low position when compared to the on-the-

C.G. location. Table 7 provides a sutnntary t)f

trends of the mean response values for all of the

measured quantities including the belt loading'

6.3 The Effects of the Oblique
Acceleration Vector on the DummY
Response

The nreasured dummy responses in the ohlique

impact mode resulted in comparably low varia-

bility of thc duntnry head and thorax responses
(Table 6),  s imi lar to those fbund in sect ion 6'  I '
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Figure 15. Head and thorax accelerat ion
response variabilitY.

The variability of of the peak belt loads was found

to be somewhat higher than that observed in the

straight ahead irnpact series. It appears that more

variability in the belt Ioads is to be expected due

to the dummy torso rotation etfects against the

belts as noted in sect ion 5.3.1'  The rotat ion, how-

ever, did not appear to af'fect the low variability
levels of the dumrny responses. Trends in the

measured response values, as well as those of
the belt loadings, are surnmarized in Table 7.

CONCLUSIONS

L Dummy responses in a controlled impact
environment are considered to be repeirtable

for any dummy make and reproducible be-

twcen various rrtakcs otr the birsis of dircctly

measurecl head and thorax responses'

In spite of all effirrts to recluce the impact

environnrent variables, the ct'tects of the helt

restraint systells were found to contrihute

in most in.ctflnces ntore than 507o of the total

var iabi l i ty.
Durnmy shoulder rotation is highly reduced

by C.G. position of the belt on the torso,

whereas it is only nominally larger by the
below the CG placement.
The mean response values of the head and

thorax are at minittturl with the torso belt
locat ion at the CC, A high belt  locat ion in-

creases the heacl reslx)nse values more than
those of thorax and a low belt location in-

creases the thorax tnore than thttse of the

head.
5. The shoulder belt loading is highest for belt

location at the CC of the thorax, somewhat

lower for the two inch below position and
lowest for the two inch high position.

6. The 12 degree oblique acceleration vector

produces low variability ol the head and

thorax response values sirnilar to thtlse ob-
served in Pure frontal imPacts.

7. The belt loading varialril itv is sonrewhat

higher in oblique impacts causcd by an ap-

parently increased dummy rotation within

the belt system.
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|
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|
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fante O, $ummary of S.point belt sled tests. Seats at 12" oblique position'

Table 7. Effects of belt location and offset of the sled acceleration vector on occupant response and
belt loading'

Test
no. Dummy

Peak
head
result.
accel.

- g Hrc

Peak
chest
result.
accel.

- -g

Peak belt loads
- lbs. Peak

sled
accel.

- g
Lt.
lap

Rt.
lap $houlder

1802

1803

1804

1805

1806

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

S1
S2

Mean

Std. dev.

Yo Var.

50.0
52.0

50.5
50.0

54.0
53.7

51.2
53.2

52.5
53.8

52.1

1.6

3.1

598
640

587
638

650
655

552
654

612
6 1 1

620

40.0
43.0

4?.0
41 .9

43.8
43,3

41 .9
42.5

42.0
43.0

42.3

1 .1

2.5

1710
1810

1800
1900

1 790
1910

1800
1935

1800
1865

1832

68.8

3,8

3295
4450

3800
4490

3525
4800

3850
4540

No data
3950

4077

513

12.6

1795
1800

1925
1650

1900
1700

1800
1750

1900
1s00

1772

130

7.3

21.4
21.4

21.3
21,3

21.2
21.2

21.4
21.4

21 .3
21.3

21.3

.8

.4

Acceleration Belt loading
Shoulder
rotationHead Thorax Left Hight Shoulder

Shoulder belt location

High

On center

Low

Acceleration vector
offset (towards the
right)

+

0

+

minimal+

+

0

+

minimal+

0

0

+

0

0

+

+

0 0

NA

(+) increases over the base
(-)  decreases over the base

Progrurts and Resear(h ort
terns. SAE 690247, SocietY
Engineers, New York, New

15. S'H. Backaitis. Sen'ritiyitl ' Studl of occu-
pant Rtrpotr.str in Sirnuluted Cruslt Environ-

ntn((n/. SAE 74}ll1, Society of Automotive

Engineers, New York, NY, 1974'
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